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NOW AVAILABLE ONLY 

DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY* 

If you are paying the price of a Custom Made Bow-

WHY NOT GET ONE? 
Norman, Jack and Bob Wilson, The Wilson Brothers, are 
manufacturers of the now world famous BLACK WIDOW 
BOWS. They have been in archery more than thirty years. 
The Wilson Brothers were National Champions as far 
back as 1946. For many years they were among the top 
group of archers at State, Regional and National tourna
ments, excelling in both target and field archery. Their 
knowledge and experience accumulated through years 
of shooting in all phases of archery; hunting, target and 
field, the shooting and testing of many different bows 
resulted in the development of the BLACK WIDOW BOW. 
From the very first year, the BLACK WIDOW BOW found 
its way into the hands of champions. 

BLACK WIDOW BOWS have won THREE WORLD CHAMPION~ 
SHIPS in the last four F.1.T.A. World Tournaments plus many 
State, Regional and National Championships in the United States 
and other countries around the world. 

BLACK WIDOW BOWS AVAILABLE FROM i79so up 

We have a large selection of models for your choice. 

Any model can be custom made especially for you . 

.(Yes, we take trade-ins.) 

Don1t delay. Send now for complete information. 

*In the United States BLACK WIDOW BOWS arc now available 
OHLY DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY or from one of these 
Speci.al Rcprcsent.lfives: 
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Hugh Rich Archery, Inc. 
Glendale, Calif. 

Archery Center 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

Gourley Archery 
Tulsa. Okla. 

Six Gold Archery Lanes 
Manchester, Mo. 

Route 8, Box 33-H Dept. BA 
Springfield, Missouri 65804, U.S.A. 
Telephone: Area Code 417-883-3235 

Be sure with Browning 

New50'' 
Browning 

Cobra 
$64.50 

Priceg 81ightl.Y higher in Cansda. 
Cop)'l'ight• l9ij8 Rrownin"' Arms Co. 

Consistently successful bowhunters have one common cha1·acteristic: 
t h ey're plenty particular when it comes to choosing equipment . To 
m eet the precise perform ance s tandards of even d ie most selective 
shoote1·s, Browning Bow Hunting E quipment is en gineered for 
success and built to make a differen ce. 

Browning Big Game Hu.ntin~ Bows feature a special compos'ite of 
the finest h ard woods and unidirectional .fiberglass; with wide, fu]] 
recurve lim bs tha t deliver the most effective combination of speed, 
power , accuracy and stability. These are gualities t hat build confi
dence every_ time you draw an arrow. T here a l'e no less tha n 8 
B row.rung H un tin g Bows in bo t h right and left ha nd models and 
draw weights to 70 pounds. (Higher by specia l order) 
Model Length Price 
Nomad Stalker ..................................... . 
Nomad 1 ................................................. . 
Nomad II ....... ..... - ····- ·· .. ····-····· ·-··········· 
Safari!. .................................................. . 
Safari 11 ................................................. . 
Explorer I .·- ··- ·· .. - ·-··- ·-·····················-· 

~~~;~~~~.~~:::::::::: ::::::::: ::::: :~:::: :: ::::: : :: 
Complete Hunting Sets from $59.75 

52" ·········- ····-........ ....... - .. $4 7.50 
54" ··-····· ····- ·····................ 49.50 
60" ........................ ·- ········ 52.50 
54" ............ -..................... 59.50 
60" ................................... 62.50 
56" ................... ................ 62.50 
62" ····-··········- ················.. 64.50 
50'' .............. ..................... 64.50 

Browning H unting Arrows provide the perfect match for Browning 
Bows. C.hoose from our own s uper-strong M icro-Flite® fiberglass, 
Special O.D. I::lunti.ng :fiberglass or Po1·t Orford Cedar from $8.95 doz. 
And we <>ffer all t he accessories, too, in complem·en ting quality. For 
all your Bowh unting needs, be sure with Browning. 

America's Finest Archery Equipment 

by BROWNING 
Finest in Sporting Arms 

WRITE FOR Write for FREE catalog describing all Browning Bows, 
FREE COLOR Arrows and Accessories, plus valuable shooting 
CATALOG instructions and tips on bow and arrow selection. {%1J;r 

Browning Arms Co., Dept.S48,P.O. Box 500, Morgan, Utah 84050 \.£} 
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N~P~ 
Sp oh your arrow exoctl y -
every 1hot. 
SMOOTH I $1.00 Will NOT roll otring. Giveo ••· 
tr•m•ly occurate "'Hair trigger'' 

ret•a••· 
Per Pair 

At your Dealers 
FOOL·PROOFI 
Arrow moy be olipped up or 
down until it 1eat1 in notch. I 

STRING SILENCERS 

• 75c per pr. 

KlLBEAD'S 
Kiiis Strln"9 

Noisa 

No fllp floP ears 
to flutter - Notll
lng to hong up. 
Convert hlgti fr&
quency noise Into 
o whisper lnstont
ly. 

BRUSH 
BUTTONS 
Srushproof Any Bow 
Dampen String 
Noise 

"S ,, U pe F' MounlerJ on 
Full Working Recurve 

~uptt • 7C>e Per Pt. 

~ - 60C Per p,, 
l . t0:. wttkr P-s. Ito.. }."1l, f 01 

FEATHERS 
FULL LENGTH OR DIE CUT READY FOR 
~ Shield YOUR SHAFTS 

~ Style WRITE FOR 
~ Parabolic PRICES & 
~Style SAMPLE 
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lowest Prlee, Hi9best Quallty, 
Faste5t Service - Full Leng1h or Die Cut 
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A Superb New Hunting Bow Classic! 

The Super Diablo is truly a bowhunter's concept 
of the ultimate hunting bow. HOWATT designers 
actually consulted with many of the country's leading 
archery hunters to establish the absolute essentials 
of a superior hunting bow. Then, with the full ap
proval of the experts, many additional qualities and 
features were added to improve the basic design . 

The HOWATT Super Diablo is the classic result. 
Essential hunting bow qualities hove been en

hanced with numerous design features, including a 
Custom Hunting Stabilizer, to produce the exception
al bow. Superb speed, smooth power and remark~ 

able accuracy together with its incomparably finished 
Brazilian Rosewood handle makes the Super Diablo 
o true classic . . . the ultimate. 

Length 60" 
We ights lo 75 lb s. 

Black Hunting Glass 
Brazilian Rosewood Riser 

Comes complete with Custom Hunting Stabilizer 
and Deluxe black padded case with zippered 

a(c.essory pocket. 

89.50 

The Brazilian Rosewood, flexibl e-shaft Custom Hunting 
Stabilizer is available as an accessory and may be 
installed on the Howatt Hunter and Hi-Speed models. 
When ordering, simply specify a stabilizer insert. 
Insert 1.50 Stabilizer 9.95 

Available NOW at your HOWATT dealer 

DA.~ON 

HOWATT 
Archery Manulaoturlng, Inc. 

ROUTE 8, YAKIMA. WASH 98902 
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ANOTHER LOOK 
In your July/August issue, T read 

a letter hy a Ray Nelson, who men
tioned thaL, in your past issues, you 
have cease<l ihe practir.c of uRing n 
sketchline form of analy.;;i.s of }'Ou1· 
fea tu red a rchers. 

As I um 11 new s uhsc1·ibc1· to your 
magazine, and to an:heq; itself, I can
not comment, on this pt•actice. l:lul I 
find, by sLudying your pm.files I pick 
up valuable tip:; and info1mation. 1 
also try to ::ornpat·e the va•·inus fonris 
of these fine arche1·s. 

1 think you r bdlliant idea of ::1ke+!'h
ing a pidu1·c of ihr.~e a11:ists ( ... al'Ch
ery is an art) wiih lines drawn in 
>;howing his petfection of foi·m woul<l 
he an exceJ.le nL guide in studying their 
particular fu1·m;;. 

Eric F e rguson 
Pownll Hiver, British Columhia 

( Y our H!q1u.sl lin.11 been, f orwn1Y/ed 
to a?·t direrwr l)i,<'/(. Gibson.) 

MORE ON BOW LOCKS 
In som~ of your 1·ccr.nt 111tides 

have noticerl pictures of C. n. Learn 
usin.g; a how lock. 1 thouglil thnt he 
might he interested in seeing some 
pictui·e,; of the ' lock" that I have been 
using i or aboul th1·ce YC'~'ln: now. The 
lock is consfrucLetl of 1/8" laminated 
strips of l11eidgla.>. As you rcali:w. I 
am sure, a bow luck is a ve1·y pc1·som1l 
11iece or equipm ent, and ( rn usi have 
!Ju ill fi flecn or so before l came up 
with jusl the right combinat.ion. 

I have always been very inten~:; l.ed 
in this pha.'>e of arr.hcry irnd would ap
preciate an exchange of i<leas on de
signs, materials, etc. about t h is type 
of release and other.~ you might know 
nhout. 

Bob Crenshaw 
Dot A rrhei·y Shop 
Nashville, Tennc~flec 

WE'RE PERFECT??? 
I have hccn reading BOW & AR

ROW for four yca1·s and I never have 
read n more informative archery 
magazine, nor have I eve1· :seen so 
much a:!I one mistake or a false state
ment of any kind. 

My wife and I had the pleasu1·e of 
meeting and talking to Joe Higgins 
at- the lnlernational Toumament at 
Cobo Hall last spring and we plan on 
going again this year. With people 
like Joe on your staff, I rlo not see 
how your magazine could ever fail. 

Wayne P. Carpenter, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

( W c t''Y harder!) 

SELF-HEALER 
In the Nuv./Dec. '67 issue, there is 

mention that the Perth Archery Club 
is looking for a self-healing target 
butt. Well, Herter's Spcciiil Broad
head Targ-et Eutt may be the answer. 
It is made of Epofoam plastic, is two 
feet in diameter and a foot t h ick. It 
weighs about nine pounds and has a 
guarantee. 

I hope this information is of some 
help. 

John Blair, President, 
South-Side Archery Club, 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

Continued on page 50 
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* SERVICE · - • Orders shipped wllhln 

24 to 49 hours. 

DO OVER 6000 LEADING: 
DEALERS 
ARROVV MAKERS 
B01N MANUFACTURERS 
Buy Here? 

* EXPORT SERVICE - - - Complete 

services include shipment to all free countries. 

r- - - - FREE - - - - , 
I I 

* STOCKS • - • Largest stock of nationally 

odvertis.ed lin~• under one roof. 
* MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS .. 

: Wrlte For Giant I 
1 CGlo..00 Whole11>ale I 

I Catalog Today I 
I I 

* FACILITIES - - - Beautiful modern . 

deoler't ihow room- And worehou1• 

designed for orchory tackle distribution. * EQUIPMENT - - - b•lell in ele<lronic 

Equipment is utilized by this l•adlng firm for 

proc•s•ing and shipping orders. 

* EXPERIENCE - - - This fi rm is the 

original wholeiole archery center in the world . 

Over 21 years experience. 

* SELECTION - - - Every molar line of 

archery tackle manufactured is stocked and said 

by this firm - over 500 differ1tnt Items. 
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Mail ordus ore the order of th• doy-hperi•na 

ond facilities assure vau of the finest tervice 

onywh•r1>. L ____ FREE ____ .J 

Phone: 627-2003 Area Sl7 

If It's For Archery, We Have It 

New Super Necedah-long how speed 
and accuracy in a 54" how? 

. I ,. 
"t't.f:... , ,. r .. # 

~ .~J 
-w. :'f~l 
~-~!J 

See Joe Foss on "The 
Outdoorsman: Joe Foss," 
sponsored by Liberty Mutual. 

Watch The Outdoorsman, 
Joe Foss, prove it. 

X30 Super Necedah. Length 54". Draw 
weights: 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 pounds. 
$69.50*, includes deluxe bow case. 
Right or left hand. 

He ought to know. Joe helped develop and field-test Shakespeare's new X30 
Super Necedah. Here's what he likes about it. He doesn't have to sacrifice 
long-bow speed and accuracy to get short-bow handling ease. The Super 
Necedah is perfect for use in a blind, from a tree, or in any situation that 
calls for both maneuverability and flat trajectory. 
You'll like the Super Necedah, too. Its new widened limbs (2u wide) 
make for a smoother-shooting bow-in spite of its short 54' . And its duo
flex design accounts for the Super Necedah 's speed. 
It' s a real beauty, too. Limbs are finished with handsome, non-glare 
black glass. The comfortable, semi-pistol-grip handle is a triple lami
nate of laurel and zebra woods. A super bow, for super shooting. 
Watch Joe Foss go after the big ones on TV-then hunt them yourself 
with the Shakespeare X30 Super Necedah-the short, light bow 
with the advantages you look for in a long bow. $69.50*, includes 
deluxe bow case. Draw weights, 35-55 pounds. Right· and left
hand models. See your dealer soon! 

More great Shakespeare hunters! 

X26 Necedah, the now
famous Shakespeare 
hunter that still tops the 
best-seller list. light, fast 
and smooth. Altractive, 
too. Length 58#. Draw 
weights: 35 to 55 lbs. Only 
$60.00*. Right-or left-hand 
models. 

All-purpose 62" Xl7 Ocala 
is fast and stable; offers 
unusual speed at short 
draw length. Laminated 
benge and zebra wood 
semi-pistol .grip handle. 
In draw weights 35 to 60 
lbs. Righi· or left-hand 
models. $75.00*. 

Brand-new 58" X20 Mani· 
tou ! For hunting or recre
ation - and a beauty. 
Island Maple-laminated 
handle and nock overlays. 
Top-qualily dacron string. 
Draw weights: 35 to 50 lbs. 
Right-or left-hand models. 
A moderate $45.00*. 

•Not represented to be customary or usuol retail price. Priced competitively hy dealers everywhere. 

FREE illustrated 196& Archery Catalog. Send coupon to Shakes· 
peare Company, Archery Division, Dept. BA-80904, Kalamazoo, 
Michigan 49001. 

Name 

Store name 

Address 

9!l & State Zip 
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TECH TALK 
STABLE ARROW 

I have read many articles in which it 
is stated that the twenty-eight-inch 
arrow is the most stable arrow in 
flight. Would you be able to tell how 
much more stable it is over the 27 or 
26·inch? 

Daniel L. Lantagne, 
Niagara, Wisconsin 

(Doug Kittredge has been involved 
with the testing of arrow stability in 
recent years, u~ng high speed 
photography and shooting machines. 
As a result of this, he says, "I feel the 
statement that a twenty-eight·inch 
arrow being more stable than some 
other length is pure bunk 

("Arrow stability has a bearing on 
the size, material and angle of the 
fletching, which then is related to the 
length and diameter of the shaft, plus 
the weight of the head. Stability has 
nothing to do with shaft length 

independtly, and any length - short or 
long - can he rruide to fly with 
complete stability, ") 

CAMO QUESTION 
It seems that camoflage is stressed 

by most of your bowhunting writers 
right down to the hands and feet. Yet 
many of them use white fletching and 
even all-white arrows. 

Bob Learn showed in a recent 
article (see A lousy Image, Jan/Feb 
•68 issue) the obvious value of natural 
barred feathers over white for hunting, 
but Doug Kittredge, Jack Howard, Jim 
Dougherty and others do not seem 
hindered by using white. I would be 
interested in knowing how you feel 
about this. 

Donald D. Myers, 
Brooklyn, New York 

(There are both schools of thought 

in this regard and obviously Bob Leam 
makes a good point. However, Doug 
Kittredge says, "I keep my white 
fletched arrows in a Silent Stalker belt 
quiver, which hangs rather low at my 
side. I have a thin silk cover in a dark 
green color, which I slip over the 
fletching to hide it from view. 
Anything heavier than silk could 
damage the feathers. 

("I don't feel the slighte·st 
disadvantage of the white fletching on 
the a"ow kept on my bow, which 
offsets the material advantage of being 
able to see the flight of the arrow, so 
as to deteniline whether a hit was 
made and, if so, where. 

("I have talked with several of my 
bowhunting friends who hunt with 
white fletching to see if they feel it has 
caused them to spook deer or other 
game. To a man, they say it has not. 

("I feel camouflage of the face is a 
Continued on. 71age 72 

@ Guaranteed no bows at any price mode of 
more expensive materials, better workmanship 

or better performance in any respect. 

@Handle is constructed of beautiful laminated 
1/8 inch maple and two l/16 inch strips of high· 

tern pered aluminum. 

The extraordinary value and qua Ii ty of Herter' s 
archery tack le rightfully places thern as one of 
the top leaders in this field. Their Model Utopian 
75 inch target bow helped me in many woys to 
win First place in not only the largest Indoor 
archery tournament in the world but also the rttost 
di Iii cu It of o II tournoments, the 1968 Ben 

@Comes complete with Herter' s mercury.filled rod 
s ta bi Ii zer. 

@Truly the most outstanding target bows ever offered 
to the competitive minded archers. 

Send $1.00 refundable for huge 600 page catalog of 
Bows, Arrows, Hunting and Fishing Equipment. Guaran
teed prices for lower than you ore now paying. 
Address Dept. 9R2 

In testing the increased strength of 
new Dacron Super B-43, we asked Harry 
Drake to put it through the toughest test he 
could imagine. He did. He used a 180# foot bow to loft 
flight arrows more than 1000 yards. 

Not only did he get three to four times as many shots per 
string, but he did it with 20 strands instead of the 26 re' 
quired with.Dacron "B." That means almost50% more life. 

Now the target and field archer can use the new 
Dacron Super B-43 knowing that it is rnore durable, 
eliminating almost all string breakage worries, or he 
can make a smaller, lighter string to obtain maximum 

efficiency and speed from his bow. 
The hunter can be assured of the most 

durable string, eliminating the possibility of 
missing his one big shot because of a broken string. 

Super B-43 Dacron is available in premium grade 
strings from most manufacturers of quality bowstrings 
and in X# and 1# spools frorn your local archery dealer. 
Ask for the tested and proved strongest bowstring
Dacron Super B-43 and Brownell Nylon Serving Thread
long wearing, to add to the life of your Super B-43 string. 

Wrile for Easton shaft c11/alog and new quality archery itams brochure. 

Mfd. by BROWNELL & CO. Dist. By JAS. D. EASTON, INC. 15137 Califa Street, Van Nuys, California 91401 
®Du Pont trademark for polyester fibor 
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USED DY WfNNEAtl a~ THE 1897 

F.l.TA. World's 
Championship 

PLUS N.A.A. & N.F.A.A. 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 

F.1.r.:A. A1 .. 11••fh01 I , N•t"'•''"""' 
H0Y1' PllO Mt:DAU•r eow 

S HOf 8Y A LL re~ .... Cn8R''S' FOR 

New High Score R.eoords 

1"' ...... ~" hl • A'• U SA 

2"" Or••I B ti l u A 

3"' USA 

4"" "'""'''•"• 

B"' • Ah~C • 

9 !b C•- d• 
t0!h • w • 4• 111 

I"' w ..... .... .... ... "'. 
3'" 

NJ.A.A. Field Championship 
JACKSON, MISS. 

1st Women's Open Freestyle 
1st " Amateur " 
2n.d 
3rd 
1st 
3rd 

Barebow 
" 

N.A.A. Target Championship 
GREENE, N. Y. 

1st M~~·s Ta~~et 
2nd 
3rd 
5th 
7th 

Above pertormance is unequalled in the annals of 
Tournament Archery-further proof of the superior 
performance of the Pro Medalist-

10 

"World's Most 
Accurate Bow!" 

- see your dealer 

11510 NATURAL BRIDGE ROAD • BRIDGETON, MISSOURI 63042 

A group of us were warming up our front feet over the 
last glowing remains of our campfire, when one of the 
fellows remarked that he was convinced patience was the 
bowhunter's most valuable asset. He further claimed that 
without it, the nice three-point buck he bagged last fall 
would yet be roaming the high aspen patches of the back 
country. With a new topic of conversation to chew on and a 
couple ?f sticks of fresh wood on the fire, the discussion 
got a-gomg hot and heavy. 

It ·seems this three-point was feeding with it's head down 
in a patch of buck brush just to the edge of a quaky patch 
the bowhunter was working around. Animal and hunter 
were slowly corning together, each completely unaware of 
the other's presence. Then our hunter took that one step 
too many and found him'self eye-ball to eye-ball about 
twenty-five feet away. Both froze as though cast in cement. 
That deer just didn't know what to do ... he knew he'd 
been caught flat-footed, but he didn't know by what. In 
situations of this kind, Mr. Buck seems to say to himself 
"As I don't know what you are or what you intend to do

1 

I'll just wait you out and let you make the first move." ' 
Now most of us confronted with our deer at such close 

range will wait a few seconds or so and when the critter 
doesn't move, we'll try to slowly raise our bow, draw, and 
figure even if we spook him, we'll get off a fast shot at 
which such close range is bound to have a good chance for a 
hit. As Ben went on to say at that campfire, he had been in 
similar situations the past several years and had yet to get a 
hit by playing it his way ... in fact, twice he had been able 
to get the bow to full draw with the deer still standing 
there. Yet, as he would let 'er go, the deer invariably would 
explode like a coiled clock spring and all he hit was air 
where the deer had been a split second before! We think of 
our arrow as traveling pretty fast the first twenty yards or 
so, but there is no doubt that the reflexes of a wild animal 
can beat it all hollow . . . even when he is standing but a 
matter of a few feet away from the shooter. 

This time Ben figured he'd play it cool and wait until the 
deer made the first· move. Each second that buck stood 
there seemed like a minute - and the minute rapidly was 
adding up to hours, it seemed. Then the buck slowly started 
~o turn i~s head and bent down as though to feed again. Btit 
JUSt as his head dropped tluee or four inches, ol' Mr. Buck 
snapped it around again trying to catch our hunter off his 
guard. This game was played several times. Then the deer 
started to carefully tum as though to sneak off. Ben let him 
take a few pussy-foot steps until the deer's head was 
completely turned. At that point, he started his draw. The 
deer snapped his head back to look at Ben once more ... 
and for a few agonizing seconds, the eyeball to eyeball 
game was played once more. Apparently Mr. Buck decided 
Ben wasn't something to get acquainted with and he started 
to move, off taking a full rapid step just before going into a 
run, but just at that moment twenty-nine inches of steel 
tipped shaft rarruned its way just back under the last rib 
and buried deep mto his chest. The dl'ler ran, but where can 

Cantinued on page 14 

Ernest Wilkinson is a Wing dealer 
whose reputation depends on it. 
Ernie is a member of a rare breed - woodsman, former government trapper, bow hunter 
and guide, animal trainer, wildlife photographer, taxidermist, archery dealer ... his life and 
his livelihood evolve around the fabulous game and great outdoors of the Coloraqo Rockies. 
Ernie is a Wing dealer who makes no bones about it. 
" My favori te hunting bow is Wing's RED WING HUNTER because of price, performance and 
durabil ity. It gives you a sol id handle riser without the fancy and expensive color laminations 
and frills which are of no advantage when roughing it in the woods. My wife, four young 
boys and myself look forward every year to our annual four to five day dee r hunt; then to 
our annual back-pack trip for elk. 1 anticipate that Wing will continue to play a big part in 
my family's enjoyment of the outdoors and in bringing back our winter meat supply." 
Ernie says a lot about Wing in those few words. This year, Wing has two new bows to go 
along with the RED WING HUNTER ... the THUNDERBIRD in 52" and 62" lengths and the 
deluxe PRESENTATION II HUNTER. Your Wing dealer has them all. 

Presentation II complete . . .... . • . ... . . . ...• . $150.00 
Extra set of limbs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64.95 
Thunderbird . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79.95 
Red Wing Hunter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49.95 
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WING ARCHERY COMPANY 
Route 1. Jacksonville. Texas • (214) 586/ 2416. 



TACKLE TIPS 
by Emery J. Loiselle 

W.TH summer tournament time coming to a close and 
the leaves up north starting to turn, the archer's thoughts 
start turning to the excitement of the hunting season. Don't 
procrastinate. Break out the heavy equipment, get it in 
shape, and practice under simulated hunting conditions if 
you would enjoy a successful hunting trip. 

Hunting equipment and target equipment require dif· 
ferent tactics and methods. An instinctive archer may use 
a number of anchors with target tackle to keep the arrow 
tip as close as possible to the . target in the sight picture. 
For the hunt, he may prefer to use a single hold for all 
shots. There is no room for the delay and confusion oc
casioned by having to decide which anchor point to use 
when there is a deer sitting on the tip of your arrow. Target 
archers may wish to convert to bare bow techniques. In-
stinctive archers may go in for a hunting sight. . 
. !he target bow usually is laden with accuracy aids. This 
is fme when accuracy is of utmost importance and the 
arc~er can take his time with each shot. For ·hunting the 
equipment must be stripped down and streamlined. No 
longer are the stabilizers needed tor that extra degree of 
accuracy - they will only weight down the bow and catch in 
the brush. Greyhound grace and litheness of the bow limbs 
aren't what count now. Heftier tips that won't lag on the 
job of getting the heavy arrow airborne, even with the add~d 
drag of camouflage stocking and brush buttons, are in mode 

this season. The bow i~ heavier for greater penetration. This 
~recludes some steadiness of the bow arm and holding 
time after the draw. 

M.uch of thi~ goes against the theories of good target 
technique. Consider, however, that the "moment" of the 
.hunt generat.ly requi.re_s a fast shot at an uncertain distance 
1n a sometimes d1ff1cult environment. Extreme accuracy 
ceases t~ be the_ prime factor. The ability to locate, stalk 
and outwit a deer 1s of greater importance. 

Shed excess baggage wherever possible. 1 don't use a 
tab or shooting glove. My wife adds elastic to the bow arm 
sleeve of the c~mo jacket to eliminate an arm guard. I like 
a short bow which becomes an aid to travel by helping fend 
aside brush. · 

Certain accessories are good to have on the hunting 
bow. Camouflage can be cloth stocking, tape or coloring of 
your own creation. Brush buttons prevent brush and f ir 
~oughs from becoming snagged between the string and bow 
~P- They s?u.nd damp the twang of the bow string, some· 
times permitting a second shot at the same deer. The exotic 
tournament arrow rests give way to an arrow pad and rest of 
sound·reducing material thick enough to prevent scraping of 
the arrow against wood. 

A bow quiver will hold a sufficient number of arrows for 
a day's hunt handy to the draw hand. It eliminates the back 
pack of arrows which allows shafts to rattle, catch in brush 
and flash signals to the deer. An arrow holder carj take over 
the rob of the index finger of the bow hand. 

A useful aid Is a piece of white tape stuck in a horizon· 
tal posit ion on the bow facing the line of sight area. The 
width of the tape should cover a twelve·inch height at fifty 
yards. When conditions of the "moment" allow time to com
pare this tape with the vertical thickness of the deer's chest 
area, it reports the range as nearer or farther than fifty yards. 

This compact, powerful hunting bow 
comes in two rugged pieces 

Examine your hunting arrows and check for quantity, 
split shafts, sharpness and straightness OT broadheads, 
broken nocks and nocks which are not on straight and 
feathers which are shabby or have come unglued. Apply 
waterproofing to the feathers as you will probably be out In 
the rain with them. 

If you shoot cedar, make sure the shafts are fairly 
straight. The Inherent straightness of glass arrows is an ad
vantage, but they are less expendab(e tha n wood. Serpen· 
tine characteristics in the wood won't matter too much if 
the ends and middle point are in line and the feathers are 
spiraled to rotate the arrow in flight. 

If the broadheads are in line with the shafts and your 
field points are identical in weight, practice with field points 
should be sufficient. It is more important to keep the broad· 
heads in top shape with razor sharp edges than to ruin them 
with practice. Satisfy your need for broadhead practice with 
a couple of bummies that missed the deer last year. 

Sharpen up your accuracy and reflexes by getting prac
tice with the heavy tackle. If you have a bale set up in your 
backyard, practice at random distances by walking around 
the yard taking shots as you go. My wife and I take turns 
calling the position, fast or slow shots and the moment, then 
turning and shooting at the target. This adds interest to the 
practice and perplexes the neighbors. 

Roving Is wonderful practice for hunting. This Involves a 
leisurely walk through the woods with a buddy or two, shoot
ing at anything that represents a target - a stump, a hum
mock, even the base of a tree. Use your most dispensable 
arrows for this sport. An exercise in gauging distances in 
open areas is shooting at baled hay in the field after getting 
permission from the farmer. If you belong to a field arch· 
ers' club, you can do the twenty·eight target course shooting 
at random distances as you approach the targets. 

Don' t be satisfied with stationary targets. Many of your 
hunting shots will be at a deer moving out. Gauging lead on 
a running deer Is largely a matter of experience, guess and 
luck. I have my own rule of thumb for lead. On a running 
deer I "guestimate" a lead of one-sixth the distance from 
my position to the spot where the deer should be when the 
arrow gets there. 

Excellent practice fOr running shots can be had by roll· 
ing an old tire containing a sixteen-inch target mat down a 
hill. You can cut down the size of the firewood pile by roll
ing the tire at an angle across the hill and shooting uphill. 
The tire will tall towards the uphill side and the arrows won't 
be crushed. Take the tire and mat on the hunt to get in 
some practice during the lazy part of the day. 

You will need navigational, logistical, survival aids and 
sundry items for personal well·being. A good compass Is a 
must. There are small compasses available, made for ce· 
menting into a hole in the bow handle or gunstock. You will 
need a parka or rain suit. Warm clothes, gloves and com· 
fortable boots are for the cord mornings and late afternoons 
when the deer move and the hunter stands. You cannot be 
overdressed at these times. 

Pack an extra bow, bowstring, hunting knife, telescope, 
coil of small diameter rope, and a pouch containing such 
items as f irst aid kit, snakebite kit , quick energy snacks, 
coiled outdoorsman's saw, twine, pliers and plastic bag. 
Don't forget smokes, comb, toothbrush, shaving gear and the 
all-important camera. 

SM that your car is in good mechanical condition. 
Make reservations for accommodations Jest you undergo 

a night's lodging in your own car. My wife and I had that 
thrill one opening Saturday during football season when we 
could find no vacancy in the entire vertical length of the 
State of Vermont. • 

. .. goes anywhere in a 31" case 
Jim Dougherty, well known hunter, prefers the new Ben Pearson 
Signature Take-Down bow because its fitted case rides safe and 
snug 011 his trail bike until game is sighted. He quickly locks the 
precision-fitted metal knuckles together with a tapered pin . . . 
producing a 58" hunting bew with the strength, smooth power and 
stability of any one-piece bow. 

Whether hunting on a trail bike, in a jeep, on horseli>ack er Yia DC-8 
. .. the Ben Pearson Signature Take-Down bow solves your bulky
bow travel problems. Ask any dealer. About $75 with case. 

~11.Z'.M_IJl~A.6.~llM~ Wtlrelorlroo 
~J/11/;-6=r6;7'1Rli7'11W~ ' 'Sfg11alurel• 111ornturo. 

For .. Socrot11 ol Bow Hu11tl n9" 
A produi:t of The lel1ul'9 Group, Inc. booklor, Include 25, , 

2251 Eaet Seventh Street, 0111>1. BA, Los Angeles, California 90023 



Browning gives 
you a better 
way to go! 

Browning and quality go together, so do archery and 
camouflage. Put them together and you have the great, 
new, all-season, Browning Camouflage Hunting Clothing. 
Each item is carefully tailored for full freedom without 
bulk and utilizes select fabrics to insure long wear, protec
tion and comfort. 

The Canwuflage Hunting Coat affords ideal concealment, 
and gives you expanding, oversize pockets that will carry 
all the gear you need. It is lightweight, fully lined and 
water repellent. $19.50. The Camouflage Brush Trousers 
are reinforced at all stress points, including a lining of rub
berir.ed fabric in the seat and a double layer of tough cotton 
duck on the front" of the legs for protection against brush. 
$12.50. Also available for warmer weather wear are Light
weight Camoufiage Truuseri; $6. 7.5 and a Lightweight 
CamoufW,ge Shirt $7.25. 

The perfect addition to this outfit is the Browning Kanga
roo Featherweight Boot, ideal for silent, sure-footed stalk
ing. These boots are crafted from silicone treated genuine 
Australian Kangaroo. $30.00. 

See the complete new line of Browning Sportsmen's Apparel 
at your local dealer and you'll agree Browning gives you a 
better way to go hunting. 

Prices slightly higher in Canada 

SEE YOUR NEAREST BROWNING DEALER 

Browning Arms Company, Dept. Cl7, 
P.O. Box 500, Morgan, Utah 84050 ;:;:,;;;;.... 

1%/P', 
Copyright• Browning Arms CQmpany 1968 \.'2'.J 
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you go under such circumstances? Ben had hlmself a nice 
buck, shot with the help of patience in waiting out the deer 
until a good shot could be made. 

Jack Howard and I were working a hillside together when 
Jack spotted the tips of a beautiful set of anllers bobbing 
about in Ute brush some thirty-five yards ahead of us. The 
deer moved a couple of steps forward, raised its head and 
offered a close shot at the head, neck, or high on the back 
... shots that are pretty poor from a killing point of view; 
however, with this tremendous grand-daddy buck, had [ 
been in Jack's shoes, I'm sure J would have taken a shot, 
figuring a chance like this may never come again. Not so 
with Howard. He had spotted a small hole about fifteen 
feet ahead of the deer through which he could get an arrow 
if the deer cooperated and moved there. For about seven or 
eight minutes we watched tJtis trophy buck poke a.long his 
trail toward this hole. I couldn't have been any more keyed 
up jf I had been the one who was going to get the shot ... 
my heart was pounding up against the roof of my mouth 
and it was everythfag I could do to keep from doing 
something. Finally the buck had moved just to the edge of 
the hole. Jack, meanwhile, had this bow raised ready to 
draw. 

The buck moved forward. Jack drew, yet failed to release 
the arrow. I almost shouted, I was so tense. Jack stayed at 
full draw a few more seconds and the deer started to move 
again. The shot made hash of the upper tip of the heart! 

When I saw that arrow dart forward and heard the 
ka-chunk as it hit, it was just like poking a pin into a tightly 
filled balloon. 1 literally exploded with satisfaction. Later 
on [ found that when the buck first moved in front of the 
hole and Jack was at full draw, the deer had stopped with 
its leg covering hls heart area which could make for a bad 
hlt. Jack simply gritted his teeth and waited for the deer to 
start forward again, moving thls leg out of the way so a 
clean shot could be taken. Here again the hunter's ability to 
be patient and wait the deer out paid off. 

It was Howard who told me a long time ago - though he 
agreed that even a poor hit was better than no hit - a good 
hit was so much better than a poor one that it always is 
well worth the wait and chance of not shooting to try and 
take the best shot possible. After all, once you've taken the 
shot and hit the game, you are obligated as a sportsman to 
do all possible to recover the animal. With a good sound hit 
this generally is quick and easy; but with a poor hit, a day 
or more can be spent tracking. Time that perhaps could 
have more profitably been spent hunting. 

Patience is one of the bowhunter's most valuable assets 
and will pay off time after time with all kinds of game. 
Knowing when to shoot and when to wait is the mark of 
the experienced bowhunter. It has to do with knowing how 
the game is going to react under certain circumstances ... is 
he going to stand there and wait, or is he going to bolt? ls 
he going to move this way, or Utat way? I've flubbed a lot 
of opportunities at big and small game simply because I 
failed to dope out the situation and zigged when I should 
have zagged. I'm sure other bowhunters feel the same way. 

Looking back on different occunences, the most 
common mistake is to shoot too soon, with the animal 
moving when he probably would have stopped if T'd waited. 
Or shooting when he is too far out rather than wait to let 
him work in yet closer. Or with the animal's body in such a 
position that a good killing shot is almost impossible, but 
with a little waiting the game might have moved to offer a 
better shot. 

As a general rule of thumb, don't take a shot when the 
animal is looking at you. Wait and let him make the first 
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$45t 

SAVAGE (263) 

58". Killed the world's 
No. 2 moose (Pope
Young measurements), in 
the hands of Chester W. 
Schardt, Shawano, Wis. 

/ 

$55t 

DEERSLAYER (274) 

60". George Gardner 
used it to kill both this 
fast-moving wild goat 
and the giant Russian 
wild boar. 

$7Dt 

MOHAWK (261) 

52". In Buddy Watson's 
hands, killed this Pope· 
Young record - making 
12-foot Kodiak bear. 

$90t 

STALKER (270) 

48". Its speed enabled 
Buddy Watson to kill 
this mountain lion. 

Shoot the Four That KILL BIG GAME-

Guaranteed* for LIFE by INDIAN 
Compare these four Indian hunting bows with any others for 
arrow speed, smooth draw, distance and piercing po~er. Extra 
punch from two tapered hard-rock maple laminations com
bined with epoxy fiberglass. Recurved limb design assures op
timum accuracy and freedom from stacking and recoil. Built-in 
stabilizers· unrivalled balance and sure grip; no torque or vi
bration. S~ perfectly made they carry a LIFETIME* guarantee. 
See them now. .• ,,..---...... 
I ';2JNDJAN .....__....,. 
Indian Industries, Inc .• 

tManufacturer's suggested retail prices. 

ARJ:JJL:R~ 
. Evansville, Indiana 4 7717 

*Indian LIFETIME 
Guarantee: 

Every Indian bow is guaran· 
teed for its LIFETIME 
agaiost defects in materia Is 
and workmanship. Guaran
tee does not cover normal 
wear, accidents or results 
of misuse or abuse. Void 
if bow is altered or worked 
on by any other than the 
manufacturer. 



Gray dra~ in the second Spanish billy, which he dropped at 70 
yards on Santa Catalina island, vsing his 67-pound Gamemaster bow. 

(Below} A time out in the etrrly morning fog for some glassing 
found the two Howard Game masters resting against convenient p0$f. 

RoMAN Gray and I had inade arrangements for a 
midweek bow hunt o n California's Santa Catalina Island 
with Doug Bombard, the hunting director and Roger 
McElroy, his hunting manager. ' 

When we taxied out of the water in Catalina J\ir Lines, 
amphibian at a spot called Cat Harbor, McElroy helped us 
load the gear into a four wheel-drive Toyota. At Howlands 
Landing camp, he left us with a few words of caution about 
fire, since the island was tinder dry, and said he would pick 
us up in time for the 3 :30 p.m. flight on Friday. This gave 
us almost three full days of hunting. 

I loaded my bow quiver wit h eight 2016 XX75s, each 
with the three-blade Bodkin tipped with razor blades. This 
then went onto the Gamemaster, tho fi fty-eight-pound 
personal hunting bow of Jack Howard. That is the re ason 
Gray and I were preparing to tackle the goats and hills of 
Catalina. 

The Gamemaster had aroused my curiosity, since I had 
seen one or two in shops, but I had never had the 
opportunity to shoot one . 

.Batting the breeze in a local archery shop with Gray, r 
mentioned J was scheduled to do a bow test on the 
Game master. Gray didn't say a word but got up and left. A 
few minutes later he returned with a stuffed bow sock and 
pulled out his fifty-pound Gamemastcr. The best way to 
find out about tackle is to ask the man who owns one. 

Gray has this fifty-pounder and a matched pair of 
sixty-seven-pound Gamemasters. Anyone who thinks 
enough of a bow to own t hree arouses my curiosity. Gray 
has been in archery for about fifteen years and worked in 
an archery shop for two years with the opportunity to 
shoot all of the bows in the shop. ln this period, he picked 
a Gamemaster, the fifty pounder he now owns, to see how 
it would perform. He liked the stability, speed and, as he 
said, "Target accuracy with hunting tackle." 

He wanted better penetration in big game, so ordered a 
sixty-seven-pounder from Howard. Then he figured he had 
better have a second for a back-up bow. 

When I go into the field, I will take at least two bows, 
but they usually are two different makes with different 
shooting characteristics. My first question to Gray was 
whether the two matched bows really did match. They did, 
he assured me, right down to the sing of the string. 

Gray hunts with a sight, but on target or field shooting 
he shoots barebow, the reverse of most huntjng and target 
procedures. He wants the hunting bowsight to give hlm 
greater concentration on his sighting and to help him in 
picking a vital spot on the animal. After he had dropped a 
few goats, several deer and boar, he tried the newly arrived 
twin and found it had the same sight picture, same draw 
and matches all the way down the system of checks. He 
recently dabbed a coat of camo over the finish to take it 
into the field. 

Gray pops a 2020 out of the sixty-seven-pounder with a 

""' 
By C. R. Learn 
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five-by-one-half-inch fletch right helical and likes the speed 
the heavy arrows get from the Gamemaster with ltis 
twenty-nine-inch draw. His pins are set at 2040-60 and he 
uses a loose, high but straight-wrist grip with a hair tab. 

We stepped out to the short range at the shop, and I 
drew the hunter and slapped the arrow into the bales with 
authority. The range was too short to really tell much. 

A few days later two bows arrived. One was a bright 
shiny new Gamemaster at fifty pounds, the other Jack 
Howard's full camoed personal hunter, complete with a 
spare string taped to the back of the bow. The new bow 
was for me to check color and similar detail, since it is a bit 
hard to tell about a bow's original features under a camo 
paint job. 

The new bow had the lines l remembered with a slight 
deflex with good recurve on the ends. The handle riser is a 
beauty with black composite material for strength and 
weight. The wood is vermilion hardwood from Africa. This 
bow came to me just as it would to a purchaser, complete 
with string, arrow rest, bow sock and side leather plate in 
the sight window. 

The glass on the limbs is white on the facing and black 
on the back. The nocks on Ute ends are tipped and add 
strength without being massive to slow down limb recovery. 
The handle was styled by Howard and fits most archers 
with no problem. 

Howard's personal Gamemaster drew fifty-eight at 
twenty-eight and fifty-five at my draw. He sent the heavy 
bow he uses for elk and big game. 

Howard's manufacture of his bows, target types as well 
as the Gamemaster, is not on a productfon line basis. For 
ten years he made bows in his spare time, and for the last 
twelve years has devoted full time to the art. 

Most manufacturers make the entire bow up in a large 
blank with glass facing and backing, the hardwood core in 
the limbs and the handle riser, then cut and shape the bow 
from a straight blank to the finished product. Howard 
pre-shapes the laminates before gluing up in U1e forms. This 
gives him complete control at nny point in the process. 

When he gets a shipment of glass for his bows, he sorts 
each section according to the strength of the glass rather 
than the thickness. For example, the .40 glass will vary a 
fraction from one end to the other, and he utilizes this 
variation. 

He tests the glass by a process he has developed over the 
years and can select a variety of strengths from one 
thickness of glass. This came about from testing he did 
years ago. He has computed tables from which he can give 
the customer a limber bow - stable but flexible - or stiffer 
action. 

He cuts the glass laminates, the core and the handle riser 
to standards he has set up. All his handle risers will fit from 
one year to another, and the handle will be the same on all 
Gamemasters. 

From Utis point, he goes into selective choosing for the 
components of the bow. He may detemline that the 
strength of the two pieces of glass for the back of the bow 
should be of twenty-two. He reaches into the bin where he 
has a stack of twenty-two strength glass preformed. Out of 
this will come a matched pair of laminates for the back. 
Next he selects the precut hardwood core and determines 
the wood to glass ratio he wants for that bow. The wood to 
glass ratio controls the feel of the bow, limb flex~bility and 
limb stability. 

On longer draws of twenty-nine to thirty-one inches, the 
bow limb should be more flexible. By utilizing the strength 
of the glass and changing the back and face strength, he 
arrives at the bow for Ute situation. 1f a customer writes in 
and asks for a soft pulling bow he can achieve this by 
decreasing the wood and increasing the glass content. 

If a customer orders a fifty-five-pound Gamemaster with 
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171ere are goats atop the ridge in foreground 
and finding them is no real problem, but 

getting close enough for a shot can be. 

Right: The Gomemoster, along with a supply 
of custom·/Tetclled 2016 aluminum shafts i:r 

a killing combination against wily goats. 

a twenty-nine-inch draw, Howard goes to hls chart, and 
from his calculations he knows the proper wood to glass 
ratio to put in that bow to give the longer draw smoothness 
and speed. If the customer decides later he wants a twin to 
match the fust, as Gray did, he can send his registration 
number back to Gamemaster and Howard will pull his card 
from the file. From the notations he has made ·on the card 
for that customer, he can give him an exact duplicate in the 
wood-to-glass ratio for his draw length. 

Finding goats on Catalina is no problem. 
Generally you are quiet and listen for game. These goats 

bleat and blat continually and you locate the herd from the 
noise. 

I worked down the slope to the bottom, up to the 
cactu&-covered crest of the next ridge and eased over. Some 
silly nanny spotted me from the scrub oak she was feeding 
in and, away the herd went. I hadn't seen her at all. The 
goats here have no natural enemy. They know man is the 
villain. 

I picked up my glasses and was checking the ,ridge below 
me where. a naru1y was feeding in an open. A noise behind 
made me jump. I thought the herd might be conling back 
over the ridge. It wasn't a goat but Gray. He had 
outspooked a young billy and zonked him. 

The billy had a small head but he had been hit cleanly. 
1 worked my way down the slope, keeping in the fringe 

of scrub oak on the right of the ridge to give me cover. 1 
was looking over the area when, the herd found me again. I 
had a 2016 on the string and raised up ~ see what might 
come out of the cactus and oak patches. Sure enough a gray 
billy came boiling out at full speed. l came to full draw, led 
and let fly - - ·too much lead. Another shaft on the string 
gave a going away shot that went just over his back and into 

Continued on page 44 

Roman Gray glasses a slope during a break 
in the day's hunt. Note that heavy fog is still 
hanging above hilltop in background. 

The nock end11 of the bow are strengthened 
and give the string a good working area as 
well as adding grace to bo111's lines. (Below) 
Jack Howard's shop has fiberglass set up i11 
categories for varying strengths, thickness. 
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The Delights and Dangers of Dangling 
in Trees for Monkey-Style Hunting 

L.J. MacKool is called "Mac" for obvious reasons. I had 
reason to believe "Crazy Mac" would be more apt, and was 
voicing this observation, while reaching for the bottle of 
Scotch he slid across the table between us. 

"Jim, I'm telling you. You"r shot won't be more than 
thirty feet, and you won't shoot anything less than a 
ten-point the first day." Thirty feet is my distance, but I 
have a tendency toward sober skepticism, when someone is 
guaranteeing a bowhunting situation that good. 

I had arrived in McAlester, Oklahoma, for my indoctri
nation in the art of bowhunting the wily whitetail deer 
From all that I've been told and read, people just don't go 
calmly about clobbering ten-points at thirty feet. Ma:c, 
however, knows his business. More whitetails have wound 
up on the short end of an encounter with him than you 
could count on all your fingers and toes. You would have 
to borrow several sets of nearby feet to get half a total. 

"Well, I came here to be shown. Just how are we going 
to get me a whitetail at thirty feet? But before you tell me 
pass the soda." · 

"A tree, my friend. You are going to sit in a tree and the 
deer will walk right under your tree. Just don't shoot 
anything under ten points," he confided. 

"I shot a big buck once, from a tree, back in my 
fonnative years. I got so shook afterwards I about fell out 
Very dangerous business, this hunting out of trees." · 

"We have a rope so you can tie yourself up in. You are 
up about twelve feet, a high blind." 

To be perfectly honest, at this point I wasn't the 
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By Jim Dougherty 

slightest bit concerned about shooting a whitetail. After all, 
they couldn't be that much tougher than mule deer. If this 
place was such a hot spot, I'd just go out and give them the 
old western stop-and-go tactics and tag a deer. Ignorance is 
bliss and the Scotch was pretty good. 

Hunting whitetails, I was to learn .quickly, is not at all 
like hunting mule deer. T_he only similarity, as far as I'm 
concerned, is that they both have four foet. They put bigger 
springs in the vindnianus models, however. · 

The next morning, I greeted the day with a sore head. 
Mac took me in tow. Off we went to the Naval Ammuni
tion Depot to meet Colonel Robert Jones of the USMC 
garrison based there. The NADS site is chocky .jam full of 
whitetails and the surplus has to be harvested on an annual 
basis. 

This is carried out under the direction of Game Manager 
Jim Hodge, who works for the state, and Fred Lowry, 
whom everyone calls Davy Crockett, if for no other reason 
than he is a hell on wheels hunter with a middle name of 
Crockett. · 

These fine gentlemen gave me the inside on the program 
and filled me in thoroughly on security regulations and 
precautions. The base is open to bowhunters for two week 
ends, and believe me, they flock in. J was to soon see why. 

Th.e day was spent putting up tree blinds. In between 
locations we ogled the deer, conspicuous by their abun
dance. I also spent some time slipping about in my best 
western tradition, trying to practice sneak the whitetails 
with a camera. No way! 

Mac- had several portable tree stands, some he had 
designed himself, and a couple of commercial models. We 
utilized one--by-twelves, and nailed several platforms in 
trees, that were built properly in good locations. My blind, 
which we sot up last, was a commercial model with a.little, 
teeny folcUng seat, and we did put it up twelve feet in the 
air. On a trial run, tile twelve feet looked pretty fore boding. 
The platform was about the size of an index card. There 
was no room for extras, barely enough for my size tens. I 
got the impression it would be no problem at all to fall off. 

Setting a tree blind is tricky business. The shooter has 
only a limited field of maneuvei;ability for a shot. Knowing 
just where the target will be is crucial and care must also be 
taken to give the hunter as much cover as possible, without 
restricting ltis necessary motions and to avoid silhouetting 
him. We cUd all U1ese clever things that day. I was pretty 
impressed, and after my trial stalks, I was beginning to see 
the logic. 

I sat in my blind the evening before the season with my 
camera and· a handful of acorns. By dark, fourteen deer had 
passed by. I saw four bucks, one that I estimated as an 
eight-point. I had vivid intentions of jabbing him on 
opening morning. Never in my born days had I seen goosier 
animals. 

The foVowing morning, seated on my postage~stamp 
platform, I awaited full light to the rhythmic chattering of 
my teeth. It wasn't that cold. I was either excited or scared 
that I might fall off. 

The promised rope with which I could secure myself was 

Left: Dougherty illustrates how he shot his 
first deer from a tree 14 years ago, but 
balancing on a limb offers little in the 
way of maneuverability, can be dangerouN. 
(Below) Tink Nathan, executive secretary 
of the Professional Bowhunterg Society, is 
one who uses a homemade stand on cross
braces fashioned from logs native to area. 



nowhere to be found. It may sound lib the chicbn
hearted way, but I have become a finn beliewr in a safety 
rope in a tree blind. 

With full daylight, I suddenly was looking at a deer 
slipping silendy straight to my position. A bald headed 
deer. Within the hour. an even dozen had come along, most 
of them passing on the appointed trail. just as we had 
planned. I was impressed. Not one deer ever was aware of 
my presence. They were all does and one little forked horn. 
The promised ten-pointers were elsewhere. 

When I rust saw the big buck of the evening before, he 
was on the bad side and I was sitting. There was no way to 
shoot and I dared not move, IS a doe and fawn were feeding 
almost straight below. The buck took off in a stiff-legged 
trot after another doe. 

About eight-thirty, a buck hopped out in the clearing in 
front and headed right to me. He was a six-point, pretty 
and alert. He stopped right under me and, raising his head, 
looked me right in the eye. We carefully Studied one 
another, then he dropped hJs head to the ground to feed. It 
was a trick. He popped those two eyes right back up, IS if 
he intended to catch me in an irnpardonable act. 

Half tom between the desire to shoot and the desile to 
let him go, I was undecided. His big brother who hopped 
up, made up my mind for me. This one sported an honest 
eight and was twice the body size of the six-point. He 
trotted straight across the opening and came to a halt on 
the other side of my tree. He wu twenty feet away and 
safe. There wasn't a thing I could do but wait. 

I could hear him chewing up acorns behind me, and all 
the while the six-point was moving in his direction. Soon I 
was going to be reduced to a uro potential situltion. I 
decided to lhoot the six and the heck with MacKool's ten 
points. As I slowly raised the bow to bear on the little 
buck, I had to tum slightly in the direction of the big buck. 
Out of the corner of my eye I could see him studying the 
whole program. He kind of grinned and let go a snort that 
about knocked me out of the tree. So much for that. The 
six-point's first bound carried him off about eight hundred 
yards. 

After I climbed down, MacKool greeted me with what I 
can only say wu a nasty grin. He had collected one of the 
NAD's famed fallow deer, an old timer with a huge 
palmated rack. Besides everything else, theio went five 
bucks down the tube. Conceivably I could still best Mac, 
but I wasn't making any more bets. None of thiS double or 
~othin' jazz. 

The big buck had eome by Mac's tree blind in heavy 
cover, passing an opening about twenty.five yards. The fint 
shot took him in the hip, angllng forward, and as the 
confused buck circled the blind Jn bJs dash, a second 
sUeped through bJs ribs. 

There ue a lot of disadvantages to being in a tree. The 
advantages of height, wind and concealment are obvious, 
but the advantages are about equalled by the restrictions. 
Twenty minutes into my watch of the afternoon, I heard 
the unmistakable sound of something chewing up acorns. 
One eye wrapped around the tree trunk at my back. clued 
me in on the culprit. ThJa was another eight-point that bad 
made no sound Jn Na approach and was in a vulnerable 
position. His path was headed right up the slot along the 
little creek that was ten yards from my blind. AJ he came 
along the trail behind me, I eould hear each step. The bow 
was ready, arm extended covering the spot on the trail. 

Casually he turned to bJs risht, still short of 1he tree and 
bounded across the creek. Unspooked, be sauntered away 

For than llroti that 1114)1 be fllmoll bt1M11/h the lll'clrer. ft alway1 
II a good ld«1 to be tlld In with a rope tn n old ova- balancing. 

MacKool pull up hb port11b/11 blind. Note the cllllnp.on 14dder that 
makes mOt111ttni th~ blind and /iltun 11t:ea. a mu~h llmplw matta:. 

looking for does and gobbling acorns. He pas~ed a. small 
opening at forty yards and out of desperatJOn, tf n~t 
frustration I turned the arrow loose at the hole filled by hls 
golden hide. The shaft hummed through like it had 
eyes - - - after the hide had passed b~yond. . . 

The McAlester hunt did result in my first whitetail, a 
button buck that came late on the afternoon of the last day 
of the season. That happens to be the way my luck runs. 
Less than magnificent, he was nonetheless a whitetail and I 
felt some satisfaction in adding one of these creatures to 
my collection of sub-standard representatives of North 
American big game. 

My education in hunting monkey-style wasn't to end 
there. A few weeks later, I was in Louisiana sitting in 
another tree. My blind on thls hunt was a portable step 
ladder arrangement with anothe~ comfortable postage 
stamp at its peak. Butted snugly to a towering pecan tree, I 
had a commanding view of several deer trails and a field 

dotted with new green rye tops; It was here that I found 
the best use for a safety rope. 

It was impossible to shoot sitting down from this blind 
as a full draw could not be made against the steep 
downward angle. I was to find out another complication of 
tree blinds. It was an hour earlier than the deer were 
supposed to be moving, so I was sitting on the platform, 
bow across my lap, suckmg on a jaw breaker the size of a 
new Dunlop golf ball. 

A big doe stepped out twenty yards away and began to 
feed daintily on the new sprouts. We were allowed a 
handful of deer apiece in Louisiana. Carefully, I brought 
the bow up, after first depositing my jaw breaker. A jaw 
breaker filling your entire mouth is hard. on your c?ncentra
tion. My left arm stretched back drawmg the .stnng - for 
about fourteen inches - before my elbow ran into the tree 
trunk. 

I kept jamming my elbow into the tree, hoping for a 



Tree stand can be falhioned from materials 
at hand with little effort, yet affords an 

archer freedom of movement if it's planned. 

spot that would allow me to finish the draw. Naturally, my 
commotion aroused the deer's attention. She was now 
standing half cocked, watching me bang my elbow 
repeatedly into the pecan. Something had to give, so Molly 
made up her mind and became absent. 

From then on I stood. I drove a nail into the tree and 
hung my bow, with the arrow noclcs pinched tight on the 
string and an arrow within easy reach. 

The rope was looped over one shoulder and around the 
tree. I allowed enough slack so I could lean way out over 
the edge at a relatively steep angle. This made shots straight 
below easy to cover, once you convinced yourself the rope 
would hold. When another big doe walked under that 
Louisiana pecan, I was leaning almost flat out over her back 
when r turned the arrow loose. 

The angle of a shot from a tree blind makes heavy tackle 
necessary, in my opinion. If the shot will be taken at a 
relatively flat angle, then medium weights would suffice. 
Other times you happen to be in a spot where you need a 
lot of stuff on the arrow to drive it clear through from the 
top. With a high wound and no low exit, trailing can be 
difficult at times. 

Most tree blinds are restrictive. Mac has the right idea 
with his homemade stands. His platform is larger than most, 
padded with rubber and vinyl-coated for additional 
warmth. They are extremely quiet. With his portable ladder 
arrangement the blind goes· up in minutes, is secured with 
chains and solid enough for two big men. 

Picking the proper tree is the secret. A tree with a big 
crotch up over eight feet is excellent. 

The best thing about a tree blind is the elevated vantage 
point. You really can see what's going on and chances at a 
greater variety of game are easier to come by. Sitting in a 
blind never has been my strong suit, but in a tree it seems as 
though more is going on. I think it's easier to stay in a tree 
blind after you get in, if for no other reason than the 
problem of getting up and down. 

Where it is legal, more hunters are taking to the trees for 
the big, wide-racked bucks than in the past. It 's not as 
simple as it may sound. In areas where deer have been 
hunted from trees for several seasons, a lot of deer, 
particularly wise old does, walk along and spend a lot of 
time looking up. 

I talked to one fellow, who had missed a big doe from a 
tree on two successive days. On the third day, he watched 
her come along, slowly checking out each tree, until she 
saw him. She made a wide circle, snorting and blowing all 
the way. The next day, she did the same thing; spotting 
him, circling, and telling all the world about it, until finally 
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. 
Hunter9 check in a deer taken from tree stand during open season 
at the naval installation in Oklahoma, where whitetail abound. 

Fred Lowry carries a portable tree stand into the field for it to 
be installed in tree prior to beginning of the hunt. Most of the 

commercially constructed models are lightweight, easily handled. 

she walked under him and he drilled her. The sneaky guy 
had put a dummy in his old blind and relocated on the 
deer's new trail. 

Camouflage is a must in a tree, especially on the face and 
hands. It is easy to match up to the foliage and shadows of 
a tree to hide the body. 

It may not seem ethical to lie in wait of game, hidden 
from eyes that seldom look up. I have talked to some who 
consider it less than sporting. Perhaps they have a point. 
However, things are never tl1at good or simple when you are 
hunting with bow and arrow. l have lo go along with the 
tree hunters. It is a good way to go about the fine art of 
bowhunting, for whitetails in particular. If it was all that 
easy, t hen what ever happened to that Oklahoma ten-point 
at thirty feet? • 



David, center, with Junior Olympic winner group in all c/u$el, with trophies. 

Despite a record entry list of over 1600 which included 
most of the big names in the sport, the applause was being 
reserved for a timid youngster from Olney, Illinois, when 
the last arrows were shot in the 1968 International lndoor 
Archery Championships at Detroit's spacious Cobo Hall. 

As a preliminary to the international competition, the 
inaugural Junior Olympic Archery championships were 
contested, as a crowd of an estimated 5000 was treated to a 
remarkable exhibition of marksmanship by young David 
Wilson. 

A sixth-grade student at the Silow Street School in his 
home town of Olney, David has been shooting for only 
3-1/2 years, but he looked like a veteran campaigner while 
placing arrow after arrow into the exact center of the gold 
and earning the championship of the Junior Boy's Division 
with a perfect 540 total. 

Wearing a pleasant smile, yet appearing somewhat 
bewildered by his successful invasion of the big-time ranks, 
the boy also proved himself a most gracious champion. 

He first started shooting w.ith his brother, Steve, who 
placed second in the Junior Boy's division with a mighty 
respectable 534 score. 

Although their father and mother and five-year-old sister, 
Linda, are non-shooters, the brothers shoot every night of 
the week for sometimes as long as three hours. It has been 
touch and go 3S'to which is better for quite some time. 

Calling archery his only serious hobby, Oavid has won a 
few local tournaments in Illinois. He says he enjoys 
shooting the PAA professional round most, and adds that 
he has been looking forward to competing in the nationals. 

Anyone who might have passed off the last statement as 
a youthful dream found in a hurry the next day that the 
kid from Olney was for real. 
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This was .Saturday, the start of the International Open, 
supposedly a .tough spot for a twelve-year-old to be making 
his debut among the men. He had shot a perfect score in 
the junior competition, but the pressure would be greater 
here. The old adage about separating the men from the 
boys never was more overworked. 

David still had a surprise or two left for the doubting 
thomases. The boy, who stands 4-1 /2 feet, shot a 299 for 
the first-day lead. Even more surprising, he still was leading 
the pack until the tenth end Sunday, when disaster struck. 

David's first two arrows had found the spot but upon 
drawing his third arrow he mistakenly shot on the clicker of 
the competitor next to him. His shaft dropped into the two 
ring. 

A look of despair flashed across his face and he lowered 
his head and shook it to one side. One couldn't hear him, 
but he was scolding himself mentally for blowing his big 
opportunity. 

David regained his composure and proceeded to place his 
fourth and fifth arrows where he aimed them - dead 
center. At the end he had a twenty-three for a 294 and a 
two-round aggregate score of 593. He had put on a 
tremendous performance, a shoWing that can only result 
from practice and more practic.e. 

David's equipment consists of a thirty-five-pound Bear 
Tamagin bow, Easton 1616s, cut to twenty-five inches, 
with American Archery nocks, and a twenty-inch Bear 
stabilizer with the Root weight. 

He also uses a small piece of tape as a rear sight on the 
twelve-strand dacron strings, which he makes himself, and 
displays excellent fonn while anchoring under his chin and 
shooting from an erect position. 

Getting back to the Junior Olympic competition, 

The Pint-Size Archers Stole The Thunder From 
The International Indoor Big Boys! 

Profile 
of a 
Champ: 
DAVID WILSON By Joe Higgins, PAA 



Junior Olympic: contestants shvon·ng the 1968 Indoor Championship at Detroit. 

approximately two hundred youngsters from all over the 
United States participated and the enthusiasm displayed by 
them was a pleasing sight to these target weary eyes. 

Next year should produce an even greater attendance. 
Encouraged by the success of the initial endeavor, 
tournament officials are predicting a turnout that may well 
exceed 500 junior competitors. 

It is my personal belief that, if every serious-minded 
archer or instructor took it upon himself to put together a 
team of these aspiring youngsters, the personal satisfaction 
derived from watching them improve would be most 
rewarding. 

What could be more satisfying than following the 
progress of one of your own products from the beginner's 
level to the stardom achieved by young David Wilson? 

The Junior Olympics classes included Cadet boys and 
girls, lntezmediate boys and girls, and Junior boys and girls. 

In addition to the fine perfoanances turned in by the 
Wilson brothers, as they finished first and ~econd, little 
Robert Rusch .of St. Clair Shores, Michigan, was impres~ve 
in the Junior Boys division as he placed third with a 530 
score. 

lie is a spitting image of his dad, Robert, Senior, with 
whom we had the pleasure of shooting during the 1965 
NationalS'at Poinl Pleasant, West Virginia. A fme archer and 
nice guy, the. seni9r Rusch was a proud father over young 
Bob's showing. 

The Intermediate Boy's crown went to Steve Liebennan 
of Reading, Pennsylvania, who posted a 538 score, while 
Thomas Ladd of Caledonia, New York, finished second at 
524, and Joy ·Boyd of Findlay, Ohio, was third on the 
strength of a 518 total. 

Another youthful representative of Caledona, Charles 
Carson, walked off with the Cadet Boy's championship 
after shooting a 494 aggregate. Second place in this division 
went to David Harper of Portland, Indiana, with a 456 
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score, while Jeffrey Parise of Royal Oaks, Michigan, wound 
up third at 454. 

The Junior Girl's pacesetter was Betsy Sue Harvey of 
Knightstown, Indiana, who carded a 510 total. She was 
followed in second and third place by Janice Wilson of St. 
Clair Shores, Michigan, at 468 and Jacquelyn Orvis of Flint, 
Michigan, at 446. 

The state of Michigan was well represented in, the Cadet 
Girl's campetition, where Julie Coay of Battle Creek edged 
Geralyn Hoerauf of Roy.al Oak, 409-392, for the 
ehampionship. Third place in this class went to Susan Buck 
of Cit)~innati, who came in with a 382. 

In the Indoor Open, Jim Ploen of Bloomington, 
Min:nesota, recorded his .. second victory in this event, .but 
had to survive a shoot--Off with Ray Cearley of Indianapolis 
before making it official. 

Shooting a Herter's bow with stabilizer, Ploen proved 
himself a pressure-tested competitor in the shoot-off as he 
shot a twenty-five to C.earley's twenty-four. 

Ploen had carded a 299 for the first-day lead and added a 
296 for an aggregate 595 Sunday, while Cearley opened 
with a 295, then roared home with a 300 in the second 
round of the competition. 

Plaein'g third in the final standings was Richard Roberts 
of Three Rivers, Michigan. Shooting a Dickie's Fireball, a 
bow he manufactures himself, Roberts carded a pair of 
297s for a 594. 

Meanwhile, Fred Hurst, a newcomer to the national 
ranks from Tacoma, Washington, finished fourth at 593 
after shooting rounds of 296 and 297. 

Art Robinson of Orange, California, placed fifth with a 
297-295-592 performance, while Vic Berger, the outdoor 
professional champion from Springfield, Ohio, crune in with 
a pair of 296s for a 59.2 and had to settle for sixth spot in 
the overall standings. Seventh in the star-studded field of 
over 1,600 was Ed Rhode of Muscatine, Iowa, who 
fashioned a 591 on rounds of 295 and 296. • 

6~0 c p-ostpaid-----, 

HUNTING ARROWS 
FULLY MATCHED 

The very best hunting arrow that would cost $1.25 elsewhere. 

Matched Both Ways - Spine and Weight - to 5 lbs. spine and 10 grains weight. 

Select Grade Port Orford Cedar - 11 /32" diameter - All Spines Available. 

Sealed. Against Warping - FOREVER 

5" Fletching - Al I Colored - Highest Qua I ity Tom Pointer Feathers 

5 Coats Lacquer Plus Two Color Crest 

Workmanship so good we guarantee all money back plus return postage. 

Full 31" Length -without points- $7.00 dozen postpaid. 
cash with order. 

$80.00 gross postpaid. 

With Steel Field Points Installed (5 degree taper) and 
cut to your length - Add $2.00 per dozen - $98.00 per gross postpaid. 

Minimum order: ONE DOZEN 
A Truly Beautiful Arrow • IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

~ MJ LOG CORPORATION~ 

327 Burlington - "C", Billings, Montana 59102 

LETTERS FROM YOUR FELLOW ARCHERS 
(Regarding Above Arrows) 

I want to commend you Jor your fast service and 
your fine arrows for such a low price. 

Mark Lenarz 
1225-12th Ave. N 
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301 

Last year I ordered some arrows from your company 
and they were truly a bargain. 

Matthew J. Oszajca, Jr. 
61 Jackson Ave. 
Johnston, Rhode Island 02919 

I just received a dozen of your arrows a.nd was most 
pleased with them. I would like to order two more dozen. 
I am also recommending you to all my frlenQ.s. 

Eddie Snyder 
833 Durward St. 
Chula Vista, Cal 92010 

Just received set of arrows previously ordered and 
like them fine. 

Blll Phillips 
2512 Magnolia St. 
Texarkana, Texas 75501 

.Your "Scratch & Dent" sale ad of Hunti~g .Arro:-vs 
was given to me by a friend who wa;s well satisfied with 
his purchase. I would like to put in an order for 2 dozen. 

Martin Syverson 
3211 Cypress St. 
Rapid City, S. Dakota 57701 

I recently ordered a dozen of your arrows and think 
they're great. I would like to order 2 more dozen. 

D. W. Leonard 
6209 Perth Rd. 
Houston, Texas 77048 

Received a dozen of your log arrows recently and was 
very impressed with them. I have showed some of f!IY 
friends these beauties and they were very pleased with 
them. 

Jeff Haines 
610 E. 30th 
Spokane, VVash.99203 

I was greatly satisfied with the dozei:i arrow~ you 
sent me. Everyone was amazed at the pnce I paid for 
them. I think you do a great job and I have recom· 
mended them to many persons. 

Byron Greene 
4400 N.E. 48th Terr. 
Kansas City, Mo. 64119 

After trying a dozen of your six dollar arrows I fo.und 
them to be very satisfactory and up to par on all claims. 

Glen F. Cyphers 
774 S.VV. Bonneville Rd. 
The Dalles, Oregon 97058 

I recently purchao;:ed one dozen of your cedar arrows 
and I am very pleased with them. I also want to thank 
you for your rapid service. 

Robert J. Martin 
315 S.E. "M" St. 
Grants Pass, Oregon 97526 
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le[!: One gains a target's e)le view as Vio11e 
Miller prepares to line up shaft 111 keyhole. 
Note Merrill sight, sight boron back of 
bow. (Below) Overdraw shelf Is fitted with 
rest cut short from a 11ylo11 toothbrush. 

by C.R. Learn 

Peeking Through 
The Keyhole May Prove 
A Boon To Bowman 

Cutting capers with a keyhole bow proved to be a joy. I 
am some slouch as a target shooter and this revolutionary 
bow made me feel ten feet tall on the range. But let me 
explain how this bow came about. 

The idea of shooµng through a keyhole or center-hole in 
the bow isn't new. Flight archers have been doing it for 
years. This isn't a center-shot with the shaft resting right or 
left-handed on the side of the bow. It is a keyhole bow 
designed to have the Shaft fit through the center of the 
bow, with an overdraw shelf behind and nothing for the 
arrow to bend against. It gives a clean uninterrupted flight. 

Harry Drake has made more archery flight records in his 
lifetime than there is space to enumerate. He also sold his 
own bows for years. Finally. he stopped making anything 
but flight bows, for himself and his customers. He is the 

The KEYHOLE 
CAPER only flight bow manufacturer in the country that l know 

of, 
During his experimenting years he decided to see how a 

target bow would perfonn utilizing the flight principle. He 
took twenty-incl1 limbs and elongated the riser or handle 
section. To follow through with the idea used in flight, he 
made a full center-shot bow with a seven-inch sight 
window. This is longer than the usual small round keyhole 
found in flight bows, but the principle is the same. He 
placed the handle for the bow below the keyhole. 

His first bow drew twenty-nine pounds. This is light for 
some target archers, but the bow had much to say for itself. 
Drake finished the bow using a walnut riser, the usual glass 
facing and backing. He used a tapered lamination in the 
hardwood limb core as well as tapered limbs. 

Length of the bow came to sixty-four inches completed, 
still using the same short twenty-inch flight limbs, adding 
the remaining twenty-four inches in the riser section. 

This bow is like none you ever have seen. It looks like a 
conventional bow when held by the archer, but the 
giveaway comes when you reach for a shaft. ln shooting-a 
conventional bow, the arrow is placed on the shelf. It rests 
against the side of the bow, is drawn and released. With this 
bow the arrow sits dead center on a section of nylon 
toothbrush Drake has cut down for an iµyow rest. To make 
it more distinctive, it has an overdraw shelf. This gives an 
archer the advantage of being able to shoot a shorter shaft. 
I use a twenty-eight-inch shaft in target, and this bow 
allows me to -shoot a twenty-six-inch shaft one spine 
weight lighter than recommended. This gives a Faster arrow, 
flatter trajectory and lighter shaft. 

This view of the keyhold bow by Harry Drake 
shows the beauty of its construction and 
the symmetry of the limbs, riser section. 
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. Drake mou~ted a Merrill sight on the back of the bow 
~th the markings for the different distances. In the string 
itself he uses a peep. When I first saw the bow my reaction 
was, '.'liow do you shoot it?" This could be ~ problem, as 
there 1s no archer's paradox. 

With this keyhole system there is nothing for the shaft to 
bend around. If you use the right-hand finger release the 
arrow ~ill fly off the nylon rest and into the side of the 
bow, with poor results if it ever does get airborne. If you 
use the tluee-tmger release, the shaft usually will bang 
against the side of the keyhole and drop out a few yards in 
fronr This is not c?nducive to good scores. A bowJock 
won.t wor~. It utilizes the same principle of the shaft 
beanng. agam8! the bow. The new Six Gold release might 
work with patience. 

How can you get an arrow to fly out of this bow? Back 
to the flight principle and the double flipper a leather strap 
~oubled around, with one end longer than ihe other and a 
nvet at th~ back. The ~oop fits around the little finger with 
the Jong s.tde of the flipper laying against the palm of the 
hand. When you use this release, place the short end of the 
strap arou~d ~e bow string below the nocking point. Bend 
the longer mSJde end around the string and short end. Then 
hold. the lo.ose end of the flipper, which will be on the 
outside facmg your thumb, by pressing the two pieces 
together and holding them with the thumb and first fmger. 

To draw the bow, pull back with the flipper m place 
come to draw and anchor and relax the thumb-finge; 
~ress~. The double flipper unwraps first with the Jong 
Sid~ flymg out, the~ the short side moves away from the 
string, and the shaft is long gone on a straight, true flight to 
the target. 

Well, it's not quite that simple. The leather of the flipper 
must be hard enough not to soften under string and thumb 
pressures and soft enough not to take a hard or peonanent 
~et. It shouldn't stretch, as this would make the flipper gain 
II! length and cause erratic groups. Trial and error with 
different types of leather will give the desired action. 

The nocking point on the string is identical to other 
!;lows except Drake uses a double nock, one below the shaft 
and ?ne a~ove. T~~ one above gives the shaft the proper 
nocking helght, cntical but not difficult to determine. The 
low~r nocking point prevents the flipper from riding up and 
p~thng pressure on the shaft and upper nocking point. A 
pie.ce of dental floss or serving tluead on the ten-strand 
stnng between the nocking points allows the shaft to sit on 
the string with no aid or pressure. 

With this double flipper system there is no actual contact 
with the shaft in any way. When you shoot three fingered 
you hold the shaft, or at least have contact with it between 
the first and second finger. With the bowlock you can use 
the thumb for contact point and with the Six Gold or new 
Little John release, there is no contact with the shaft. 

When Harry Drake fust showed me the bow I tried to 
keep an open mind. We went to Drake's rangC: where he 
loosed a few shafts. Eventually I managed to get the bow. 

My usual style of shooting is canted bow, leaning into 
the bow, ~owlock release and snap shooting. I d<;> have an 
anchor pomt, but when I touch it, the shaft is released 
using instinctive technique. At one time I tried sticking 
some colored pins in a piece of tape, but I never had tried a 
true commercial sight. 

Just getting strapped onto the bow seemed a chore. First 
the hand goes through the loose-fitting bow sling, then the 
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Wlie.n yo11 apply pressure w outside fl!R. per. section with the thumb 
a11d first finger, you have the aouble Jlfpper wrapped a11d ready 
to draw. Relaxation of finger presljUre cause tlle·a"ow to fly. 

shaft is placed through the keyhole and the small nocks are 
pressed around the built-up serving between the nocks on 
the string. The arrow is held to the string by the nock, the 
bow is lifted to position and the double flipper ls attached 
to the fltring beJow the bottom uock. 

This was a two-handed job at first. It must have been a 
sight to see a man holding a weird looking bow between his 
legs, while the bow's uppeI section dangled by the bow 
Sling from the left wrist, with both hands madly wrapping 
the short left s.ide of the flipper and the long right side 
atound the string. 

When this was done, I raised the bow and tried to get 
that little 1516 Easton aluminum on that small nylon rest 
in the middle of the overdraw shelf. 

The shaft remained in plaee. I lifted the bow and the 
shaft fell off. I had canted the bow. This bow will not 
perform with any technique but a straight up and down 
grip. Keeping this in mind I lifted the bow, gripped the 
flipper between the thumb and side of the first finger and 
started to draw. 

My usual anchor point is the comer of the mouth, but 
With this sight-peep system it is under the chin. I came to a 
comfortable position, aligned the peep in the string with 
the round biµl-centered Merrill front sight, and lined up on 
the gold center of the target forty yards away. A slight 
relaxation of the pxessure on the flipper and the little 1516 
zipped down the range, plopping into the red seven ring. 

Not bad, but what was that lying on the ground in front 
of me? I failed to notice and Drl\ke failed to mention that 
the fletch on these shafts is different. Drake uses 
three Plastifletch 2-3/8-inch P-26 vanes on his 1516 shafts. 
They are fletched in the usual manner, but what he 
neglected to mention was that they go on the string in a 
diffexent manner. Usually the cock feather is mounted on 
the left for right-handed shooting. This allows the feather 

to clear the side of the bow. On the keyhole bow the shafts 
are fletched with the nock pressed on snugly, then the nock 
is moved so tile cock feathex ls in a vertical position. This 
allowii it to clear the bottom mount of the nylon brush rest. 

So I had one auow in the bale-minus one fletch. Th.is 
time I mounted the cock-feather vertically. As I started to 
draw, Drake mentioned that the bow would perform better 
if I didn't strangle it. Now I stood with an open stance, the 
bow held loosely in the left luµld, whipped the flipper 
around the string one-handed this time, came to draw; 
managed to keep the left hand from closing on the handle, 
aligned the peep, pin and target and struck gold! 

I am the first to admit my target shooting won't panic 
the PAA, but I still enjoy a round once in a while. My first 
impression was that, in the hands of a truly serious target 
archer, this bow miglit just set some new mark. It was an 
effortless one-point release. The shafts are shorter, lighter 
and fast in flight. Drake said for this twenty-nine-pound 
bow he determined a point on distance of 125 yards, using 
the under-chin anchor, full draw and sighting over the tip of 
the shaft to the center of the target. 

"I believe this is the most accurate system ever been 
devised for shooting a bow by hand and still officially 
sanctioned by the NAA,'' Drake said. 

For curiosity we decided to see if other archexs would 
have any trouble with the flipper. The shooting technique is 
the same - loose grip, under the chin anchor and pin, but 
the flipper might flip some archers. We called on Vione 
Miller, who spends more time hunting rabbits and rounding 
the broadhead range than target shooting. I thought she 
would make a good test for the flipper. 

We met at the archery range located near the football 
field at Calwestem University on the ocean side of Point 
Loma in San Diego. 

Miss Miller had no Pfoblem with the flipper or the 
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keyhole technique. After a bit of fumbling she could 
one-hand the double flipper with dexterity. ' 

I had to fmd out how the keyhole Drake would perfonn 
under target competition. The Chula Vista Archery Club 
has a monthly round and a congenial group to shoot with. 
Th~ day was hot and they shot the 900 round using the 

Amencan face and yardages with ten-ring scoring. It has 
been some time since I shot with .target people, and when I 
saw the groups some of them put m the bale, I felt it wasn't 
long enough. 

I wondered if the flipper release would slow me down or 
hold up the other archers in any way. When I shoot target I 
shoot barebow and usually have my six shafts in the bale 
before the rest have shot their fourth. This is not conducive 
to good scores, as snapshooting will wipe one out in target. 

I took the keyholer out for several practice sessions to 
get the sight zeroed in. At sixty yards I was just about 
halfway down the scale on the pin. I tried a few at eighty 
and still had over two ,inches on the scale to move the pin 
down. It is fast. 

We ~ lined up for the practice rounds, then got down to 
the senous part of the game. I sent a few bad shafts 
W?bbling down to the bale but even with a bad release they 
~till scored.. As the shoot progressed I became more 
Dnpressed wtth the bow. The flipper offered no problem 
and by moving the flipper one-quarter of an inch below th~ 
N.ockset, I .could get consist~ntly clean releases. If I put the 
flipper agamst the Noc,kset it seemed to bind and I got a 
few wobblers off. This could be overcome by using the 
standard tied nock, but I have become addicted to the 
Noc~et. They are fast and have yet to move after I pinch 
them m place. 

After shooting the required ninety shafts to complete the 
~ound, . I had. a score of 609 from a possible 900; not 
unpreSS1ve against some of the other scores, but good for 
me. The afternoon showed improvement with a 620. [t 
proved !o ~e the bow had the stuff, provided the right man 
was behind it. 

The bow brought mixed reaction from the arche~ 
present. S~me lo~ked, others came over to ask questions. I 
took special noti~ of. the trajectory of·my 1516s against 
the other shafts bemg shot. They were arcing high at sixty 
yards and the little k~yhole was drilling them in flat. 

l even retraced my shooting technique· back to Zen·to get 
the breathing system again. Don't knock it till you try it 
Th~re is a little book called Zen In Archerv that has a te~ 
points to J?Onder. Th~ breathing technique they use has 
helped me m the past m my target shooting where holding 
and concentration are important. A little here and a little 
there makes a well rounded archer. I may not be the best 
on the range, but I read a lot. 

The only .irritant at the all-day meet was the flipper. It 
came snappmg over the ftrst finger and whanged the 
knuckle on my second finger. I had to put on a "Band Aid to 
absorb the flipping flipper, but had no sore fingers at the 
end of th~ day as .did some three fingered shooters. 

D!ake is pl~g to make a few keyhole bows jf archers 
are mterested m them. They will market at around $250. 
They are unusual and accurate, but I always maintain that 
all. bows are basically accurate. Some shooters aren't. But 
this bow gave me more confidence for target shooting than 
I ever have had. 

Drake is contemplating a heavier bow for hunting. This 
would have to be a minimum of forty pounds to meet most 
state laws. It would work from a blind or stand were one 
kne": his dis!311ces an~ could hold the bow vertically. You 
certainly can t cant this bow or you'll lose your shaft 

It is different, deadly and a true pleasure to shoot.·. 

THE ALL NEW "TOURNAMENT MASTER DELUXE" 

The sight designed for perfect scores; bulll·ln Insurance for turning you Into a 1m>fenlonal. 
Feel the Immediate confidence that eny profeaalonal demands from Iha ulllmate In precision 
sighting Instruments. Note the high quality machined parta, flnlahed to perfection. Take pride 
In Ihle Instrument •• • an added piece of beauty and accuracy, no tournament bow should b• 
w!thout. New oallbraledl knurled rim, extra·flne tuning wfndage adJuetmant, With finger control 
setting and look. Poal Ive lock eynchro·balanced elevation ad)u•l"'lenl, wllh vibration and 
movement free aprlng tension control. Your euuranoe of a smooth, preoli~ yardage eellfng. 
Instrument fine , two way motor corrector, Wllh poaltlvo lock setting, dealgned to accommodate 
the fine aoelod vertlcal adjustment. Accommodates any eight 1pan1 completely vibration free, 
with your proforonce or forward or backward placement of epane. The preol1lon radius bar 11 
hand checked with apoclal lnatrumenta to o~lra.flne micrometer tolerance •• • the answer to 
perfect allgnment ol Ihle front and back eight. The tlghlenable hinge top mount can accom· 
modate our rugged extension front mount, making the alurdleat eight and mount on the market 
today. Our Cuatom Mounts Oept. can 1upply apoclal mounlf for any bow by sending u1 the 
make of bow and a elde·vlew tracer of the handle rl&er. 

New ... all eight units are eully removed from radlue elide bar for lran1portlng end 1to1lnD 
bow. Sights mount eaaliy wllh two tiny wood ecrewa. 

T.M. DeluH wllh atanderd mounr equipped 
with S" standard peep. 
Complete as ahown . .. . .. . ...... .. $27.50 

IMPORT ANT: State your draw length and bow make when ordering, to assure your receiving the proper radius bar and mounts. 
Decide your preference of standard mount or extension mount when ordering, as a different radius bar is required for each 
mount. Bear in mind ..• standard mount for maximum distance ... extension mount for maximum accuracy. 

"EXTENSION -MOUNTS AND SPECIAL BRACKET MOUNTS" 
A.ccommodates our longest sight spans vibration free 

Regular Extension Extra-long Extension Regular Special Bracket EJdra-long Special 
Mounl ......... ..••... $6.95 Mounr . . .............. $9.95 Mount ......... . ...... $6.95 Bracket Mounl ..... •... $9.95 

Note: All eXtenalon mounts r11move euliy for 1toring bow When mounted wllh the uae of two lnaert buahlngs, .• lnHrt Buehlng1 .. , 50¢ ae. 

·(The tonger your span end finer your peep • • • the greater your accuracy} 
Extra Sight Spane - e, 9, 12 'Inch length• wllh email ~ l.D. medium V• f.O. atandard ~ 1.0. peepa ••.•••••••••...•... • •.....••.•••••••.•.•. $4.00 a.. 

New Extra-Long Vented Rib Sight Spans - recommended for maximum accuracy when combined with the extension mounts. 
Peep size Ya inch l.D. only. · 
16 inch Span - $8.95 ....... . .... . .... . ...... 20 Inch Span - $9.95 .......... . ......... . .. . ... 24 inch Span - $10.95 

Pa. ntaldents add 6'11> aalu tu. We give Immediate aervtc• on ell ordel'!I. 

Altlll'Aldlerr- •MlpleAW. Hane ..... P,a.11411 
tiWn.t..., , ............ .,......~ .......... ,...,, 
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BUDGET BOW CASE 

By Walt Knuepfer 

For A Bit Of Time-And 
Minimum Loot- Give 
Your Archery Tackle 
Protection It Deserves 

THE advantages of a bow case, 
or a combination bow and gun case, 
are constantly reinforced by its 
presence and use. The specialized 
good looks and usefulness of a fine 
cabinet, and its display of treasur
ed equipment, can be enjoyed by 
every sportsman. 

Gun cabinets which can be modi
fied to accommodate archery equip
ment, are available in finished, un
finished and kit fonn. The cost of 
an adequate cabinet can be quite 
expensive and the means of over
coming this problem wa.s studied 
to improve that situation, since the 
purchased case would require ex
tensive modification· to make it a 
good bow and arrow cruse. 

The least expensive way to con
struct a cabinet, a desk or a table 
is to attach it to a wall. The ad
vantages are found in reduced cost, 
time in construction and mainte
nance. Cost is saved in materials, as 
no back is required, stiffening re
quirements are minimal - as the 
wall holds and squares the cabinet 
- depth of the cabinet also can be 
less than the standing type and no 
leg strueture is required. A wall 
cabinet generally takes up less 
space in a room and cleaning under 
the cabinet is simpler. 

The cabinet shown was construct
ed of selected No. 1 pine lumber of 
standard widths. The overall cabi
net size shown is six feet high by 
thirty inches wide, ·but these dimen
sions can be altered to suit the re
quirements. With a cabinet of the 
size illustrated, up to four bows, 
forty-eight arrows, three guns, 
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binocular, knives and other miscel
lany can be stored in a non-crowded 
practical fashion. The upright side 
members were made of one-by-ten 
stock -and the top and bottom bevel
led sections were made of one-by
twelve stock. Essentially, the basic 
cabinet structure consists of a rec
tangle, with a ~ront glassed d~or 
and accomrnodat1ons for the equip
ment. The two arrow containers 
consist of a removable rack at the 
top of the cabinet, and a removable 
sliding drawer at the bottom of the 
cabinet. Each of the arrow contain
ers is completely removable from 
the cabinet to facilitate the con
struction, sharpening and storage 
of arrows. The rack is held to the 
top of the cabinet and a removable 
such as those used to hold the old 
style window screens. 

Two blocks of the same thickness 
as the top section of the rack are 
attached to the inner top of the 
cabinet to provide a locating nest 
for the top of the rack. The wing 
fasteners are attached to these 
locating blocks. When constructing 
the rack, it is best to drill the top 
separately and use it as a template 
for the bottom, which is drilled 
only part way into the total thick
ness. Rubber syphon tubing, in 
three-quarter-inch lengths, ie in
serted into the holes to act as non
dulling broadhead retainers. The. 
rack is set in height for your long
est hunting arrows by sliding the 
bottom section to the proper dimen
sion on the four ·support one-half
inch diameter wood dowels and by 
fastening the base to the dowels. 
The arrows are positioned first by 
pushing them in the pro~er ~ole in 
the top section and lowenng it onto 
the rubber tubing in the proper 
hole in the bottom section. When 
shorter arrows are used, a longer 
rubber hose section is inserted into 
the base hole. About one-quarter
inch . of the no ck should engage in 
top section hole, after locating and 
settling the arrow in the base sec
tion. The drawer rack with its face 
of six-inch lumber also consists of 
one drilled through top section and 

Continued on page 73 
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Send for free DEALERB-ask about sp11cl11/-discount introductory otter. 

details about this 
unique, single-plane
aiming bowsight. 

(@)LEUPOLD SIGHTS 
Dept. 1-14 • Box 25347, Portland, Oregon 97226 

FRINGE BENEFITS ... 
The accent is on ACTION 

SPLIT COWHIDE 
soft 

flexible 
comfortable 

at yqur 
favorite 

Sporting Goods, Western or Hardware store 

DEALERS ONLY. for immediete delivery 
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Part Ill 

Some Final Tips On Fletching 
For Your Favored Shafts! 

By Steve Barde 

THAT 
STABILIZING INFLUENCE 

THERE Is a short.cut when flerohlng with turkey 
fletch. There are pre-cut or die-cut feathers on the 
market that will allow you to fletch your shafts, not 
bum them. They usually come in packages of one hun· 
dred or by the dozen. You merely place the fletch in 
the jig and apply the cement as in the regular pro
cedure. They save the time of burning, give a satis· 
factory fletch and come in various sizes to accommodate 
the hunter and target archers. 

If you still prefer the full length flet.ch and object 
to burning, there is another method, using the Little 
Chopper sold by Waterloo Archery in Waterloo, Iowa. 
r have choppers in two different sizes and they really 
pop out the feathers. They are made with a cutter blade 
shaped in either the shield or parabolic cut from two 
and one half to five inches. There are three sizes in 
each and you can get two different lengths from each 
size. They vary about one·half inch on each form. 

You place the full length tom feather in the base, 
lower the blade onto the feather and whap the top of the 
cutter head with a hammer. The blade cuts the fletch 
and out pops a perfect dJe cut feather. I ordered two 
sizes, the P5 to cut from 4-1/2 to five inches for the 
hunting fletch In the parabolic cut, and the S3 which 
cuts a 2-1/2 to three-ln~h shield cut for the target ar· 
rows. My first attempt was a success. Out came a beau· 
tiful shield-cut fletch three inches long with the end of 
the quill already tapered. All that is necessary is to place 
the die-cut in the clamp and fletch the shaft. 

When I tried the long five-inch model, I had trouble 
at first with the heavy base qutll and had to make a 
second tap on the base end. You can make the feathers 
fly with the Little Chopper. In less than an hour I had 
over one hundred of eac.-i sl;ie boxed and ready to fletch. 
These sell for about $15. 

Regardless of the method nsed for cutting - burner, 
purchased die-cut or your own die-cut with the Little 
Chopper - you have a good fletch. 1 ou seldom see 
anything but feather .fletch on a wood shaft, but you 
can experiment with other types. 

One that caught my eye was the Fle~h-ette. These 
are three pre-formed plastic fletch on a tube base with 
the three fletch mounted on the tube. They can be 
mounted quickly by placing them in warm water and 
slipping them over the end of the shaft. You can give 
t}'lem a bit of a ~plral by holding one end and twisting 
the tube a bit. I placed three on three different shafts 

To fletch witli pla.stic vanes, pr.ecut plastic fllll. terlal is 
placed in the clamp. positi'oned proverly for alig11me11t 
in order to keep all of the fletch even arou11d shaft. 
(Below) Tile cement tube is squeezed to remove bubbles in 
the applicator tube. When cement flows smootl. llY.I app. ly 
thin, e11e11 coat along.tire grooved hose of plastic Jletch. 
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Bitzenhurger jig at lefi J1etches a n'ght helical feather, while one 011 right hoids the left helical fletch. 

- two on woods, one tipped with a standard field Np 
and one with a Black Diamond broadhead. The third 
shaft. was aluminum. I placed a lowP.r parabolic fletch 
on it. These shaft<> are spined for a fifty-pound hunting 
bow, so I took them out to see how they would perform. 

I usually mount my arrow rest on the shelf of my 
hunting bows and I was curious to see if the large vanes 
would cleat' the shelf. They didn't! I had arrows all over 
the bale and on two occasions the hroadhead went into 
the ground about ten yards in front of the bale. I was 
shooting from a distance of thirty yards. 

I wondered if it could be the rest on the shelf causing 
my problem. I took another fifty-pounder that had a 
Herter's brush rest mounted about one half inch up th~ 
sight window from the .shelf and all three shafts flew 
straight and centered in the target. The plastic vanes 
hadn't cleared and were kicking up off the sh~lf, 
giving mP. an erratic flight. Once I changed the arrow 
rest position they flew well. 

The Flct<:h-etks would be a g'(IQd back-up kit to 
carry on a long trip. If you get into rain or snow con
ditions, merely slip these over a few unfletched shafts. 
TheY, would do well at a camp or school, as they will 
take a lot of abuse and are easily changed if damaged. 
Further te-Sts would be necessary to sP.e how they would 
hold for serious target work, but that would be for 
the individual to dP.teI'minc. Some people can't shoot a 
stiff fletch like this. They range in size from 2-1/2 
inches for target t.o four inches for hunting or field 
work. They will fit shafts from one quart.er to eleven 
thirty-seconds of an inch. There are comparable sizes 
for glass and aluminum. . 

For Forgcwood oom11resscd c~dar shafts you follow 
the same procedure as for a regular cedar shaft. First 
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dip in lacquer, then fletch. They have a smaller diameter 
than the regular cedar materials but fletch the same. 

The fiberglass shafts offer the archer a middle choice 
between the cedar and aluminum. They are r·ugged, not 
quite as finely tuned as the aluminum and hetter than 
the wood. Ther-e are archers who will take exception 
to anyone who doesn't toµt their fa'?,orite. They all have 
their place and all are good in their own way. You are 
the final judge and must decide what ypu pre!er. 

When you obtain the raw shaft in fiberglass, the 
length will vary. Some manufacturers and dealers '':ill 
cut them to your specification, others sell the raw shaft. 
An unfinished fiberglass shaft is about thir-ty.two inches 
long. Both ends may be rough. 

When you cut these materials to your length, it re· 
quires cutting from both ends to remove the rough 
edges. Make a ninety-degree cut for the nock and 
adapter or target point to meet. Cut about two inches 
from one end, turn it around and cut your desired 
length. A hacksaw works well on fiberglass, but he 
careful you don't get filament threads. I use a small 
miter box that allows me to hold the shaft firmly 
against one side for a ninety-degree cut. As I make the 
first cuts, I rotate the shaft slowly to make a circling cut 
around the outside of the shaft. By the time you have 
done this there is little left to hold the shaft together, 
so it takes a slight cut to go through. 

Lightly sand the ends to remove any rough edges. 
Place the nock insert, or if yo\l have a Gordon shaft, 
the combination Nockscrt. If you prefer, you can pur· 
chase the aluminum or magnesium nock inserts for the 
fiberglass shafts. The cutting should be slow and careful 
to prevent a filament from pulling off the ends. 

Your shaft is cut to length. Now you oan take a 

two-solution epoxy from the dime or hardware store, 
mix and apply a reasonable amount to the insert and 
adapter or target point. I prefer to make one epoxy mix 
and do both ends at the same time. 

Set the shafts aside and allow the epoxy to harden. 
If you are in a hurry, place them near a light bulb and 
cover them with a small box or lid. 

When t11e epoxy Is set and the insert won't turn, you 
are ready to continue. If you prefer to dip the shaft. 
ment of your· fiber·glass in a lacquer dip, do so now, 
using the same procedure as for wood shafts. After the 
lacquer I use the l<'letch·tltc or Easton cement. They 
work on all types of shafts, while Duco is used only on 
the lacquered shafts. 

Now for the undlpped fiberglass shaft. Take your 
nocks, put a dab of cement on the insel't, then place 
the nock on the insert and twist it around. This gets the 
cement flowing around and into the grooves on the in· 
sert and coats the Inside of the nock. 

When you first start making shafts into finished 
arrows you may regard the nock as just a piece of 
plastic to guide the shaft on the string. You're r·ight, 
it does. However, a crooked nock sends off an erratic 
arrow. Put your nocks on as straight as possible. Place 
them on your cresting lathe and rotate them slowly. 
If the nock is out of line or off center it will wobble. 
If you work with it as it dries, you can get your nock 
on very true. This helps eliminate one more problem 
in the finished arrow. 

When fletching fiberglass and aluminwn, the rela· 
tion of the nock to the shaft is unimportant. Let the 
nock cement dry and you are ready to start fletching. 

The cements don't adhere well to fiberglass material. 
In some cases the shaft may be covered with a very 

The nylon Nocksert is placed into 
the tube of the fiberglass shaft, 
then it is seated to this shaft. 

With the two Little Choppers·shown, one can cut the long fi~e.-tnch hu11ti11g fletch {left) or shorter shield cut. 
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fine powder :from the factory. Wtpe the sti~t, take a 
portion o.f Fletch-tlte, s9ueeze som-e in a lid or small 
jar, add an equal amount of lacquer thinnet'. Take your 
cresting lathe and a large half -inch br4sh, clip It into the 
solution aQ.d, as the shaft rotates, brush lt onto the glass 
shaft from the nock far enough down the shaft t.o coyer 
the length of fletch you Intend to use. If you have no 
lathe you can ,make a small dip tube and. use th~ sa,me 
mixture. It will require more tor the· tube tnan the 
brushing. te'Chnigue. You could br ush It on freehand, 
but the lathe makes a neat, last job. 

Tlte sizing you have jll$t placed <m the shaft makes 
a g-ooa bonding base for the cement on the fletch. This 
coating is light and drjes rapidly. Yo.u c~n now take 
your s hafts and place them In the jig, put your Iletch 
In toe. clam.P and proceed as before. The Fletch-tite 1na;v 
take longer drying on the glass, so allow at least 
tw~nty 111inutes. Rotat e and" continue until you have the 
shaft fletched. 

Aluminum shat~ mat.e]'.lals are relatively new to the 
archer. Eas.ton made hls first aluminum shafts in the 
middle thirties and went into. product!01i In the late 
forties. The Easton s~~ts Are consider.ed leaders Jn 
the field. People have found pvoblems In .fletching ·the 
aluminum shafts directly on the metal and bypass this 
by dtpplng the sha,f tment in lacq.uer, then proceeding. 

T he nock end of the. Easton s"aft is swaged at the 
factory, s9 tl).ere is no nook insert. The sliaits will come 
to you cut and tipped if you so order. '.A small flne
toothe(l saw ls a mos t I! you do your own cutting. A 
small rotating blade works well on glass and alumlm1m. 
Most dealers have a cut-oft saw des'lgned for cutting. 
th~ aluminum and glass shaf ts square on the end with 
no ragged edges. The only end you need to cut with the 
Easton is the point end. 

For flet.-Ohlng your shaft without dipping In lacquer, 
here is a method prescribed by James Easton: 

Take a cleaning powder like Ajax and scour the nock 
end of the shaft, then rinse until the water flows off 
leaving no droplets behind. Wipe the shaft with a clean 
paper towel, or dry it by the heater or a portable hair 
dryer. Don't touch the cleaned area as the oil in your 
hands will form a surface and the cement won't adhere. 

Position your nock then pJace the shaft In a jig. Put 
your fletch in the clamp, apply a thin coat of one of the 
special fletching cemEmts for shaft material, then -lower 
the clamp onto the shaft. Rotate and ftni$,h 1letchlng .. 

Altml.fnum will pick up moisture rapidly. This .fac,tpr 
plj.:is th¢ moisture on the cement ma~ cau-,e the !!etch 
fo fall oif latel'. Fletching ·aluminum shafts in hot, 
mo.ist weather can be a pr oblem. Mo'st arr.ow -manu
facturers will fletch only in an air-conditioned room 
where the humidity and temperature can be controlled. 

Easton Is experimenting with a new anodized coat· 
ing which will improve the bonding surface for the 
fletch. The anodizing process will add a brilliant or 
muted color, leave a thin, hard surface on the ~haft 
and be more porous than regular shaft material. You 
fletch directly to the shaft without dipping. 

Plastlfletch adheres to all the above shafts but is 
used usually on aluminum by serious archers. They can 
be fletched In the same jig with the same cements. 
Blasttlletch can be mounted with a small spiral or 
straight down the shaft. Max Hatb.ilto11 says some arch· 
efs have tl'ied a helical flefoh with the pla'.ltic vanes 
and had trouble c~earing the bow. 

When using F ur Fleto~ by Sweetland, make.sure you 
have a clean sna'ft and apply the fur as dir~cted. To be 
double safe you can place a di·op of cement on the front 
of the fur, liola ·it down untll 'the cement dries and do 
the same at the back of the fletch. This gives added 
strength and makes a smooth ·surface to pass over the 
bow. 

One other use tor the little bunny strip is to wrap 
one around the shaft just behind 'the feather fletch. 
This provides a dab of white to aid in followllng the 
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lfyou prefer S\v~etland.Fur Fletch, 
peel tiacking off the bunny ftl#Ze and 
place It In your ltand to wrap :.Shaft. 

shaft to the target or game. It has little drag effect 
used in this manner. 

The question of whet.her to go straight, spiral and 
helica1 becomes a matter of individual choice as does 
the selectl'on ,of right and left wing feathers and fletch
lng Test and see what you pre'fe.r. There is something 
to be said lor all ot them. 

Laying Ft" Fletch along the hafld, It 
moves easily toward the shaft a11d 
wo11 '~·stick. where it shouldn't. But 
start-it 1~ inches below the 11ock. 

I recently obtained a Drake Keyhole target bow with 
an open center section. You shoot straight through the 
middle of the bow. There is no archer's paradox to 
contend with, and I have been experimenting with fletch 
and shafts. I took some light fiberglass shafts and 
fletched them with a Plastifletch with a one-degree 
spiral. 

I took the bow out to the bale and those arrows 
started going all over. I could hold them on but couldn't 
get a group to suit me. I knew it wasn't the bow. The 
release was clean, so it had to be the spine of the shaft 
or the fletch. l took another group of the same shafts 
and put a straight fletch on them, right down the 
middle. This is just the way those shafts flew right 
to the gold as if they were magnetized. 

The flight archer will use nothing but a straight 
fletch one of the smallest used. They provide a bit 
of g~ldance on the back of the light missile and a 
minimum of mass. 

The spiral fletch ls found on most arrows today. It 
is easy to apply, and even the inexpensive arrows are 
using a spiral and some helical. The little arrows you 
find for the kids usually have a high, short fletch 
right down the middle, since it is the fastest way to get 
the job done. 

The longer the fletch, the more stability it gives to 
the shaft. The higher it is the more forgiving It is, if 
you have a bad release or have a heavy broadhead on 
the tip of the shaft. 

I have seen archers shooting target with a six-inch 
triple fletch about three·elghths inches high. I have 
heard of a successful hunter who shoots short balloon 
shaped five fletch. 

The style of the cut, the number of fletch and the 
typ.e is up to you. Experiment and find one that fits 
you best. There is nothing more pleasing than walking 
into the field or range with a set of shafts you have 
made yourself. That is one of the satisfactions of 
archery. • 

Fur Fletch comes in a variety of colors and goes 011 witlz 
little problem. It will not b'eak under nonnal wear, tear. 

-

CHEETAH 
SPECIAL 
HUNTER 

SUPER CHEETAH AMERICAN 
NITRO STAN• HUNTER 

DARO 

SHARK 

UM Bf# '-S"H~ ftv;11t A~ 
CHEETAH SPECIAL HUNTER ••. A 57" •.• 60" ••• 64" 
hunting bow , , , 3 lengths for the bowhunter who wants 
the best. This Is the bow that makes the tough shots easy 
. •. Americans finest hunting bow. 74.50 

ALL NEW ••• THE 54 INCH SUPER NITRO ••• An ex
plosive bow speclally engineered for speed, and velvet 
draw cheracteristlcs .•• the easiest pulllng short one on 
the market today. 59.00 
CHEETAH STANDARD ••• A hard hitting 64 inch hunting 
bow for the man with the long draw. Yet with great speed 
for the short draw hunter. 57.00 

AMERICAN HUNTER • , , The bow that Is as distinctive as 
its namesake • • . The American Hunter. Both are the 
finest In the world ••. A 57 inch hunting bow that has 
taken the bowhunting world by storm. 49.95 

SHARK ... Want a fast. accurate, an~ econ.<>mica.1 hunter? 
Try a 62" Shark ••• The all new design will delight you, 
and so wlll the price. 46.00 

• . This hunting season stack the 
deck in your favor, with one of these 
"Great Ones From American" . • • Your 
American dealer has them • • • or 
write for Americans free full color 
brochure ••• see the world famous 
American Mlcro·Barrelled Wooden Arrows 

••• plus Easton Aluminum 
ows. end Micro Flite Fibre 
Glass Arrows, all from 

American Areher:y 
Company. 

AM0 
,;. u:rtutliAllt:l'•.('f~l\#CA,,'W.lf#,\' 
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FIRST AGAIN 
WITH A NEW 
INSULATED 

100% REVERSIBLE 
CAMOUFlAGE SUIT 

The now all-purpose hunting 
eul~ reverses Crom the improved 
five color KAMO camouflage to 
a brilliant red, orange or white 
(your choice) for every type 
hunting ru1d all terrains. Tough 
wind and rain repellent poplin 
outer shells with s.oft, warm 
quilled 8.S oz. Diicron llber 
lneulntlon malcea It light, warm 
ond washable. .Elliminntes tho 
need for ihormal underwear and 
two dllTerenL hunting outfits. 
Jacket, parka and pants 1003 
reversib lo. 

HOUSE OF TEAK 
The most comprehensive Inventory In America 

From around the world, bold inventories of kiln 
dried hardwood lumber and sliced wood, ranging 
from domestic Ash to exotic Zebrawood. 

CHESTER B. STEM, INCORPORATED 
GRANT LINE ROAD. NEW ALBANY, INOIANA 

GAME MASTER 
Contintted from page 19 

the hill. That was it; no more goats in sight, but they were 
still bleating. 

The next afternoon I spotted my gray billy sleeping on a 
knoll of red dirt just above a deep wash. He had a 
respectable head. I watched the area to pick up any others 
that might be with him. This time I didn't want to be 
phonked. 

I looked and checked, moved slowly with nocked shaft 
to the edge and when the phonk came this time it was right 
next to me. I had practically stepped on a nanny asleep in 
the scrub. By the time I came back down to earth my gray 
was moving out up the hill. I drew back and let fly at the 
femoral artery on the left hip, or if he should turn a bit, I 
could enter the rib cage and get the lung. He went right 
instead of left and my shaft zonked into the ground a few 
feet in front of him. 

I decided to try lofting a shaft to the top of the hill to 
see if I could spook the herd back toward me and bring the 
gray with them. I let go a shaft that really amazed me for 
distance. It didn't turn the herd, but I managed to get 
another shot at the billy and went over the top of him. The 
bow was putting out a faster arrow than I was accustomed 
to. 

So much for that. I had made a good stalk over 
three-quarters of a mile to get within easy range just to be 
blanked by a stupid, sleeping goat. I was beginning to 
wonder who was stupid at this point. 

When I reached the top flight shaft I had sent to spook 
the herd, I couldn't believe the distance I had flung that 
arrow. It was less than fifty feet from the top of the ridge. I 
had to agree the Gamemast'er had speed. 

When we rolled out of the bag the next morning, the fog 
was at treetop level in camp. Gray and l decided to team 
up. He had worked another area yesterday with as little 
luck as I had. 

We split around a ridge. I took the left and Gray the 
right. I was moving through the scrub when I heard him 
call. He bad spooked out a small bunch and had popped 
one of the 2020s out of his sixty-seven-pound Gamemaster 
to bring another billy down at about seventy yards. The 
arrow went through the lungs. 

I sat and glassed the opposite hill and spotted a group of 
four billies, all respectable, feeding in the edge of the scrub. 
Then I noticed some hunters on top. They started down 
and l didn't feel too bad as I saw them slip and slide. The 
goats moved out long before the hunters came in range. 

We sat and glassed the ridges and spotted about six more 
hunters working the area. We collected our tackle, Gray 
picked up his horns, then we headed back to camp to pack 
and be ready for the four-wheeler to return us to the 
landing. 

Gray had two sets of horns, not as big as he wanted, but 
not bad. I had some cactus spines still imbedded in my 
sh.ins and legs and a new respect for hunting Catalina. It is 
rough country to hunt. The game is every bit as hard to 
hunt as a mule deer, maybe harder. 

I packed Howard's personal bow, shipped it back to him, 
and kept the information sheets and brochures. He tells you 
how to tune the bow properly, how to set your nock 
height, tl1e recommended brace height and other pertinent 
information. 

Hunting with the Gamemaster on Catalina, even though I 
blanked, was a great experience. I'll go back. This bow 
shoots a heavy arrow and moves it out. For all that, my 
short draw did make me feel I wasn't getting as much from 
the bow as a longer draw archer would. This bow looks 
good, perfonns well and gives the custom, individual touch 
in this age of mass production. 

KITTREDGE 
Continued f'l"o'»i page H 

move, unless you feel because of wind or other circum· 
stances the animal is going to spook and the only shot 
you'll get is right now. 

Try not to take shots straight on at the front. of the 
critter, even if he doesn't see you. The target area ts much 
smaller and both the heavy shoulder bones and the slope of 
the rib cavity can deflect a well shot arr?w. It is gen~rally 
best to let the animal move to where he gives a broadside or 
quartering shot. A rear end shot can be deadly, but it can 
also be most disappointing because ?f the hea~ bone 
structure of this angle. Much better JS a quartermg ~hot 
from the rear which allows the arrow to penetrate deep mto 
the body cavity. . . 

A moving animal is far more difficult t.o hit than one 
standing still. If by waiting him out, there is a chance that 
he will stop by all means hold off the shot. 

Quite often a hunter sitting beside a game 1rail will have 
the animal coming directly towards him. The wise bo~
hunter will have himself so situated that he can take his 
shot after the animal has passed, thus not taking the chance 
of having the animal spot him as he moves to ~oot. I can 
well remember the time I was crouched behind a small 
clump of sagebrush on the razorback ridge of a steep 
hogback. Ahead of me were several deer brousing arou!ld 
while I watched them through my binoculars. One ruce 
forked horn broke away from the group and started right 
up the ridge toward me. I looked around franticallr for a 
better place to hide and tried to get off the deer trail I was 
on but the canyon wall was so steep that there simply was 
no~here else to go. That buck came towards me like a 
donkey with his head bobbing up and down and his ~yes 
directly ori the ground in front of him. There was no time 
when I could take a good shot until he was about three feet 
away, with his nose practically ~ the little ~ush I was 
crouched behind. Figuring I had him dead to nghts, I ~se 
up, drew, and to my complete amazemen.t, watched him 
instantly bound into the air and off the Stde of ~e steep 
hogback straight down the slippery slope about thirty-five 
yards before I could bat an eye. If I'd only had that clump 
of brush a few feet off his trail, that .buck wou!d have 
walked past and presented one of the easiest shots I ve ever 
had! All a result of not being located in a position where a 
shot can be taken. 

One of the most difficult tests C?f pat~ence occurs ~h~n 
hunting from a blind with game in .plain view y~t not within 
shooting range, or when attempting to stalk 111 closer on 
game•you've already seen but is still a bit too !ar for.a good 
shot. The more time passes, the faster the te~sion builds up, 
until you feel you'll have to take a shot JUst to get the 
whole thing over with so you can calm down. When one of 

· the animals happens to be a real tro~hy_ just ou! of range 
. . . coupled with smaller deer well within shooting range, 
the suspense can prove more than _a man can hardly. bear 
while trying to get a whack at the bigger deer. ~ut. agam, as 
long as the game is unaware of your presence, ~t 1s best to 
just wait it out until the shot you want presents itself. 

In the case of trying to stalk up on game, when you 
begin to get close, but not yet close ~nough, and the 
inner-man says to shoot now while you still have a chance, 
yet reason tells you to hold off a bit, I've found that 1!1-e 
best cure is to stop and take a full ten. deep breaths.while 
figuring where the next bit of cover 1s you are g?mg to 
move to. This seems to calm a person down, m,aking the 
next move much easier. As a rule of the hunters thumb, 
when in doubt, stop. Movement made when you are not 
sure of yourself will often prove to be the one step too 
many! Just remember, by keeping a tight rein on your 
patience, you will have full control of the hunt. • 

Here's the quiver your arrows and you have bolln 
waiting for- the beautiful new #409 TARGET KING. 
2 colors: Cedar Gunstock or Black GrllZIY oll· 
tanned leather for extra long wear . . • extra 
softness • . . extra water resistance, too. Strap· 
end belt·hooks make for easier wearing and re· 
movina. 2 pockets for added convenience: acces
sory (zippertd) and pe11dl. Easily holds 18 arrows. 
For archers who know superb quality. See your 
KING DULIR or write: 

Vo.I 

1<iNG SPORT-LINE CO. 
210 w. Del Mar, Pasadena, California 

Cool and Comfortable 

--Ar~~ CHEST 
-"7172:,~ ;: PROTECTOR 

• Made of Nylon Mesh 

• P~rfect Body Contour Fit 

• Fits Like a Vest 

•Sizes -

Choice of 5 Colors 
Orange. Green, Yellow, Btack. White 
Elastic lacing under the arm insures a 
comfortable body contour fit. A clever 
tuck-away slot for excess adjustment 
strap. Also available in White or Black 
soft leather-grained vinyl at $4.95 

At your Archery Dealers e .o.ealer . 
or Write - lnqumes Invited 

LEE'S ARCHERY MANUFACTURtNG, Dept. BA . 
Rt 2- Hiwey 50. Sedalia, Mo. 65301 T 1\tphone 816 828-6782 
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TALL 
~TRAIL 

TALES 

Erget that firearm and take along your bow 
this fall when the big game season beckons. 
Imagine yourself stalking a fleet-footed whitetail 
deer, knowing you have to close the gap to about 
forty yards, with chances of only one shot. Picture 
yourself lying in some northern swamp trying to 
call in a 1200-pound moose, knowing that, when he 
does show, he will be less than forty yards away. 
For more than one reason, that shot will have to 
hit pay dirt. Sound exciting? Let me share some 
Canadian adventures. 

Head North, young man, 
there's game in them thar hills! 
By Murray J. Martin 

At the Hidden Valley Lodge at Lionshead, Ontario, 
Norman Greenside and nine other archers from the York 
County Bowmen were signing in when he asked how the 
resident bowmen made out during the first week of the 
pre-season. Hopes rose when they fowid that archers from 
London and Kitchener had taken deer. 

The Hidden Valley Lodge is located in the Bruce 
Peninsula. Night travel cross-country is not recommended 
due to the chimney pots or cracks in the rocks that are ten 
feet deep in some places. The pastures used by beef cattle 
at the foot of the ridges offer top food for the local deer 
herd, as anyone who has taken deer from. the Bruce will 
vouch. 

Saturday, after three days of snow, Greenside rose early 
and left for what was shown on the map as Mud Lake. 
Alongside of an old lumbering road, he spotted a small 
waterhole with a number of fresh deer tracks around it. He 
picked a clump of cedars twenty yards downwind from the 
waterhole and the wait began. 

Twenty minutes later and forty yards out, a doe was 
walking down the trail. The distance shortened. At twenty 
yards this was it and he was as ready as he would ever be. 
This meant shooting from a sitting position; any movement 
might scare the deer off. He slowly, drew his 
forty-four-pound Starflight to almost full draw and 
released. The arrow hit deep into the rib cage, then the doe 
bolted into the bush and back up the trail. 

Now began the wait. He sat for twenty minutes, then 
started to follow the blood trail left by the injured deer. 
Fifty yards up the trail he found his aluminum arrow, and 
twenty yards later, he saw his doe. The deer had not lived 
more than ten seconds after the arrow had struck it. The 
arrow, equipped with Bear Razorhead, had passed through 
the rib cage, just missing the heart, but cutting the wind 
pipe and passing clear through the lungs into the far side of 
the rib cage. 

Five hundred miles to the east, at Kemptville, Floyd 
Annstrong, with one other member of the Belleville 
Bowmen, once again was making a strong attempt to bag 
his first deer with a bow. This was his third year for the 
Kemptville pre-season and he had that good luck feeling 
this time. 

The Kemptville deer range is different from the Bruce 
Peninsula. Here the land is made up of a rolling forested 
area bordered on the north and east by the Rideau River, 
on the south by the town of Kemptville, and open fann 
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SWEETLAND FUR FLETCH P1tant Applied For 

Check these advantages: 
• Excellent accuracy in target shooting. 
• Extr~mely quick and simple to install. No jigs or glue 

required. 
• Close hits won't tear up fur fletch as they will feathers 

or vanes. 

• Arrows show up in the target like a large round spot. 
You can see your hits. 

lnJtructions. come with each p&ck111. As presently dtveloped, the fletch Inc is tot 
target 'h.oot1nr. not broadhods. 01ve/opmtnl for hunting urow~ is proceeding. We 
"'·" furnish Fur Fletch on our rorgewood larcet errows (all grtdes) •t the rerular 
pnce for 3·feathtr f letclllng. 

PRICE: 
$2.SO Do~. (for I Doz. 11tows) - $18.00per100 (for 100 arrows) 

Specify White, Red, Yellow, Blue or Orange on individual or bulk orders. 
Dealer display card includes 12 doz. in standard oolar assortment only. 

SWEETLAND PRODUCTS 
2441 Hilyard St., Eugene, Oregon 97405 

Send $ 1 for our GIANT 138 page CA TALOG. 

Order from one of the nation'$11- - .,! 
leadlne archery diatrlbutors. Money rerunded on 

1 first or(l.er. 

?:;• :.! '!:·.;~·~~~ E ~ A:;:~:;"'•• 
R.D. I GREENSBURG, PA. 15601 

GUARANTEED LION & BEAR KILLS 
Lion $550 Bear $450. No kills, no pay! Also Elk & Deer 
Hunts, Elk $200, Deer $150. All hunts are on a 10 day basis. 
I furnish everything except license and sleeping bag. 
These hunt.a tor bow hunt.era only. Please book early. 
Wl'ite or can CAP ATWOOD 

399 little Park Rd., Grand Junction, Colo. 81501 • (Ph. 242·7228) 
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CANADIAN HUNTING 

land to the west. The area has been under the management 
of the forestry branch for some years and no firearms had 
been allowed in the area for ejght years. The deer herd. was 
estimated at around thirty, although over sixty bowmen 
had been known to hunt the area on one day and fail to kill 
one deer. 

As Armstrong walked from his bus that first morning, he 
could feel the tension in !tis shoulders. The feeling was 
getting to ltiJn, and he knew he would have to shake it. He 
felt better as he climbed up into his tree blind over a 
well~stablished deer trail. About tw~ hours later he saw a 
movement in the bush. A large red fox moved out and 
started down the trail. As it passed under the blind, 
Armstrong attempted what is to me the hardest shot in 
archery- shooting at a target directly under you. The arrow 
thudded into the ground about one inch to the left of the 
shoulders and money has it tJ1at fox hasn't stopped running 
yet. 

The next day Armstrong started stalking. By the end of 
the day he had bumped six different deer, shot at four, but 
hadn't registered a hit. I know these misses had no effect on 
his ego. In hunting, a miss is all part of the game and he 
accepts that, although he has been known tO change the 
color of the air, when one of those misses comes along. 

The last day of the hunt was a typical eastern Ontario 
morning. The sky was clear, and the early morning frost ,J 
shone on the fall leaves. On his previous day's hunt, 
Armstrong had come across a bedding-down area and 
planned to get there early in the morning and wait it o~t. 
He was well hidden when the deer returned around rune 
o'clock. He took a steady draw and released. The arrow was 
driven deep into the shoulders. The doe staggered from the 
initial shock corrected itself, then within a few short feet 
dropped to ihe ground. The arrow had split the doe's heart • 

. For two years, I had hunted the Kemptville area for deer 
with no luck. I'm not crazy about hunting the same bush 
with thirty other hunters, although I'm convinced that 
archers are the safest people with whom you could hunt. I 
planned to pass up the pre-deer season and go after moose. 
The idea was soon picked up by Ron Alguire and Jack 
Cadieux, my steady hunting partners from Cor:nwall, and 
we were later joined by Ray Cote, all of the Seaway Valley 
Archers. 

At the end of a 700..m.ile trip by car, we stopped at a 
little village called faufuier on the banks of the Groundhog 
River. Jack picked up our licenses and traveling pem'lits, 
while the rest of us got the gear loaded into the canoes. 

The Groundhog River is beautiful in the autumn, but at 
low water, the river is full of rocks and shoals. The true 
splendor of the north is seen in the falls .. Here the river 
shoots down in two twisting drops, about runety feet each, 
amidst high rocky edges and contrasting forest. 

We reached the first rapids in the evening, and made a 
hurried camp. The next morning, Jack and Ray portaged 
much of the equipment a mile upstream, while Ron and I 
looked after getting the two canoes upstream. ln my first 
attempt to paddle upstream between the ten-foot rocks, I 
got caught in a swirl and almost took an unwanted trip 
down the rapids. At this, Ron decided to pull his canoe 
along the shore. 

Rain fell periodically throughout the day. By ~moon, 
after passing a small creek that showed our first signs ?f 
moose, we decided once again to make camp. The ram 
continued through the night and the Groundhog, although 
over a hundred yards wide, rose two feet. 

Any attempt to paddle up the creek was a waste of 
energy so we pulled the aluminum canoe upstream for a 
mile a~d a half. We hunted the high ridges, always keeping 
the creek within sight, in case we should chance upon a 
moose feeding along the shore. Three hours later the rain 
started to increase, so we returned to the canoe. As we 
started back down the swollen, fast-moving creek, the 
canoe picked up speed every second. I never had gone this 
fast even in a motor canoe. 

Every bend got a little harder to maneuver. One bend 
was too bent. We went plowing through the branches of a 
low.hanging tree and it took sheer detennination to keep 
the canoe upright. Then came the test. As we rounded the 
last bend, before we reached the main river, Ron yelled 
back, "Look! A log!" 

There just a few feet ahead of us, was a large log januned 
across the creek. I hoped there was enough water passing 
over it. I straightened the canoe dead for it and Ron took a 
tight hold of the sides. We hit with a thud that seemed to 
shake every rivet in the canoe. The front shot out of the 
water and, had Ron moved an inch, we would have tipped 
over. I threw my weight to the midsection and the canoe 
dropped over, still upright much to our pleasure. 

That afternoon we moved our camp to an old cabin at 
the foot of Ten Mile Rapids and set up moderate 
housekeeping for the rest of the week. During the next five 
days we met twenty hunters using firearms. No one had 
even seen a moose. We took a number of compass bearings 

Continued on page 58 
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PEARSON BOW for BEAUTY & PERFORMANCE 
Brand new 1968 models In original factory boKes. Bows are 
guaranteed unbreakable by Ben Pearson. Specify weight desired. 
Note: Left.hand bows are available on special order at no extra cost; 
allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery-depending on season. 
Add $1.00 postage far each bow {$1 .50 West of Miss.) 

Moder Ltncth Draw W1lghb Succ. list Price Cart.re 
7050 Cougar 
7070 Colt 
7060 Jnelin1 
7090 Hunter 
7330 Slenatore 
7120 Razor Bick 

62" 35 to 55# 
62" 30 to 55# 
66" 40 to 55# 
58" 40 to 55# 
58" 40 lo 55# 
60" 40 to 50# 

Send for free Discount Catalog 
CARTER DISTRIBUTORS 

P.O. Box 468 · Cooper St.tlon 
New York, N.V. 10003 

~30.00 $20.00 
40.00 27.25 
55.00 37.25 
50.00 33.25 
60.01) 40.00 
45.00 30.00 
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WE DO MAKE HIGH PRECISION, HIGH QUALITY 

BOYi LAMINATIONS 
They are made rrom a large stock of the best possible quality 
or air dried 'Canadian hara;. maple .. We maintain a stock ot tine 
quality, air dried, tlnlshecl .lamh'uHlons so that your orders can 
be filled quickly - any'qua1)tlty. · 

A BOW CAN BE NO BETTER THAN THE 
LAMINATIONS THAT GO INTO IT. 

We do have a limited stock of Bo·Turr !larking and racing, 
Urac 185 glue, colorful woods and some other. bow making 
equipment, rn addition to .our "HM" air dried laminations we 
ex.p.ect to be al51e:·to maintain a supply ot •:sup_erflex A:ctlon
wood LJmb Stock" wood limbers. made; up ri·om Vel'mont maple 
veneer. We wllJ m·ake bow larrllnatloll's rron\ It, They are used 
the same as our reg11tar Cat')aclJan m_irpte tamlnatt.ons. This 
new product otters a considerable prom ise to bow makers. It ts 
ver~ dry and well stabilized. · · 

WRITE FOR A PRICE' UST. WE WANT TO HEJ.P YOU. 

THE OLD MASTER CRAFTERS COMPANY 
180 LeBaron Street, Waukegan, llllnols 6-0085 

{ONTINENTAL 

! 011 .
1

( )h' '·"""' I \ (,,,•,...LO(: 

~~·~;~·~;·~··1 

* * * NEW ROBIN HOOD 

CATALOG 1·."" 250 P•1es • Profutely lllusttaltd 

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW! 

* ROBIN HOOD ARCHERY CO. . 
1¥\ . •' 

World's lo19e$t Archtry •!• 
Dirtribulori i 

2'5 l'llENRIDllE AVE. i 
MONTCLAIR, N. J. :t. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. 4 

Ruan• l\ooo f\RClllRY Co 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

100 Nocks - 5/ 16 or 11/32 only $2.00 
1100 B Dacron double loop &trlng only $1.00 

3 Dozen 5 ~" Left Wing Die Cut Feathers only $1.80 
Send this ed with above orders 

We supply all major archery lines! 

OEERCLIFF ARCHERY SUPPLIES 
1114 W. Peachtree &t .. N.W., Atlanta, Ga. 30309 

WEYERMAN FEATHERS 

• 

Fountain Green, Utah 84632 
PMn& 801 · 445-3384 

' OUR SPECIALTY 
. PRECISION DIE-CUT ARROW FEATHERS 

WHERE GOLD CRISP MOUNTAIN AIR MAKES 
LONGER HEAVIER FEATHERS 

GET YOUR BUCK THIS YEAR! 
The DEER HUNTER'S DREAM TREE 
STANO was developed by and for BOW 
HUNTERS. It· is all·steel, light weight, 
easy to cariy. Quiet and squeak·proof, It 
installs in seconds. Successful hunters 
from all over the United States have pro· 
ven this portable tree stand increases 
your chances of getting a buck. Also ex· 
cellent for varmint calling. Comes com· 

Deer Hunter's Dream plete with tips on tree stand hunting. 

Order yours today - $14.95 
Check or money order 
Immediate Shipment 

Dealers prices available 

DAN QUILLIAN COMPANY 
Dept. BA, 483 W. Cloverhurst Avenue. Athens, Georgia 30601 
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Bowhunter 
The African Archer Can Shoot His 
Game Or Start A Fire With His.Tackle! 

Since independence has come to most 
of the nations in Africa more natives are 
using guns for hunting than was allowed 
under colonial rule. Nevertheless, many still 
hunt with bow and arrow, sometimes using 
poisoned heads. After the meat has been 
boiled or cooked, the poison does not affect 
the eater. 

These bows are usually about five feet 
in length, made of several varieties of wood 
and are strung with lengths of tendon taken 
from game animals. A hunter is not success· 
ful on every excursion with his bow and 
arrows, but the one shown here did well. 
V. Eugene Johnson. • 

.Ask for the "DEi" 
for the best buy. 

For only $9.95 
you may be saving 

the loss of your eye. 

For your personal safety 
always use a dependable 

BOWSTRING ER 

SATISFACTION 
Guaranteed or Return 

in 10 days for full refund 
of your purchase price. 

SMAL·LER 
than a 28" hunting 

arrow - weighs only 
24 ounces. 

DEALERS: Order with 
confidence as our 

prices are congruent. 
We will ship a sample 

or in any quantity desired. 
(Shipping weight 27 oz. each) 

MJnufactured and Sold by 

DOLCH ENTERPRISES, fNC. 
Bo• 606, Wntlake, IA. 70659 
Under U.S. Pat.· #3.l8l,92B 

foreign Pats. Pending: Australia, Canada, 
England, Mexito end Japan. 

"LOOK BOWHUNTERS" 
Now you can mount your Prize trophies on an .. Indian 
Arrowhead Panel", baautlfully finished Walnut. with 
hanger. 
6 x S'h. 3.95; 8 x IOl/z, 4.9S; 8l/z x 12. 5.95 
Postpaid. Others available. Write 

Strickland Cabinet, R.2, Shepherd, Mich. 48883 

Get Your Deer for Sure ! 
with an "ALASKAN" DEER CALL 

EFFECT1ve ..... ~"~ j:. 
OR MONEY BACK !f:'~ ~<;-I 

GUARANTEED o.~·l ·"~'-

So effective it's patented• Lores •II ~ -~ 
varieU~$ for clo$e shot. like call& ~;, 'its ,,.

1 
used in Alaska tor centuries. Easy· 2.HOlll 1 

to· use. Instructions. Ask Oealet or $2 DO 
order by mail. Over 16 yrs. in u.s. · p.p. 

WESTERN CALL & DECOY • P. o. 801 425 • Portland, Ore. 97207 

NEW DEi TELESCOPIC 

BOWSTRING ER 

GOLD MEDAL AWARD 
of merit 

INTERNATIONAL INVENTORS 
EXHIBIT - NEW YORK - 1967 

CHAMPIONS 

BLACK ACE 

HIT ARCHERY INC. ARCHBOLD, OHIO 

NEW 
(Pater;it Pending) }; 

COMBINATION ARROW HOLDER 
& RELEASE TIMER FOR BROADHEADS 

ONLY. .1 ~ 

NEW 
(Patent Pending) 

TRIGGER SIGHT 
QUICK ADJUSTMENT 
CAN CHANGE RANGE . 

GREAT FOR THAT BROADHEAD f \ 
ROUND AND THE HUNTER. 

Draw the broadhead back until it 
release6 the SPRING·TIMER. The 
spring flies out past the line 
of sighting with a faint hum. 
Also holds the arrow on the rest 
when on the stand. 

RIGHT OR LEFT HAND 

$2.95 
each 
Distributor for Eastern States 
Timer Sold By: 

ROBIN HOOD ARCHERY CO. 
215 Glenrldge Avenue, 
Montclair, N.J. 07042 

WHEN BOW IS IN SHOOTING POSITION 
CALIBRATION TAPE FACING SHOOTER 
COMES WITH HOODED OR OPEN 

PIN SIGHT 
FOR RIGHT OR LEFT HAND BOWS 

Designed tor the Hunter and 
Broadhead Round 

$10.95 
each 

Send to: 

A. J. FRYDENLUND 

MOTO MITER CO. 
Box 37, Prairie Ou Chien, Wis. 53821 

• 

I 
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Author devised the lower target for expert 
shooters to prevent posii,ibilfty of what has 

happened above, wherein one of arrows was 
deflected on glance-out to spoil a score. 

$100,000 Prizes And Capacity-Busting 
Crowds Of Competitors Are Turning Target 
Archery Into A Big-Time Sport! 

COMPETITION EXPLOSION 
By Lieutenant Colonel Milan E. Elott (Ret.) 

THE entire archery world is experiencing an interest in 
competition shooting never equalled in bistory! 

For years, many sportsmen considered target archery 
somewhat of a sissy game. Some still look down their noses 
at a bow that weighs less than tifty pounds. However, it is 
more difficult to hold a thlrty-five to forty-pound bow 
steady during an entire tournament than it is to shoot a 
sixty-pound bow in the customary snap-shooting style. 

Competition shooting is far from a sissy sport. It is, 
without question, one of the most challenging games ever 
devised. Competitive archers must develop nerves of steel, 
strength, co-ordination and a technical knowledge of 
equipment, in order to stand a chance of winning. 

There are a number of reasons for the dramatic increase 
in competitive archery. One, is the steady growth of 
bowhunters to an estimated 7 ,000,000. Not all of this vast 
hoard of bowmen are willing to lay down their bows at the 
end of hunting season. 

Many have joined the various archery clubs and pursue 
the sport year-round. Bowhunters may be surprised to 
know that all the most prominent bowhunters: Art Young, 
Howard Hill, Fred Bear, Ben Pearson, and many others, 
were expert target archers or field archers - - - competitive 
shooters. 

Shooting facilities are more widely available. In the last 
ten years, archery clubs have built thousands of ranges for 
the specific purpose of competitive shooting. At the same 
time, commercial indoor ranges began to appear. These 
ranges offered the opportunity for a shooter to practice and 
compete in tournaments at night, after work hours. 

There is another factor involved in this proliferous 
expansion of tournament shooting - improvement in 
equipmenl Modern equipment is much more accurate and 
durable. What is more important, it is more efficient. 
Anyone from ten to eighty can participate with a chance to 
win. It is no longer necessary to shoot a heavy bow. 

The National Archery Association was organized about 
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1'40 years ago, for amateur target archery. For years, they 
have been Jiolding an annual national tournament, and were 
instrumental in fonning and sending a United States team 
to the World Championship tournament. Few people even 
know there is such an event as a World . Archery 
Tournament, let alone that the United States has done well 
in these events. 

For years the NAA has been working to have archery 
included in the Olympics, and, at last, they have been 
successful. Archery will be included in the 1972 Games. 
This has sparked the organization of the Junior Olympic 
Program to produce some U.S. Gold Medal winners. 

In addition, the first national inter-collegiate tournament 
was held last year. College archery has always been sort of 
tame, but with national competition, we can look for some 
real action in the colleges in the future. 

Let us delve into a few of the details of target archery. In 
tournament competition, men shoot at a four-foot target 
with a nine.-inch bullseye, from a distance of one hundred 
yards. A good competitive archer can hit that bullseye on 
an average of four out of six shots at one hundred yards. 
You shoot a bow as strong as you can pull and control, 
because you must be able to hold it steady, if you expect to 
put seventy-two arrows in or·near the gold. 

This is the toughest archery game: men's target archery. 
To win, you must have the finest equipment, be in 
excellent physical condition and know how to shoot. 
Women and juniors play the same game, but at shorter 
distances. This is the type of shooting done at the World 
Championship toumaments. 

Another type of competitive archezy is field a(chery, 
controlled by the National Field Archery Association. 
Competitive field ranges usually are laid out in wooded 
hilly areas, with dJstances varying from ten to eighty yards. 
It is popular, not quite as difficult as target archery and 
more inf onnal. The chances are ten to one there is a field 
archery club and field course in your area. 



.. 
Laurie Lanier of'A tlanta, Georgia )'hows her complete concentratUm 
and determination in preparation for possible Olympic competition. 

In some areas, the most popular form of competition 
s~ooting is in_door archery. The object of the game is to put 
sIXty arrows m a three and one-quarter inch spot at twenty 
yards. Of course, you shoot at a larger target with several 
other. s~oring rings. The American Indoor Archery 
Assoc1at1on has played a big part in promoting interest and 
tournaments. Indoor archery has an advantage in that it is 
~vailable after work hours in the evening and during 
inclement weather. Further, as much of it is operated in 
commercial ranges, it has been handled by professionals in 
the best possible manner. This is important as these 
operators have devised games and targets that make 
competition shooting interesting to both novices and 
veterans. 

Unbelievable as it may seem, nearly 1,700 archers 
competed in the Grand International Tournament, which 
has been held in Cobo Hall, Detroit, for the last ten years. 
The 1968 tournament certainly indicated the tremendous 
interest indoor competition has generated. Archers came 
from more than forty states, Mexico and Canada to 
participate in this shoot. 

Now, when 1,700 shooters drive, fly or ride a tr.Un to 
attend a tournament , there 01ust be a compelling reason. 
Some travelled over 2,000 miles to spend two days, shoot 
120 arrows, and watch the champions sweat it out. The 
$15 ,000 in prizes played only a small part in attracting this 
record-br~aking crowd. They came to see the show, and be 
a part of it. 

It was inevitable that, sooner or later, archers would start 
shooting for money. Professionals began to appear. During 
the last ten years, money shoots have begun to snowball. 
The Professional Archers Association was organized. There 
are now several hundred members. 

There is an annual Professional Archers Association 
outdoor tournament with cash prizes of from $IO to 
$12,000. The total amount of money prizes this year will 
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Mi~s Lanier learned the importance of perfection off orm early in 
her development. Note her in-low draw and steady hand before 9hot. 

be around $100,000. The top shooters are now able to pick 
up to $8,000 a year in prize money. Every year, there is an 
increase in the number of shoots and amounts of cash 
prizes. 

Some professionals arc associated with tackle 
manufacturers, so they are able to make a career of 
shooting. We wish to make a point of this, because for years 
there was little reward or incentive for the shooter who 
worked hard and became a champion. Now, and in the 
future, it can be really worthwhile monetarily. The PAA 
has just completed plans for a $25,000 tour of five 
tournaments. Next year, there will be more. Competitive 
archery is taking its place among the professional sports. 

For some totally unknown reason, competition shooting 
can get into an archer's blood. The more he becomes 
involved, the more he realizes that there is more to learn -
and further involvement. He must become an expert in the 
tec~nicalit~es of equipment. In no other sport does 
equipment play so important and individual a part. He must 
take care of it and shoot it. 

Suppose you decide to become a competitive shooter, 
where do you start? WeU, it can be a long haul or a fairly 
short one, depending on how you go about it. In the first 
place, you must clear your mind of all prejudicial ideas, in 
particular, bow weight. If you miscalculate the bow weight 
you can handle, you are finished before you start. 

Accurate shooting depends on control, and if you cannot 
physically hold your bowhand steady, you haven't a 
chance. At least seventy-five percent of the competitive 
archers would shoot higher scores, if their male ego and 
false ideas did not demand t.fi.ey shoot a bow that is simply 
too much. 

You must learn to walk before you can run. A 
twenty-five-pound modern bow, properly handled, is 
pertectly capable of shooting extremely high scores on the 
indoor ranges. For years, every expert on archery has 

strongly advocated that beginners learn to shoot with a 
light-weight bow. This advice has not been spelled out 
carefully enough. Read it here and now, and always keep it 
in mind. 

When you first begin competiti.ve shooting, you must 
learn the technique. This is literally impossible, if you insist 
on fighting bow weight. The average man should begin with 
a bow of about twenty-five pounds, and the average woman 
about seventeen to twenty pounds. 

We have a problem before we start. Who wants to buy a 
twenty-five-pound bow? Actually, no one. There is a sort of 
stock-in-trade custom, that an archer should shoot a 
thirty-five pound bow for competition shooting. A 
thirty-five pound bow is too much weight for the average 
beginner. Thirty pounds will cause most new shooters to 
strain, if they actually attempt to shoot in proper 
competitive style. 

For competitive archery, bow weight must be measured 
by the ability of the shooter to hold the bow still at full 
draw for eight to ten seconds, then shoot it, without falling 
apart. 

A bowhunter, who has been snap-shooting a sixty-four
pound hunting bow, is handed a twenty-five-pound target 
bow. Much to his amazement, he discovers he cannot hold 
it still and aim. This is a big let-down. In fact, he probably 
decides to skip competitive shooting and becomes a 
drop-out before he begins. 

Bow weight has been built up so much it over-rides aU 
common sense. lt seems more important to brag about 
shooting a strong bow than it is to hit anything. 

lf you last long enough to get involved in competit ive 
shooting, you find out that hitting the gold is where it's at. 
If you become sufficiently involved, you shoot with 
whatever will shoot the most accurately for you. 

The smart way to get started is to stay under thirty 
pounds at your draw, and don't fall for the old gag of, " I'll 
buy thirty-five pounds and work up to it." Working-up-to-it 
usually takes a year, if it ever happens, and your shooting 
form suffers in the meanwhile. 

The first year of shooting, the average male should stay 
with a Ughtweight bow. Ten to one, most men will consider 
themselves above average, but this would allow time to 
learn the technique of good shooting fonn. 

Such a program would mean an investment in first class 
bow and arrows, because, if you are foolish enough to start 
with a second-rate set, you can expect poor results. 

Next to beginning with too much bow weight, the most 
serious danger is snap-shooting. The big money is won by 
deliberate shooters. When you can draw, aim, and know for 
certain you are going to hit before you release, you have 
become a deliberate shooter. The winner of this year's 
Grand International, Jim Ploen, held each arrow at full 
draw from eight to ten seconds. 

Try shooting your bow and have someone time you from 
the instant you touch your anchor point until you release. 
The odds are thirty to one you do not hold three seconds. 
You do not hold because your bow may be too heavy, you 
do not really aim, or you have developed the habit of 
snap-shooting. 

By far the best place to get started is on an indoor range. 
Here, there is no temptation to try and shoot sixty or 
sixty-five yards before you know how to shoot. You can 
take instruction and follow it up with daily practice 
~essions. Learning to shoot on a series of Sunday afternoons 
1s a slow and doubtful way to develop into a top shot. 
. The career possibilities in professional archery at this 

tune are unlimited. The field is wide open. Two or three 
years ago, there were about half a dozen consistent winners. 
ThJs year the number of possible winners has more than 
doubled. There are at least a hundred top shots, who need 

Continued on pa,,qe 112 

What's Saunders 
ever done tor 
bow hunters? 

Pressure-sensitive - sticks on 
snugly out ofthe way tor a sea
son. Peels right olf-ean't 
harm bow finish. Helps 
you get in close. 98Cf 

Hunt Mate Sight 

Whisper 
Arrow 
Rest 
Quiet, calt
hair covered 
plate and 
spring rest 
that gives 
as arrow 
leaves 
bow, re
ducing 
wobble. 
2 Models 
$1.75 or 
$1.49 

BQ-7 Bow 
., Quiver and 

wik-Mount 
Holds 7 arrows at 
your fingertips. 
Safety hood protects 
against broadheads. 
Mounts-1.Jnmounts 
Instantly. $14.95 

. •• releases In
stantly when arrow 
is drawn. Saves cold, tired 
lingers ... . .•. . •. . .• . $1.98 

POSITIVE NOCKING 
POINTS .... 5 for 98Cf 

. 
. . and there's BRUSH-OFF that keePS bows 

from snagging, and SAUNDERS MATIS and 
~ portable easel STANDS for hunting practice. 
7 and realistic ANIMAL FACES and FLU-FLYS 

to make flu-flu arrows and BROA D HEAD 
SHARPENING STONES and CEMENT and a 
number of other aids. bul that's all Saunders 
does for bow hunters. 
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TARANTULA 

TARANTULA overshado ws all conventional bow designs 11$ the very 
appearance of this bow speaks for itself. Fantastic panoramic sight 
window with wide sweep viewing, either right or left side of arrow view· 
ing. TARANTULA has perfect lour-point balance and stebi liz•tion bvill 
right inlo the very nature or its design and not Just raise promises. NO 
TORQUE STABILIZERS NEEDED AND NO EKTRA CHARGE FOR LEFT· 
HAND MODELS. Too many leatur .. in the TARANTULA to explain on !his 
page 10 write today for more detalls. Ask also about our target model, the 
T~f tRNJ~PLi/f :: Check t his other llttle hunting bow - the new, powerful 

INTERCEPTOR 

Fo1· more 
info write: 
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Tarbell Spec ial Archery Equipment 
P. 0. Box 2231, Montdair, Calif. 91762 

CANADIAN HUNTING 
Cont.'inued f'r()m page /,fJ 

for a riiile into the forest and found all sorts of tracks. 
Ron and I decided to work our way to a small beaver 

pond located four miles north of our camp. The going was 
anything but easy. After ten steps, you couldn't see where 
you had been. At noon, we stepped into a small swamp 120 
by 900 feet. An old beaver dam was at the south end of the 
swamp, blocking a small waterhole. 

We both knelt at the edge of the water hole and I 
attempted a moose call. We thought we heard a reply. I 
tried again, and tltis time we were sure. We both rested an 
arrow on our strings and stuck an extra arrow into the 
ground beside us. Ron was using his forty-three-pound Bear 
Grizzly, while I was using my fifty-pound Bear Kodiak. 
Both of us were using Microflite arrows equipped with Bear 
Razorheads with inserts. 

I grunted on the call. This time the bull mo.ose answered 
and we knew he was close. The branches started to crash. 
We could seo his huge form coming through the brush. We 
both drew and held for what seemed eternity. Then the 
moose stepped out in to the open, his huge set of racks and 
massive shoulders protruding out of the brush. He stopped 
only thirty-five yards away, looking over the pond for a 
female moose. 1 released and Ron followed immediately. 
Both arrows penetrated ltis neck. He bounded back from 
the sting of the arrows and went crashing tluough the bush. 
Then we heard a loud thud and everything was still. 

We remembered Ute old lesson - wait twenty minutes, 
then ~ollow, so we each sat down and ate an orange, not 
speaking. We went over to the point where our arrows had 
struck the moose and found a pronounced blood trail. 
Sixty yards later we found our moose, all 1200 pounds. His 
rack measured fifty inches across. When I removed his 
lower jaw, J found him to be about 4~ years old, judging 
from the teeth. 

Next year, I imagine Norm Greenside will be back in the 
r~cky r~dge~ of ~he _Bruce Peninsula, and Floyd Armstrong 
will be m lus sw1J1ging bus around Kemptville. For sure our 
crew will be stomping in some northern swamp after 
moose. 

"It's just that there are so many good 
archery people in show business already!" 
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Bow hunt with the best at hall the price 

NECEDAH 
X26 

Wherever there's bow hunting -
they know Necedah! Handsome! 
FittinRIY namtd Necedah, to com· 
memnrate that famed Wisconsin 
bow·hunting spot. Designed expli
citly for demanding shooters who 
know whal they want - and now 
further refined wilh mn more 
quality and performance. Necedah 
Is llaht, fast, and short enough lo 
handle well in a blind or out of 
a tree. Outstanding features: Semi· 
pistol grip, contoured lhumb rest 
and henge riser; nock overlay also 
bence. Cinnamon color glass face 
and back blend with the out-of
doorn. Give it a h)'. 
No. X25-5S', wit~ S71-58' stri•i· 
Drow W<id>l3: as. 40, 45, 50, 55 l~I. 
al 28". ~lpt or (LHX26J r<1t hand. 
R11urar pric• . . ... $40.00 

MY PRICE •..•• ,. •••• $3000 

TIOGA 
X21 

MANITOU X20 
BRAND NEW! 58-inch bow, named after 
a slort book trst area on North Manitou 
lstJnd, in Uke Mlclllgan, a whiletJil 
paradise (and a source of IOI) 1rade maple 
ror Sll.lktspme bows). Si?eil so prtcisely 
belwten the power-packed hunter and the 
lonr limbe4 toumament·si)'led smoothie 
that the rood archer will be truty amaztil 
al its tremendous ranee for either hunli111 
or tar1el work. lrs a matvell Handsome, too, 
with handle laminated ol lstand Maple, as 
are the nock overlays. The appointments 
are recoanlzed quality: A shock absor~ing 
arrow 1ut, cllp~d calf hair plate and \llp 
grade dacton strln1 make >I lhe top nolcher 
ln its price class. Look ii over. 
"•·~a·. with No. S71-58" string. Draw 
woights: 35, 40, 45, 50 lbs. at 28". Right or 
(LHX20) lett hond. R•l!l'rar price $45.00 

MYrn1cE . • , . .. ... .. .. .. $22.so 

&-~~......., 
ARCHERY 
Qld*PMENT 

1 L 

Camouflage 
Bow Cover 

WITH EACH BOW 
$1.50 Value 

(This ~rwill offstl your postage) 

SUPER NECEDAH 
X30 

"Nothing • • • no, There"s nothing like lhc 
Necedah" etllo the owners of our nifty l'lo X26 
-and what a treal is in slore for them whtn they 
see lhis year's surprise packa~e in archery, lhe 
new No. X30 Super Necedah by Shahspeare. It's 
short (54•). fast (duoflex design) and as power· 
packed as any hunting bow ever produced. For Its 
size, the new X30 is unbelievably srnoolh, with a 
release that is pure pleasure. Our secret; lhe new 
wide track limb, lioished to perfection wilh glare· 
le.ss black glass. The shooting slylc handle, semi· 
pistol g1ip, is a triple laminate ol decorative 
laurel and zebra woods; the three-ply nock over
lay is also laurel and zebra wood. For super 
shooting -go lo the new Super Necedahl 
No. XJ0-54", with S-71-54' strlna. Or4w w•lahb: 
35, 40, 45, 50, 55 lbs. at 28". Ri&hl or (No. LHX30) 
1•11 hand. Rel!l'I" p1ice .. ............ • $69.SO 

MY PRICE . $34 15 

YUKON 
X24 

The EXTRA BIG VALUE in Shakespeare's 
great new line ol bows is this sturdy, 
economical, well-crafted, lull working 
recu11•e model. fashioned for huntina 
(and named after Alaska's line Yukon 
tare) as well as recreational pleasure. 
The Yukon is ruggedly built to take the 
$lrenuous beating ol beginneis In physl· 
cal education classes, summer camps 
and recreation programs. For its sire, 
ii has surpri~ing speed and stability, and 
handles with all the feel and ease ol a 
high priced composite. lls appointments 
can be enumerated; outstandina: are: 
(l) The long wear vertica l feather rest. 
(2) An arrow plale ot calf hair. (3) A 
polished handle of Island Maple wood 
which is contoured for a palm-pressure 
fiL Face and back are neutral color. 
No. ll2~". W•lll S71-60" shin&. Dnw 
wclchu. 25. 30. 35l 40, 45, 50 lbs. et 28". 
Rftlll OI (LHX24 l tlt llaod. Reaolor 
price ~0.00 

MYPRIC£ .. .. ....... $15.00 

SO'Yo OFF LIST PRICE 

\N ALTER H. CRAIG 
BOX 927 SELMA, ALABAMA 56702 

I will prepay and insure shipment anywhere in the 50 States for just $1.50 extra. 
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KNOCK DOWN POWER 
That No Other Bow 

Can Approach I 

~--.. 

Due to 50% more speed and penetra
tion of his ALLEN Compound Bow, Phil 
Mascara, Ivyland, Pennsylvania, shot 
arrow thru spike buck, front to rear. 
Bow at 46 lbs. Distance 23 yards. 
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Compound Bow outshot 
recurves nearly twice it's weight 

at NBHF shoot! 
Order Now for assured delivery 

Write today for literature and 
information on models and prices 

ALLEN ARCHERY DIVISION 
805-E Lindberg Drive 

Billings. Missouri 65610 
Telephone - 417 744-2925 

HEY HUNTERS! 

SOLID STERLING SILVER 
HAND MADE 

ARCHERY JEWELRY 

ON TIE CLIPS ARE WHITETAIL & 
MULE DEER 

RUNNING BLACK BEAR 

Heads of: Bear, Moose. Antelope, 
Sheep $7.95 • 2 for $15 

* 
IDEAL XMAS GIFTS 

AND CLUB AWARDS 

Buy direct from mfgr. 
Club order vol. dis. 

CREATIVE CARVINGS 
Tully, N.Y. 13159 

• • • • • • .. 

CLUB 
CALL! 
• • • • • • ... 

PAA CHANGE 
The officials of the Professional 

Archers Association have approved the 
following change in distances for the 
PAA Outdoor Round: 

Face 
Target Number Yards Size 

Practice 1 20 14 
Practice 2 20 14 
Practice 3 20 14 
Scoring 1 20 14 
Scoring 2 25 14 
Scoring 3 30 14 
Scoring 4 35 22 
Scoring 5 40 22 
Scoring 6 45 22 
Scoring 7 50 22 
Scoring 8 55 30 
Scoring 9 60 30 
Scoring 10 65 30 

Under this new system, three 
arrows are shot from one position at 
each target. The old setup required 
one arrow to be shot from each of 
three distances, walking back, on each 
target. This change should be less 
confusing to the si.;;-ectator and will 
allow the sh.ooter to concentr.ate more 
fully on his shooting, speed up the 
tournament, reduce chance of 
measurement errors and simplify the 
range set-up. 

GULMAN'S GOAT 
Bouncing Betty Gulman of 

Fullerton, California, who was profiled 
in a recent issue, sends a note on 
return from a Catalina Island, 
California, hunting trip, where she 
bagged a Spanish goat that will go in 
the California Bowhunters Assodation 
record book; her first record trophy. 

HOWARD HILL BROADHEADS 

THE ONLY MANUFACTURED 
BROADHEAD TO TAKE THE 

BIG FIVE OF AFRICA 

5/16 or 11/32 size $6.50 doz. 
Matching F.P. or blunls $1.25 doz. 

Howard Hiii Longbow $89.50 up to 75 lbs. -
$1.00 lb. over 75 lb. Send for free brochure on 
other Howard Hill equipment. 

HOWARD HILL ARCHERY 
8e44 Foothill Blvd. 

Sunland, Calif. 91040 

A split second before the arrow is 
released. EXCITING! You bet. Put 
yourself in this picture. 

Write: 

IVAN L. MARX 
BEAR HUNTING GUIDE 

Box AO, Sumey, California 96013 

TRUE AMERICAN CLASSIC 

Original 

OLD--TIMER® 
Two-Blade Folding Hunter 112sor 
A knife like Grandad ha<l-bu1 better! 
Two heavy, edge-holding high-carbon 
steel blades. Gif1-boxed with leather 
sheath and hone·stone, $12. 

At fine stores .or send.check to 
Norm Thompson, Portland, Oregon 97209 

BLACK ACE 

HIT ARCHERY INC. ARCHBOLD, OHIO 

BOORS for bowmen 
For Complete Cataloge 

send 10¢ to: 
GALLANT LIBRARY 

Covina, Calif. 91722 

UTAH WINNERS 
Eight et Ut~ 's archery clubs were 

represented this )'ear at the state 
indoor championship tournament, 
which was spon-sored by the 
Timpanogas Archers at their indoor 
range in Orem. 

Each archer shot one PAA round 
and half of a Flint round. Shown in 
picture ·are (from right): Dwaine 
Johnson, vice-president of the 
Timp.anogas Archers; Barbara Batty, 
first place, women~s class A instinctive; 
Kathryn Lyman, ·first place, wo-men's 
class A ftee~style; Fred Shielo]s, first 
place, men's class A free-style ; Lew 
Harris, fust place, men's class A 
instinctive and Keith Nicol, president 
of the Timpanogas club. 

CHARITY SHOOT 
The Keystone Federation of 

Bowhunters held their annual charity 
shoot at the Wapiti Course at Fort 
Washington, Pennsylvania, with 
proceeds going to the mentally 
retarded of the area. 

In the past five years, over $8,000 
has been raised by these fine dubs. 
Over five hundred shooters were 
expected for the shoot this year. 
Instinctive shooting at thirty animal 
targets la.yed out in a forest course 
makes the meet interesting. 

LATER BUGS 
All clubs interested in announcing 

meets in this column, please send the 
information three months in advance 
of the date. Four months is nicer. 

The Early Bird Open was held in 
Canton, Ohio, under the auspices of 
the Canton Archery Club, at Meyers 
Lake Park. There was a $10,000 purse 
for the PAA sanctioned meet. 

Another Blackhawk group, this one 
the Bowmen, Incorporated, of 
Evansville, Indiana, and the Evansville 
Chamber of Commerce co-hosted the 
fust annual $1000 Greater Evans\'ille 
Pro-Am Archery Tournament. 

Mount Shasta, California, archers 
held a "cat shoot" with forty-two 
life-size, hand-painted targets. 
Trophies were. awarded in all classes. 

SHOWROOM SAMPLES 
These have never been out of our showroom and are in new condition but are no 
tonger in their original factory containers as are the bows on the preced_ing page. 
I am listing the quantities so you can see how limited my stock ot these items are. 
All are priced at list less 50 to 70%, so naturally they are FOB1 Selma. Because ot 
the limited stock,.let me know your second, third and fourth choices. 

Model Xl.5 Titan $125.00 bow-40# and I only hav~ one for $50.63 
Model X16 Supreme $75.00 bow-35# and I only have. on e for $30.38 
Model Xl 7 Ocale $75.00 bow-50# and I only have one for $30.38 
Model Xl 7 Ocala $75.00 bow-55·# and I only have one for $30.38 
Model X27 Kalbab :f75.00 bow-35# and I only have on e for $30.38 
Model X25 T r ident $50.00 bow-40# and I only have one for $20.25 
Model X25 Trident $50.00 bow-50# and I only have on e for $20.25 
Model X22 Custer $40.00 bow-40# and I only h ave one for $16.20 
Model BS Rocket $10.00 b ow-45# and I on ly have one for $4.05 
Model B9 Fury $7.50 bow-15#· and I only have one for $3.0 5 
Model Kl!-f Hunter $32.50 aet-45# and I only have o ne for $13.1 7 
Model K8B Rocket $ 1 5.00 set-3511'.and I only have o ne f or $6.08 
Model K9 Sub Te·eb $ 1 0. 75 set-15# and I only have one for $4.37 
Modal K5 Archie $4.95 set and I only have one for $~.03 
Boxes of 6 Arrows Model A20 -4 reaular $23.60 per box bu t my price $9.53 
Boxes of 6 A rrows Model A20·F reaular $20.00 ger box but my price $8.90 
Boxes of 6 Arrowa Mode.I A20-NP reaular $18.5 per box but m y p rice $7.150 
Boxes of 6 Arrows Model A20·T regular $17.50. per box but my p r ice $7 .1 0 
Boxes of 6 Arrows Model A50-4 regular $12.50 per box bu't_my price $5.07 
Boxes of 6 A r rows Model ASO-T reaular $8.50 per box but mY price $3.45 
Boxes of 6 Arrows M odel A2·T regular $5.00 per box but"'. i price $2.03 
MODEL L69 §ulver reau tar list $1 7 .50 bu t my pr ice rs ,ust 7 .10 
MODEL L67 ulver regular list 112.00 but m y price Is ust 4.8 6 
MODEL L 64 ulver regular list 10.00 but my price Is ust 4.05 
MODEL L66 ulver regular list 10.0 0 bu t my prjce Is ust $4.0 5 
MODEL D200 §ulver regular list $7 .00 but my p rice la lust $2.84 
MODEL D202 ul\/er reeutar list $5.00 but my pr ice la ust $2.03 
MODEL 0214 ulver regu lar list $4.00 but my price la u st fl.62 
MODEL L.59 §ulver regu.lar list$. 2.50 but my price ls l ust$ .02 
MODEL L 56 ulver regular list $1.75 but my price Is ust $ .72 
MODEL L58 ulvor regular list $1.25 but my p rice Is ust $.51 
MODEL L44 ARM GUARD regular list $4.00 but m y pr ice Is lust $1.62 
MODEL D222 ARM GUARD r egular list $3.00 but my price Is 1u•t $1.22 
MODEL 0223 ARM GUARD regular list $2.50 but my price Is ust $1.02 
MODEL L 42 ARM G U ARD regular llst .$2.50 but m y price ls Ju st $1.0 2 
MODEL L41 ARM GUARD regular list $1.60 but my p r ice Is just $.54 
MODEL L52 LG G L OVE regular ll&t $2.5.0 but m y p r ice ls Juat $ 1 .0 2 
MODEL L503XL GLOVE regular llat $2.00 but my price Is Just $.81 
MODEL DS02 L G GLOVE regular list $1.50 but my~rlce ls Ju et $ .62 
l\llODEL L38 TAB regular list $ 1.50 but my price le uat $.6~ 
MODEL L46 LG TAB reg4 lar list $.50 but my p r ice •just $.21 
MODEL L39 BOW CASE regular llst $17.50 but my frlce ls Just $7.10 
MODEL Mll BOW STR INGER regular list $ ·1.75 bu my price ls Just $.72 
MODEL M12 BOW REEL regular ll&t $4.00 but my p r ice Is Ju at $1.62 
MODEL MS BOW COVER regular list $1.50 but m y p r ice Is Just $.62 

WALTER CRAIG Box 927, Selma, Alabama 36701 

IMPROVE A FORGEWOOD? 
It sounds almost impossible, hut after 20 years of making compressed cedar 

shafts, we have improved on the FORGEWOOD! The NEW FORGEWOOD 
"DU RA-SH AFT" is our finest shaft development. It is ONE shaft com· 
bining, in perfect balance. the best qualities of our previous "unfooted" and 
"footed" shafts. The FORGEWOOD ''DURA-SHAFT" has great strength on 
the front end to resist breakage (modified from our previous "footed" shafts), 
combined with a point of balance and spine qualities similar to our famous 
"unfooted" shafts. 

The FORGEWOOD "DURA-SHAFT" is now in production, and replaces 
the footed and unfooted styles. It is available as follows: 

SUPREME 
BATTLESHAFT 
HUNTER (over 29") 

(29" long) 

MATCHED PER DOZ. 
BARE SHAFTS 

13.95 
10.95 
7.50 
6.50 

FINISHED ARROWS 
WITHOUT POINTS 

21.95 
17.95 
12.95 
12.95 

See your dealer, or write for a new brochure 

SWEETLAND ARCHERY PRODUCTS 
2441 Hilyard Street, Eugene, Oregon 97405 

BOW HUNTERS/ 
Let your lov& for bowhu ntlng be known. PUT A 
BOW HUNTER TAG ON YOUR VEHICLE. Th&se 
tags are heavy 26 ga. steel, size 6''X1211• Finished 
in red and black on white, ready to mount. $2 
postpaid. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Write to: 

BOWHIJNTING, BoK 923, GADSDEl4, ALA. 35902 
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FINEST 
CROSSBOWS 
In The World 
CUSTOM BUILT -
LA TEST RECURVE DESIGN 

Black Knight 
World's Only Crossbow with 
INTERCHANGEABLE 
LIMBS FOR 
INSTANT 
TAKEDOWNtm<l 
REPLACEMENT. 

QurLdruple Laminated 
Stock with Metal 
Inserts for Ma:i:imm1i Strength and 
Stability. Trigger Precision Engineered for 
SMOOTHEST POSSIBLE RELEASE -
Equipped with FOOLPROOF. 
FULLY-AUTOMATIC SAF'F:TY -
Cannot be Accidentally Di1;1charged. 
Precision Geared Rear Sight. Draw 
Weights A vailable From ~o to 100 Pounds. 

Send 10,t for Descriptive Brochure 

oave Bene01ct 
C~OSSBOWS P. o. Box 343 

Chahworth, California 

f reaa~ feather Sa~s ... 

.. ~:-.".,... ..:..: ~:.;t .. ·::·::-; ~~ ' : ." . . ~-.. ... 

"TRAVEL AS PAR AS YOU LIKE, SEARCH ALL YOU 
WANT ... AND YOU'LL NOT FIND A BETTER 
FLETCH THAN BRIGHT WAY GROUND BASE FEATH
ERS. THEY ARTI DIE-SHAPED!" 

FIRST IN 
QUALITY ANO 

RESEARCH! 
TEXRS FEATHERS 1ncORPORRTED 
llOX I 16 • UOWNWOOD llXA~ 1&801 

~ 
FEATHER TRIMMER 

Electrically hc•led ribbon burns 
feathe" lo pi11point accuracy on 
contact. Powerful heavy-duty lran•
former operal&s on 110-120 volts 
A.C. Complete with tlnee resistance 
ribbons and iMlruclions ...... $19 .95 
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IF IT'S NEW TO AVIATION 

abo~~~t ~~~;~ai~ PRIVATE PILOT! 
This monthly magazine, devoted to the individ· 

ual pilot is invariably flrst with the latest dope 
on all phases of personal flying. 

On Your Newsstand The First Of Every Mo nth! 

COMPETITION EXPLOSION 
Continued f1·orn page 57 

only two or three more points to raise their average to the 
winner's circle. 

The road up is fun as well as rocky. First, local club 
shoots, local indoor leagues, state tournaments, regional 
tournaments, then national tournaments, international 
tournaments, and the big money shoots. The champions 
11ave travelled this route. Along the way you keep learning a 
multitude of little things about equipment and shooting 
fonn, U1e importance of a correctly placed nocking point, 
matching arrows to the bow, how to position your 
bowhand, and the different techruques of aiming. 

Actually, you can start in your own backyard, garage or 
basement, after you have taken a few lessons from a 
qualified instructor. Professional instruction in the 
beginning will save months of trial and error in shooting 
fom1. Professional advice on equipment will save you 
hundreds of dollars that may be wasted in buying the 
wrong equipment. 

There is no rule of thumb on the purchase of competitive 
shooting equipment. To produce the best results, the 
equipment must be tailored and matched to fil your 
shooting style. Buy the finest bow, ex.pertly made arrows, 
and a complete sel of well made leather acce.ssories. 

lf you buy Jess than Lhe best, it won't be long before you 
are trying to get rid of it (at a loss), then purchasing the 
best. No tournament archer will tolerate equipment he 
knows is costing him scores. 

Good instruction is a short-cut to success. The principal 
value you receive from expert instruction is that you save 
time. Let us not overlook the value of instruction for 
shooters above the beginner's level. [f you have been 
shooting for several years and not winning, an expert may 
be able to put his finger on precisely what is wrong. 
Furtl1cr, he will be able to tell you exactly what corrective 
action is necessary. 

There are so many new tournament archers being 
generated every day, that many manufacturers are having 
difficulty in producing enough top grade tournament bows 
to supply them. Some of the major manufacturers of 
equipment increased plant space and doubled production 
last year only to discover they had underestimated the 
competitjve archery explosion. 

When you fully understand the following comment made 
by a thoroughly experienced tournament archer, you are on 
your way: "J combined an omni-coupler and a cushion 
plunger which changed the spine requirements of my 
arrows, but plasti·fletch sailed out of my bow without a 
touch and they are grouping." 

Archery is without question the most versatile sport of 
all. Competitive shooting of one kind or another is done 
from ten yards to I 80 yards. Inside, in barns, basements, or 
commercial ranges, or outside on open fields or wooded 
hills. Competition archers just shoot anywhere and 
everywhere at all kinds and sizes of targets. What is the 
attraction? The thrill of competition, the everlasting 
challenge. It ain't easy_ 

Due lo the improvements in equipment, technical 
know-how on tuning and shooting form of competitive 
shooters, there are many instances of archers' losing points 
by arrows glancing off arrows in the center of the target. It 
is perfectly possible for an archer to lose a championship, 
when he shot more accurately than the winner. 

A shooter can work for months perfecting his shooting, 
and have all that effort go down the drain, when an arrow 
or two shot dead center glances off into the next ring, 
during a major tournament. Tournaments should not be 
decided by luck when it is possible to avoid it. Most of the 
points lost in this manner arc on the Indoor PAA Round. A 

deflected arrow can easily cost a shooter $1,000. In the 
future, it could be $10,000, or more. 

One sure way to eliminate any loss of score due to 
arrows glancing off arrows in the five-spot, would be to 
change the target so that there are five five-spots, one for 
each arrow the archer shoots. This can be done on the same 
size target face by eliminating the three, two and one rings, 
and arranging five, four combinations as shown in the 
picture. This will not hurt the scores of the top shooters, 
since arrows in these rings knock them out of the 
tournament anyway. 

In addition to eliminating glance-offs, the arrows on the 
five, four-line could be seored more accurately. There 
would be less chance of the edge being so shot up that 
doubtful arrows would be difficult to call. In outdoor 
target archery, the problem could be helped by decreasing 
the number of archers on a target from four to three or 
two. Field archery has already increased the number of 
targets on the short distances. This is a step in the right 
direction. 

Action along this line is the only possible way to be sure 
that the best shot wins. One more rule might be added: an 
additional arrow would be shot on all bounce-outs, 
witnessed or not, until someone invents a target butt that 
eliminates this possibility. 

Another inlportant point to consider is that this multiple 
five~ring target would be more interesting from the 
spectator's point of view, as each hit is more visible. Only 
time will tell whether or not the multiple spot target will be 
adopted, and whether 300 scores are easier or more 
difficult to shoot on it. 

There were an estimated 15,000 tournaments last year. 
We can expect more this year. The next step is to create 
shoots that have more spectator interest. This is a tough nut 
to crack but sooner or later someone will take a whack at 
it.. 

" I dunno. I've never seen him 
at any of the other tournaments." 

THE 

--·:: :-;--.. --

SHAFT 
SPIDER 

TRACKING ARROW . 
•EASY TO USE 
• FIELD-TESTED FOR THREE SEASONS 
•ENDORSED BY LEADING BOWHUNTERS 

The new Shaft Spider hunting arrow spins ;1 contin
uous web trail for y'ou tu follow with confidence. Now 
you can rcl:lx <luring that recommimdcd wl'lit before re
covering your trophy. The trail will start at your finger
tips and be obvious regardless of weather, time, or 
terrain. 

And what if you missed? The Shaft Spider solves your 
lost-arrow problem, too. Simply follow the trail, retrieve 
your arrow, and he ready for another shot. 

At last you can stop gambling on losing game (or 
arrows). For successful tracking this hunting season, 
follow the Shaft Spider. 

The lightwe ight, precise· ' 
ly-wound bobbin is attached 
to the b roadtiead in&ert and 
conJains 3,000 feet of tra il. 
The fine web ls drawn free-
ly through a small hole near the nock. Tne Shaft Spider trail is 
laid, not dragged, and therefore D will not break while un · 
raveling through even the heaviest brush, D will not impede 
game. and O will not affect arrow flight. 

RORCO ·BOX 1007 •STATE COLLEGE, PENNSYLVANIA 16801 

0 SHAFT SPIDER ARROWS (Shaft Spiders assembled 
in Micro-Flite shafts), set of 3 for $8.95 

O SHAFT SPIDER KIT (Shaft Spider parts to fit 3 of 
your own hollow shaf ts or to use as refills), $3. 75 

AMOUNT 
ENCLOSED $ _ _ _ _ 

Pe nnsylvania residents, 
pleose add 6% sales tax 

BOW 
WEIGHT 

lb. 
ARROW 
LENGTH 

in. 

STREET--- --------- -----

CITY _ _______ STATf _____ ZIP __ _ 
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Four limbs 
may contuse 

you at first, 
but each 
seems to 

serve a 
purpose! 
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Neil Tarbell, inventor and manufacturer of 
the Tarantula bow, lines up on resting rabbit. 

By Ross MacKay 

A gent named Neil Tarbell called and asked if I knew of 
any hunting country worth looking into. That I did, so we 
set a weekend hunt and he promised to bring something 
new in the line of tackle. 

Tarbell has been in archery, both as archer and 
manufacturer, for fourteen years. He makes the short 
Interceptor bow and I was curious to see what he would 
deliver. When he showed up Friday night he had a grin and 
his partner Ken Jeffers. He asked what I had in mind for 
hunting so I got out a map and showed Jilin the territory. 

We drove to Calexico, California, just north of the 
Mexico border in Imperial Valley, that night. I asked what 
he had for me to shoot and had been told to bring some 
fifty-pound spined shafts along. All that was open to hunt 
was the old reliable flopears and squ.i.irels, so J loaded a 
mixed quiver of blunts and field tips, then threw in a few 
odd broadheads along with some wider and over spine 
shafts. 

That night, in an air-conditioned motel in Calexico, I 
told Tarbell and Jeffers I had my eye on the New River 
bottom just west of town. It was thirty-eight feet below sea 
level and would be hotter than the proverbial by noon. 

After an early breakfast it was to the river bottom, a 
farming section offering plenty of cover. The steep 
embankments should provide some squirrels, while jack 
rabbi.ts should be lurking in the bottom. On a side road, we 
stOpped a half-mile from the hi.way. Now I was to find out 
what Tarbell had up his short sleeved shirt. 

The bow he handed me to shoot was radical. Instead of 
the usual single upper and lower limbs, there was a matched 
pair of them, one on each side of the handle which was 
dead center in the bow. The tips of the limbs were held 
together with a cross-piece of hardwood, top and bottom, 
and this caused me to wonder. One thing desirable in bows 
is light tip weight. These tips were massive, the string held 
by center nocks on the cross pieces. The handle was held to 
tlie limbs in two places - above and below - with the hand 
going between the two mediators and the twin limbs. 
Tarbell had two bows, one for me to shoot and one for 
himself. This was the new Tarantula, as monicker Tarbell 
calls the radical bow. 

He handed me the bow and the string. I had brought 
along my tackle box with noch. I held the bow in the 
standard stringing position, then was stymied. There was no 
limb to slide the hand up to string the bow. This could be a 
problem but Tarbell had the answer. He used the new Dei 
stringer, the first time I had ever seen one in action, and the 
bow was braced with no problem. The foot-type stringing 
cord would work but this Dei made the job extremely 
simple. 

Strung, the bow resembled a conventional bow in that it 
had a string between working limbs. ln this case it was four 
limbs, but the principle was similar. I took my Saunders 
bow square, marked the string, attached llie nockset with 
tl1e pliers and was ready. 

The bow I had was forty-five pounds. This was enough 
for the little varmints. The handle fit and the arrow rest on 
this bow can be adjusted from dead center and down the 
shaft to either plus or minus spine. By moving the rest to 
the right, I could shoot a thirty-five-pourid spined shaft out 
of the bow and by moving it back to the left and a bit past 
center I shot a fifty-pound spine. 

Most of the hunting was done -kith my cedars, which 
spine out at sixty pounds - ten over the fifty-plus bow I 
usually shoot. This gave an advantage in that the rest could 

SPLIT PERSONALIT'i 
f o a 

owyer 
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Pa11oramic visibility (Bel<Jw) of area around aiming 
point clearly is shown in this photo of new bow. 

By comparison, here's what you see (Right) when 
aiming at game witli conve11tio11al bow design. 

For lack of other game, TaJ'bell is shown 
flexing the kinks out by shooting at handy stump. 

~ 

be adjusted to the individual's needs ru1d a variety of spines 
could be shot from the same b0w; not at the same time, of 
course, but after a bit of adjusting for the arrow in use. 

I picked up my cedar shaft, brought it ·a10ng side the oow 
and smacked it int0 the left limb , I had t~ied to put the 
shaft on the bow in the conventional manner but this 
wasn't a conventional bow. I grinned and took the shaft 
down between the limbs and onto the rest. Tarbell had· cut 
a side groove in the rest so the fletch would move below the 
rest and pass through. With the handle on this bow you 
could shoot either right or left-handed, merely adjust the 
anow rest. 

I nocked tl1e shaft, brought the Tarantula up and came 
to full draw. I.t had no stack at my c.U:aw and held on a 
sidehill to see if l could hit a clod 0f dirt about thirty yards 
away. The shaft came close; close enough for a new bow at 
any rate. The tips moved slow, but the anow moved well 
for a forty-plus bow. 

While I shot a few practice shafts to learn whether I 
needed to adjust the arrow rest for my shafts, Tarbell 
strung up the other Tarantula. He had this tuned for his 
shooting and said it was about forty pounds. I wanted to 
try my shafts in the lighter bow. They flew left and didn't 
come close to the dirt clod. I had som~ lighter shafts in the 
bag and took one at thirty-five pounds and it zipped out of 
the bow right on target. Tarbell had it set to shoot his own 
shafts, so that would make the difference. Jeffers set up Ws 
short hunter and we were ready for the critters. 

We dropped off the side of the river bank to the wide 
greasewood clogged bottom and spread out. I had the river 
on my left, Jeffers in the middle and Tarbell on the 
extreme right. The bottom had a wide barren section down 
the middle. Along the actual trickle of river and the bluff 
on the right were high, almost impenetrable growths of 
greasewood and willows; I could hear Tarbell's 250 pounds 
plowing tluough the brush on the right. If there were 
rabbits in there they would come boili.o.g out, but there not 
one creature of any type. On the way back to the pickup, 
we decided 'to backtrack and try the. other side farther up 
the river. I let three shafts fly in a flight test to se·e how far 
the Tarantula would throw its web. I paced off 157 paces 
and there were the three shafts in a neat row, n0t more 
thm two paces separating them. The. arrows had moved out 
of the bow in clean flight with no wobble or wiggle. 

Stump shooting on the way back, we moved back across. 
the bridge. I remarked that we were probably the lowest 
hunters in the U. S. that day, hunting thirty-eight feet 
befow sea level as we were. They wamed me that an0ther 
remark like that and I might be walking back. 

The sun was really burning down n0w. When we dropped 
over the river bank on the opposite side, there wasn't a 
breath of air in the bottom land. Hot and sticky, the day 
was just warril.ing up. The water kept the humitity high and 
the heat was moving the mercury up the scale. The brush 
was high, while dead, fallen rushes made the footing so 
difficult that, should we see game > we wouldn't be able to 

·nrnsh and downed reeds make heavy going for 
Ke11 Jeffers and Neil Tarbell in New River bed. 

get a shot. The cover was too good for bowhunting. 
We decided to bull our way through the high brush to 

the bluffs. There were holes in the cliff face that meant 
squirrels, maybe. Tarbell held his bow over his head and 
just went straight ahead like a tank. I watched him and 
figured, if he COl!ld do it, I could. I made about ten feet 
when I hit a bush bigger than l was and down I went. I 
managed a fat lip from a jagged snag but finally used my 
head and followed Tarbell's path. 

When we got beyond the brush, we scouted the bluffs for 
game. ln that heat, over a hundred, a few doves flew from 
the edges, but they were safe and knew it. Even too hot for 
the ever present rattlers. 

After two hours of travel on Hiway 80 west, we went 
along the Sunrise Highway in the Laguna Mountains and 
passed a sign saying it was 5000 feet elevation. 

We tramped the hills and saw one fox, some cows, one or 
two tree squirrels and experienced a light breeze in the 
pines. 

We pulled up to a gate and, as l opened it, five ground 
squirrels scrambled for their dens. We broke out the bows 
and moved together in a line, spooking six rabbits before 
we reached the top of the hill. I could hear the shafts 
bouncing on the brush and dirt but less cries of hits. 

We moved around the hill and Jeffers took off into the 
sage after a sneaking rabbit. Tarbell was behind, looking for 
any that thought they might be safe after we had passed 
through. 

Taxbell and Jeffers were shooting. I had taken a few 
running shots but I knew the best was still ahead. When we 
came over the rise toward a little draw I told them to stand 
by. Rabbits came from everywhere. They went straight up 
the hill toward Tarbell and he started laughing. One had run 
right between his legs and he couldn't get a line on it. 

I spotted a squirrel on a rock, showing just his head and 

part of his shoulders. I came to draw with the shaft I had 
on the Tarantula, let fly, but the squirrel was gone as the 
shaft zipped over the top of the rock. I reached to my back 
quiver for another shaft as a spot of brown appeared on the 
same rock. I brought the shaft out fast, placed it between 
the limbs and let fly a fast, instinctive shot, going through 
the back of the squirrel. We estimated the range at fifty 
yards. 

I saw a tuft of bunny fur under a sage clump, but I had 
to thread the arrow through a narrow opening in the sage. I 
came to draw and pinned him to the ground, without a 
sound. 

The Tarantula had been kicking around 011 Tarbell's idea 
board for sometime. He makes the limbs in one section, 
then cuts them on special equipment. Made up as 
conventional limbs, they separated before the handle and 
tips are added. The twin limbs have thirty-two inches of 
working length on each side, are balanced in draw weight 
and afford a four-point balanced pressure on the drawn 
bow. The handle is four inches high and the mediators keep 
it in true alignment on the bow, all permanently cemented. 

The adjustable arrow rest for the plus or minus spine is a 
bit different. Some conventional bows have an adjustment, 
but can't afford a minus factor to the extent of the 
Tarantula. 

Tarbell makes a reasonably fast bow for hunting to give 
accuracy and the Tarantula offers a full view of the game in 
sighting, then follo\ving the arrow to the hit. You don't 
have to move the bow or your head to follow the shaft or 
to see the target. There is a bit of a stringing problem, but 
Tarbell is including the Dei bow stringer with each bow he 
sells. 

The standard length of the bow is fifty-four inches in any 
weight, each custom built. They will be made to customer 
specifications as to weight. • 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

LIKE HAVING 
ANOTHER HAND! 

Keeps your arrow In place ready for 
the next shot! 

Releases arrow noiselessly! 

You can shoot with mittens on! 

Snaps in and out of handy Jiffy Clip 
holder! 

Arrow Holder $2.00 ea. 
Jiffy Clip $1.00 ea. 

Write for details 

R & D PRODUCTS 
P. 0. Box 1548 

Euless, Texas 76039 

& © [ BROADHEADS 
ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
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HIGH CARBON STEEL BLADE 

l•l/8" X 1 H X 2•9/16" 
ACE 4 BLADE JET 

$6.00 per1 /2 DOZ. 

1-3/8" x 2-3/4" 
ACE SUPER EXPRESS 

$7.50 per Doz. 

10 MODELS HEADS HIGHEST QUALITY 

COMPLETE ARROWS. WRITE FOR PRICES. 

SCHWARZ MFG. & ARCHER\' CO., 

FULDA, MINN. 56131 

~ 
OMNI-COUPLER 

The Omni-Coupler allows the bow 
to move at the moment of paradox; 
while the bow is moving, the new 
lightweight tubular rod and weighted 
head of the coupler remain stationary. 

The coupler counteracts the shock 
and vibration of the bow limbs after 
the arrow is released, creating a quick 
dampening action. 

The coupler consists of two 
interchangeable , compressab le 
bushings of different densities, a 
lightweight tubular rod and two 
interchangeable heads of differing 
weights. The fo ur possib le 
combinations of bushings and heads 
allow the archer to tune to his own 
needs. 

At dealers or write Bear Archery 
Company, (Dept. BA), Rural Route 1, 
Grayling, Michigan 49738. 

TREE SEAT 
For lazy loungers or above-it-all 

hunters is this 3Yi-pouod compact seat 
which will fold and fit in your pocket. 
It straps to a tree at any height and is 
priced at $22.95, from Glo-Carm, 
(Dept. BA), 304 Wilson Street, 
Syracuse, New York 13203. 

NO ~NO~-·+•O '"' 
w FOCUS READ 

JAIOlf TlllN DIAL to DtfTANCI 
• DOUllU IMAOllJ -ff ON DW 

INSTANT MARK$MANSHIPI Just.focus this pre· 
cision optical instrument on any target. Dial 
instantly shows distance in yuds. lets you 
adjust sights for deadly accuracy every shot. 
Terrific for varmint hunters. 
ARCHERY MODEL- just 8 inches Jong, I} to 
250 yd. ranAe, only $9.95. Deluxe Model. with 
telescope eyepiece and leather case, $17 .• s. 
HUNTING RANGEFINDER-12 inches long, 20 
to 500 yd. range, with telescope eyepiece & 
leather case. $29.95. 
30-Day Mo11ey·badt G1JaralltU. Send <hul. or 
moner order to 
O.. le11: HDllAL INHRISM!Hl COlt, .Dept.89 
Writ• Ul. 114-D• AGCUWAY ILVD., JAMAICA 20, II. Y. 

DEALERS 
SEND FOR OUR NEW 

1968 CATALOG 
FEATURING 

A COMPLETE LINE OF THE 

FINEST ARCHERY TACKLE 

~~r9) 1'W ARCHERY 
[J'\:..l 1J l.f\!. ~ COMPANY Dept. BA-3 • 

Rt. #1, Box 80, Potlatr;h, Idaho 83855 

QUALITY GLASS SHAFTS 
Full length, 321h''. Included are Nylon Nock· 
serts. and choi ce of Cyco loy broadhead 
adapters or steel target points. Tan or white 
shafts. $6.50 per dozen, postage $. 75 per 
dozen. Pocket String server filled with dacron 
serving: $1.00 each, postage $.25. 

METALMATCH, JR. The safe, easy way to carry 
your fi re in your pocket or pouch. Over 1,000 
lights. Won't burn itself. You can start a fire 
using the edge of your broadhead. $1.98 each, 
postage $.10. 

Calitornia residents add 5% sales tax. 

CALCOAST SUPPLIERS 
815 M&dford. El Cajon. Calif. 92020 

STABILIZER ACTION 
The stabilizer Flex-Connect 

provides a flexiole connection between 
the stabilizer and the bow handle riser. 
It first is attached to the handle insert 
and the stabilizer, then is connected to 
it. 

The action of the stabilizer, 
following arrow release is considerably 
smoother, resulting in improved 
accuracy. The unit is trimmed in bow
matching rosewood and bu binga. 

It's priced at $9.95 at dealers or 
from the Howatt Archery Manu
facturing Corporation, (Dept. BA), 
Route 8, Yakima, Washington 98902. 

UTOPIAN BOW 
The Utopian seventy-two and 

seventy-five-inch bows have the 
forward two-point stabilized handle 
riser and a mercury-filled rod 
stabilizer. The sight window is cut 
three-sixteenths of an inch past center 
for easy arrow adjustment. 

The handles • are constructed of 
laminated one~ighth-inch maple and 
two one-sixteenth of an inch high
tempered aluminum strip. 

It's S89.95, FOB, from Herter's 
ln~orporated, (Dept. BA), Waseca, 
tvhnnesota 56093. 

Contimied on next page 

IMPROVE YOUR CHANCES OF BAGGING A BUCK ! 
A RUGGED ALL STEEL SIGHT 

SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED 

RANGE RING 
BOW SIGHT 

FLUORESCENT RANGE RINGS 
DETERMINE RANGE AUTOMA Tl CALLY! 

MATCH THE GAME'S IMAGE WITH A RANGE RING! 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVlrED 

SIGHT CIRCLE CO. PO BOX 915 

ROY AL OAK. MICH. 49073 

BOWS 
ARROWS 
STRINGS 
AC CESSOR! ES 
RAW MATERIALS 

DEALERS 
WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG 

ROUTE 5, BOX 1Z7 
WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON 99362 

RUSH ORDERS Pbone 529 ·2S54 Area Code 509 
Monufocturc r - -- Oi$1tibu lor 

~ Q 
0 ~[f C~H!i0 00 c~Hil 

THREE BLADED BROADHEAD$ 
Beveled shoulders for easy 
withdrawal. Longer, razor
sharp edges and larger diam
eter blades. Needle-sharp tool 
steel points. Perfect circle fer
rule with precision concentricity 
and balance. Gun blue finish. 
Two sizes; 5/l6'.' llQgroin and 
ll/32:'125grain, standard 5° toper. 

ORDER FROM YOUR 
List ARCHERY DEALER 
$~ fts Hl·PRECISIONCOMPANY 
~.7 perdoz. ORANGE CITY, IOWA 51041 
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Buy Factory Direct! 
~\\I .. 

~\· 

. .... 

SAVE! 
Writn for F'llEE 
Ii tcr flt.I ere and 

~"''/ WUJE 
.. CHOICE: OF WEIGHTS! 

\()0 MODEL oun PIUOE Rm"A,IL 

"-~ lmperlaJ 100 • $70 • S100 
pri cA list rt,i\.V- ' lmperlnl 80 - $56 - s SO 

• \\~~ Imperial 66 - S42 • s 60 _p ::J Imperial 62 - S35 - $ 50 
" b<>'' ./_ Hunter 62 • S35 • ~ 50 
;.'/ ~tt nrads11«W Bow.< carry Hunter 52 - $31). s 50 

a 5 ycur GuartU•tP.e agriinst 
{auliy 11iatericd & 1i:crlon.an.· 

A fJivisiori of ~~.A. D s H.A. "'VV"'"Bowj, 
R & R Archcrv Co. 

· RR No. 1 Box 641 W T orpon Springs, Fla. 33589 

KINSEY'S ARCHERY PRODUCTS 
Large 1968 catalogue of complete line of archery equipment by * SAUNDERS ARCHERY 

TARGET * EASTON ALUM * MICRO·FLITE GLASS * GORDON GLASS * KING LEATHER 

GOODS * CARLISLE LEATHER GOODS * BOW SIGHTS * FLETCHING, CRESTING & 

BURNING JIGS * RAW MATERIALS (nocks, feathers, field points, hunting points, raw shafts, 
etc.) * BOWS BY :t: WING * HOYT * DAMON HOWATT * ETC. 

We are spe'cialists in quality arrows. All arrows are manufactured by us to our high 
standards of workmansh ip. We can handle arrow orde rs from 1 doz. to 1000 doz. Wood 
arrows 29¢ each and up * alum a rrows $22.95 per doz. and up * glass arrows $19.95 per 
do%, &nd up. 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

KINSEY'S ARCHERY PRODUCTS INC. 
411 W. Maln Street, Mount Joy, Penna. 17552 

The Shatt Fits 

Snug As A Bug! 
Fine steel, arcurately drilled or tapered 
holes. and a cloae outside fif ma.kc 
Sweetland Match-All points a pleasure 
lo install and c:islest of all to pull from 
the target. 

Made 111 25 $izei; and weights. 
And don't forget our HE/\DSHHIN'Kl.:RS! 
the adapter to Cit .standard broadheads 
to timaH dlamo:ter shaflti. 

Sweetland Products 
2441 Hilyard SI. 

Eugene, Oregon 97405 

Send for our FREE Whole.sale Cata
log. Bows, Arrows, Fletchlng tools, 
Shafts, Points, Nocks, Quivers, Cloth
ing Kits, The Finest in Archery plus 
Guns; Reloading Tools; Fishing Rods, 
Reels, Tackle Components; Boats; 
Snow and Water Skis. Over 350Pagea. 

BLACK ACE 

FINNYSPORTS 
9568 Sports Bldg. Toledo, Ohio -43614 HIT ARCHERY INC. ARCHBOLD, OHIO 
10 

BOW BITS 

BUGS AWAY 
Cutter insect repellent now comes 

in an aerosol foam. There are two 
ounces of pest protection in the white 
and orange container. It may be had at 
sports and drug stores, or for 
information, write Cutter Laboratories 
News Bureau, (Dept. BA), Fourth and 
Parker Streets, Berkeley, California 
94710. 

KEY RELEASE 
The Golden Key release has a one 

point contact to the bow string. It can 
be held with any two or three fingers 
of the hand. A slight turn of the 
pulling handle is all that is needed. 

The price of $6.95 includes a 
string-saver attachment, illustrated 
instructions and an Allen wrench to 
adjust the pulling handle to individual 
styles. Comes in right or left-handed 
models. 

Write to Golden Key Archery 
Products, (Dept. BA), 1851 South 
Orange Avenue, Monterey Park, 
California 91754. 

Al RC RAFT ALLOY ARROWS 
Apache Arrows Company 1s making 

an entry into the aluminum 3.ITow 
market with the introduction of the 
Apollo XXJV target anow. 

The arrow is one of four to be 
introduced this year. Two will carry 
the Apache name and a.re designed for 
the serious target archer. The other is a 
hunting arrow and promises some 
welcome surprises for the hunting 
fraternity. 

All of th.e Apache Arrows are 
manufactured from aircraft alloys by 
Apache Arrows, (Dept. BA), Post 
Office Box 102, Montpelier, Ohio 
43543. 

BENDABLE BIKE 
Ever had the idea, while sitting in a. 

traffic jam on the way to work, that it 
would have been better to park out
side the city and walk? Save your 
shanks mare and consider this motor· 
bike that folds up to fit in the trunk 
of you1· car. 

The Avant! was created for the 
sportsman, but can be put to many 
uses. It has a solid steel frame de
signed to fold in the middle of the cen
ter tube and is mounted on twenty-inch 
wheels. The saddle scat and handlebars 
are retractable. For flattenjng the 
bike fu rthet· in the ca1: trunk, traBer 
or camper, the right pedal swivels in
ward. 

The folcling operations take about 
ninety seconds and require no special 
tools. The Avanti turns into a pedal 
bike .by unscrewing the saddle seat, de
taching the motor at the center tube 
and replacing the seat. The wheel 
transmission can be disconnected with
out affecting the ease in pcclaling. 

The motor is a two-stroke, 49cc, 1.5 
hp at 5500 rpm. It consumes a quart 
and one-half of gasoline per 87 miles 
and has an automatic clutch. The bike 
weighs sixty-eight pounds with the 
motor and forty-eight without. 

. Produced by t he Bianchi Velo Com
pany of Italy, the Avanti is handled by 
the N. E. W. S. Enterprises, Incorpo
rated, (Dept. BA), 2627 Kipling, 
Houston, Texas. 

SHAFT FOR SMALL FRY 
The 1413 now comes in 24SRT-X 

and Swift, designed to meet the needs 
of pint-size plinkers. This shaft is 6.ne 
for the lady archer who bas a very 
short draw or shoots a light bow. it's 
at your local dealer by Easton or 
write direct to James D. £aston, 
Incorporated, (Dept. BA), 15137 
Califa Street, Van Nuys, California. • 

True to the tradition of its heritage .. . 

A friend for life! 
~ 

Want to own a knife thatwi11 never let you down, that will truly become 
a lifetime companion? Then choose a Buck Knife! For three genera
tions Buck Knives have been hand-crafted. Their blades of high· 
carbon Buck Steel are guaranteed to hold an edge better than any 
other knife known. And rugged, phenolic handles give unrivaled tough
ness and durability to these masterpieces of ~killed F 
craftsmanship. See the whole range of Buck Knives at 
your dealer today. Write for free copy: " Knife Know-
How;" Buck Knives, 6588 Federal Boulevard, S 
San Diego, California 92114. Cl 4~#~=3"::;:;? 

BUCK KNIVES 
FAMOUS FOR HOLDING AN EDGE 

M•de of atµrcfy itlumlnum. Easily lnotalled 011 any 
l!yle, size or w&lllht bew; can be detached In one 
sec:ond. 
NllM,., P8r1'11t8 you to atudY • •l•htl111 picture at 
tuM drew as lon1 u )'OU ll~I 

BECOME A BEITER ARCHER •.. USE NAMf 
' Natural Archery Mechanically Assisted 

Just 

$44.88 
Add $ 1.00 for postage 

if ordering from factory. 
(California residents add 5% sales ta)() 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

THE NAMA COMPANY 
Dept.sA-9 P. 0. Box 5395 

Mission Hills, Calif. 91340 

ARROWS 

FINEST QUALITY 
LOWEST PRICE 
SAVE MONEY 
BUY DIRECT 

Our arrows are made with the finest mate· 
rials by expert craftsmen. Wood arrows 
spined crested. target points $7.45 OZ, 
FOB. Tapered fiberglass not crested $7 .45 
DZ, FOB. Acid $1 for c1est. $1.50 for broad 
head inserts. 

Write for our hee list. 
Dealer and salesman inQuiry we lcome. 

ARROW MANUFACTURlN&•,. 
1245 B Logan Ave. 

Costa Mesa. California 
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GJMerrill ~0~,P~T ~~~?us BOW SIGHTS 
3830 ORLEANS LANE, MPLS., MINN. 55427, PHON E 544·8125 

RUGGED, DEPENDABLE, ACCURATE, WY POSITIVE ADJUSTING 
0 

MER!!_LL SIGHTS hove ki lled more deer No micrometer 
ond won more tournomenls needed to moke 

than ony <I other sight odiustmont, 

NO I NO 2 NO 3 

PEEP SIGHTS 
U.S.A. 

Sight slides 
110" J/1• ·· Ptn•· llln• 9fAut ore lnler<hongeable 

'"2:11!1.@ii§i ·[§J1,il rf '1i'·i§·l*.!i.i§i·iii@mlCC/ee:~o"c0.f=:a 

Attention 
BOW HUNTERS 
get the NO-GLOV 
• A "must" for every bowhunter 
• Once used, you won't be without 

them 
• Protects the f ingers 
• Eliminates tabs, gloves, etc. 
• Positive nocking point 
• No finger pinching of nock 
• Smoother and free release of 

arrow 
• Improves shooting 
• Form fit for fingers 
• Provides even pressure on more 

area of fingers 
• Just string on with a hairpin 
• Macie of pure gum rubber 

Now at your DEALER'S or send $1.00 to 

JOE BENDER 
Dept. B 
Stoddard, Wisconsin 
54658 

Pat. 2. 910,058 

CROSSBOW, 
Outfit 

12 

DRAPER KNIVES 
The Very Finest 
CUSTOM-MADE 

TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS 
Send 35¢ for complete Catalog. 

DRAPER CUSTOM KNIVES 
Box 94-W, Ephriam. Utah 84627 

TECH TALK 
Co11 ti'l1.u.cd .from pri,qe R 

must. I only become concerned with 
the portion of the bowhand directly 
facing the deer and then to the ex tent 
of r~moving rings which could flash, 
not m actually camouflaging the hand. 
I feel many bowhunters are too 
~o~c~rned with camouflage of 
ms1gnificant details, when they would 
be better off thinking about the 
materials of the clothing to eliminate 
scratching noise, which occurs in 
moving through the bntsh. ") 

FINISH OF FINISH? 
I have had my bow for three years 

and, although not made by one of the 
well known companies, I think it is a 
good one. 

My problem is this: through rugged 
use, the fmish has become scratched 
and large areas of the fiberglass 
covering, which is black, have worn off 
and I'm afraid I'm headed for trouble. 
If the bow can be refinished can I do 
it myself and how? ' 

Steve Leverstien, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

(If t~e actual fiberglass is damaged, 
there is no way of refmishing it 
satisfactorily. If it is just the finish 
that is chipping, you can remove it 
wWi fine sandpaper and steel wool 
although it would be better to contact 
the bowmaker and have him do the 
work.I 

(A new finish of verathan or similar 
material over a suitable sealer should 
do the job. See your local paint store 
for details.) 

SNAP SHOOTER 
I have .a bad habit of snap shooting. 

Even before the sight is on the target, 
my arrows are on their way. My bow 
weight is too light tQ have any effect 
on my problem, but l am afraid that 
in using my heavier bow with ~ 
forty-five-pound draw, I will Jose all 
accuracy. 

David Racz, 
Btoad Brook, Connecticut 

(This problem is quite common and 
as you say, a habit. One of the best 
solutions is to shoot an entire round 
just by drawing your bow with an 
arrow, aiming and holding, but not 
releasing. 

(Then try a few targets where you 
draw, aim and hold on one arrow 
w~ile actua~ly shooting the second. Ii 
this results m snap shooting again, try 
another no-shoot round first. AO you 
are doing is starting a new habit 
pat~em. Anytime y()u find yourself 
fallmg back into oad habits just draw 
hold a~d aim a few arrows . . . sort .of 
dry finng, as they say in the firearms 
field.) • 

BOW CASE 
ConUni.wd frnm, pnoe 87 

a partially drilled bottom section. 
This drawer is best suited for tar
get or field point arrows. 

The compartments formed on 
t:ither side of the drawer, by ex
tending the six-inch wood section, 
arc made by forming a box with 
sections extending to the rear, fas
tened to the base board. The left 
side is used for storing gloves, tabs, 
armguards, wax, etc. The right 
side serves to retain gunstocks, if 
one chooses to include his favorite 
guns in the cabinet. As can be seen 
in Figure 1, the top gun retaining 
section is attached to the side of 
the cabinet. The cutouts for guns 
can be made to retain specific ·bar
rels, as required. All joining con
struction in the cabinet was made 
with wood screws and glue. This 
will assure rigidity and useful life. 

To facilitate easy removal of the 
bows, the hanging of all the bows 
was accomplished by attaching a 
modified bird cage mount ing to the 
si de of t he cabinet, and covering it 
wit.h a corduroy sleeve. 

The cabinet door was constructed 
oI full one-by-two-inch stock. To 
achieve maximum strength and re
tention of squareness, - all joints 
were full overlap joints, glued and 
fa.s',cncd with four wood screws per 
joint. The full overlap consists of 
notching each opposing section to 
hnlf thicknes;,i, and joining in a 
8andwich effect. The center divider 
is also inlaid into the side mem
bers. It is neces;,iary to provide a 
3/8 x 3/8-inch groove on one edge 
of the stock, for seating the two 
glass panes, prior to notching and 
assembling the door frame. Ap
proximately one-eighth-inch over
s izing of the opening is allowed for 
glass fitting. The glass is retained 
by one-quarter-inch quarter-round 
stripping. After the frame i;; con
structed, the door is fitted to the 
cabinet, hung with three two-inch 
brnss-plated butt hinges. A cabinet 
latch is fitted near t he center of 
the door, as is a selected door knob. 
The same type knob is used for the 
arrow drawer. If required, a key
lock is f itted at this time. 

This cabinet was painted with 
satin finish black enamel prior to 
attachment of hardware and at
tachment to the wall. When attach
ing the cabinet to the wall, using 
two screw eyes at the top, and 
through the plate extending at the 
bottom, make certain sufficiently 
long wood screws are securely an
chored in your wall studs. • 

the Finest CROSSBOW 
ever created . . . 

the all new 
i .. CBX-21 Crossbow pistol 

There is nothing else like it on .the market. No details have been over· 
looked to give the CBX-21 the finest quality and craftsmanship efficiency. 
It has a sculptured tailstock designed to press up against the chest while 
cocking bow or can be used as a bracing handle while shooting. The gunstock 
is designed of beautifully carved walnut. The CBX-21 Crossbow Pistol has 
eliminated wrist movement by locking wrist and forearm together, giving 
tremendous accuracy, using a 2.5 pistol scope_ It has a missile velocity of 640 
feet per second, calibrated on a 100 grain missile. Each gun comes with 3 
bolts and detachable bow. Available also in sets of 6 are hunting and roving 
arrows. This is a fully guaranteed weapon. Spe.cial introductory offer. Order 
now! $129.50 includes handling and shipping. 

.. "'2:) BowSling comes ready to shoot! Made of the 
';,t;;;;J'(){() lines! selected woods. Hand crafted for perfect 

~~ 
balance. Six topflight target arrows, a hip 

' quiver of genuine high·grain leather that lasts 
a lifetime, and extra sling rubbers for re· 
placements. Get In on the fun and e~citement. 
Get BowSling! Only S2Q.gs. 

hx. Sond checl( or money order 

DEER• ELK 
Wm. R. Hellyer, Licensed Gu ide and Outfitter 
Welcomes Archery Hunters to Colo. 2nd. State 
Wide Deer & Elk Archery Season. Our camps ere 
lo~oled in some Colo. famous fishing waters. 
Upland Goose ere also in season. Camps are held 
exclusive to no more than 6-7 hunters. 

HIT ARCHERY INC. ARCHBOLD, OHIO 

• 
De11: AIQ!. 17th lhru Sept. 14th, 1968 (License 
fee $25.00). Elk: Aug. 17th thru Sept. 14th, 1968 
(Llcanst f1t $25.00). Goast: Sept. 14th thru Sept. 
16th or 17th. 

For Information and Reservations contact: 

William R. Hellyer 
Box 4 12 A Hayden, Colo. 81639 
Phon• (303) 276-3463 

FIREARMS BUFFS 
Save money by reloading your own. and there's 

no better way to learn the latest than with The 
American Reloaders Association. 

For full into, write today: 

AMERICAN RELOADERS ASSN. 
P.O. Box 341, Covina, Calif. 91722 
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* 29" Made of 
high density 

Poly- Ethylene 

sr£.c\A'-$2 9 8 
ptl\C£. EACH 

DOUBLE K RANCH 
• Archery and Ririe hunler.s Hell) us 

Reduce cro1> destructlol1 by'Ha!'vest
lng our over populated Deer area 
At uhusually low Fees. ' 

• Newly opened. thousands of acres or 
Private hunting on the fabulous 
Roan Creek of Color ado 

• Guaranteed plenty of Sh~>otinj( Two 
deer hunters choice. · 

• All Types or accommodations ava.11 -
able. 

• We an~ associated with the well 
known Bear Cat Gulde and Out
fitter. 

DOUBLE K RANCH 
Phone 303-283-5331 Karl Kat zenberger 

Box 22-C D e Beque, Colo. 81630 

FREE 
SUPER B~43 BOW STRING 
Buy one string@ $ 1.50, 
get one string FREE. 
Mix or match. 
Please specify st ring 
length and bow weig ht . 

EASTLAKE 
ARCHERY 

S ox 151 
Eastlake, Colorado 8 0614 

FOR THE 
TWO-SEASON HUNTEHI 

GUN WORlD 
Every Month At Your Newsstand! 

7 4 

UNIQUE SEAT it's ncally IN 
TAKES HUNTER BY STORM 

Now hunt the pro
feulono/ way. En
joy more profitable 
.huntit1g with this 
UNIQUE SEA'tl 
Puts you ABOVE 
your gnmo for a 
sure kill. Spot game 

- at s renter distance. 
1'wice 1Jr1> action' 
Twice tho takei 
Ideal for nil types 
vf hunting. Espe· 
r:tolly white-to ils 
ond wild turkey 
wher"' sii and wnit 
Is recommended. 

ElJmJnote9 use of less. noise, uneven ~und, 
trre~o1!1e walking. Adjusts to tree at any height. 
Unhmrted Vision / Improve Accurocyl Compact 
folds flat, fils pocket ro cnrry. 3·112 lbs. You; 
shots must improve or YOU.I\ MONEY BACK. 
Stop gomb/ing on Losing More Gnme. T.l'y it! 
Mnybc YOU will hove venison next year too -
besicfos a nice rock of horns to •how off. 
ORDER TODAY! $22.95 ppd. to your door. 

Glo·Cerm, Dopt. 29. 
304 Wilson St., Syracuse, N. Y. 13209 

Write for prices & sizes. 
Free information sheet. 

Free arrow chart. 
GLO NOCKS 

Write for prices & sizes. 
HAMIL TON HAND LOCATOR 

$2.00 Postpaid 
HAMIL TON ARROW REST 

Packaged 2 for $1.00 

MAX HAMILTON 
701 E. Zuni Dri ve 

Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 

KARR1 ARROW 

30x7x9'h 
32 x 7 > 11 

LEVANT and DELUXE MODELS 36 x 1x13 
Finest Tackle box at any price! Write tor prices 

Karri Arrow, Route 2, Provo, Utah 84601 

BLACK ACE 

HIT ARCHERY INC. ARCHBOLD, OHIO 
TROPHY BOWHUNTS 

B u ll Elk Mule Deer 
B lack Deer Mt. Lion 

GUARANTEED 
Jim Kusler Ph. (208} 882·3754 

Outfi tter and Guide 
109 N. Garfield St. 

Moscow, Idaho 83843 

books 
for 
bowmen 

l T. COl. Mil AN E. El OTT, ;RH.) 

WHY WE MISS AND OTHER WRITINGS 
~Y Lieutenant Colonel Milan E. Eliot (Re· 
tired); published by the author; $2.95; 
141 pp. The good colonel, who only re· 
cently Joined the staff of BOW & ARROW 
long has been respected for his knowl'. 
edge of t he r ights and the wrongs of 
archery. 

As a result, this paperback volume 
has much to offer in the way of prac· 
t ical information that can help one to 
~evelop an adequate style for competi· 
t1ve archery. Much of the information 
contained in this book has been de· 
veloped t h rough t rial and error at t he 
Archery College, which El lot and his wife 
operate In Georgia. 

Eliot uses a somewhat offtrail method 
of getting across his points, as for ex· 
ample, when he explains that " a target 
is a c ircle of 360 degrees. If an arrow 
m isses, it goes to only one of those 
degrees. On the other hand, a perfect 
shot can only go to one place. Simple 
mathematics soon indicate that It is 
360 times easier to miss than to hit." 

Eliot theorizes that it would be more 
relaxing for all involved if t hey simply 
accepted the misses than to keep trying 
to hit It in the high·scoring center. 

He also frankly admits that his studies 
of the problems of archers are based 
upon m any of his own faults in the de· 
manding game. And out of all of this 
~omes a lot of good advice; tor example, 
in the matter of choosing a coach, he 
suggests that you pick one who knows 
why he, himself, misses. You may not 
agree with all of his theories, but It 
should prove a benefit to help in better· 
ing your own scores. - Jl 

, 
' . ~ ·~ .. • J .. .. 

l'HOTO BY DEV KlAPP 

He missed this trophy because he bought 

everything for his hunting trip except accuracy 

He didn't spare one cent on .the new Jeep, bows, 
clothes, food, camping gear, but he made one 
crucial mistake - he tried to sa vc on his arrows. 

Everything wenc well until he goc his one aod 
only shot at the prize he had been cracking for 
three days- then, instead of a buck, a MISS! ! ! 

Next time you start packing for that hunting 
trip, don't try to save pennies and lose a buck. 
Make sure you hit what you shoot at. Pack a set 
of Easton aluminums- the most consistently 
accurate hunting shafts made. Isn't that what it's 
all about when you're going after chc big one? 

Write for our 11eu• Ea1ton c11tal.or. givinK shaft 11Jlec1ion. bow·luning .mti hr;nting arrow iniormation <rn 1he shafts ti.Jed by Jeri.om hunJeTI 
and wfJrld rr::cord-setting arch11rt sinco 1946. 

EASTON ALUMINUM HUNTING SHAFTS 
~~~Rl)~~ 1 ~ao.~o~ro .. ~,, 1 &J!l!l!l!lt7ri ~ 

JAS. D. EASTON, INC .. 1ti137 CALIFA STREH, VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 91401 MEMBER ARCHERY MANUFACT UR!:RS ORGANI ZATION AM© 



hunters: 
LeamFredBearS 

QQ§~~lf~lt~ @if IlnUlliIDttfumg99 

for a buck! ih 

Right now, your Bear dealer has a special lim
ited edition long-playing record album featuring 
Fred Bear and Curt Gowdy. This $3.95 value is 
filled with inside tips on stalking and bagging 

game, and is yours for just $1.00. 
For the first time, Fred Bear, 

bowhunting superstar, tells 
his "Secrets of Hunting"

secrets gathered from 50 
years of hunting with 
bow and gun all over 
the world. Everything 
from a Michigan white· 
tail to an African lion, 
including a polar bear and 
bull elephant, are included 
among Fred's game trophies. 
You can get this specia I 
album only at your Bear 

dealer's for just a dollar. You're 
in for an hour of listening enjoy· 

ment-hunting secrets and tales of the 
trail-as Fred reminisces with Curt Gowdy, 

popular television sportscaster. 
s"ee your Bear dealer soon. 
Check out the new '68 hunt
ing line an.d get your copy 
of Fred Bear's "Secrets of 
Hunting." It's bound to be 
the best dollar you've spent 
this year. 

DIVISION ~ VICTOR COMPTOMETER CORPORATION 
c:::: 

RURAL JtOUlE ONE, CStA.YLING, MICHIGAN 49'738 • A.REA CODE 517•34B•6Q1l 


